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Theatre's
Fund Drive
Is Termed
A Success

Dollar KeepsClimbing On
World MonerMarkets
By JERRY ESTILL
Associated Press Writer
World money traders kept the dollar
climbing for the third straight day
today, showing continuing confidence
in President Carter's prescription for
rescuing the greenback and healing the
inflation-troubled American economy.
Meanwhile, administration officials
turned a wary eye toward the prospect
of higher unemployment, and government leaders prepared to try to explain
it all to Congress.
In early monetary trading today, the
dollar rose in value against all major
European currencies. There was no
trading in Tokyo because of a national
holiday.
European dealel's had been quoted as
having second thoughts after sending
the dollar's value soaring in response to
Carter's announcement Wednesday of
new efforts to support the battered
currency on foreign markets and fight
inflation at home.
But today's trading showed dollar
exchange rates rising from Thursday's

1.8705 German marks to 1.8725, from 1.6
Swiss francs to 1.6265, from 4.27 French
francs to 4.3075 and from 830.5 Italian
lire to 834.5.
In London the pound weakened
against the dollar from $1.9860 to
$1.9825-- -7
Following a dramatic spurt in value
shortly after Carter announced his
program Wednesday, the dollar
climbed at a more moderate but steady
pace Thursday throughout the world.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal said Thursday he expected
the economy to grow by about 3 percent
next year, below the 3/
1
2 percent to 4
percent rate government economists
have said is necessary to keep unemployment in check.
Blurnenthal acknowledged Thursday
that new moves to bolster the dollar and
fight inflation could contribute to a
recession.
"The risks of high interest rates
followingoon the heels of this action,
causing a slowdown much greater than
anyone expects, are there," he said.

City Vacuum Leaf Call-ins
Will Be Taken Next Week
Call-ins for vacuum leaf pick-up will
begin Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 6 and
7, according to Ray Clark, street
department Superintendent. The two

Hazel Man
Arraigned
On Charges
Calloway County District Judge Sid
Easley today arraigned Billy Lee
Barnett, 30, Route 2, Hazel, in connection with at least two indecent exposure incidents on the Murray.State
Univerelly camptie.
Judge Easley set bond at.$1,150 and
ordered the defendant to reappear in
court Dec. 13.
Arrested Wednesday by Murray
State University security personnel,
Barnett is charged with disorderly
conduct, indecent exposure and third
degree assault.
According to MSU Security Director
Joe Green, Barnett was caught near
Lovett Auditorium on the campus
shortly after a man, clad only in shoes
and with a pair of shorts over his head,
had attempted to grab a woman student
crossing the campus quadrangle area
about 8 p.m,
About 15 minutes later, Green said, a
man, clad in a similar manner, was
seen near the Waterfield Library.
Jerome Wilford, a student with the
university's Racer Patrol, spotted and
apprehended Barnett, Green said. The
MSU security chief said Barnett, when
arrested, was wearing shoes and
trousers. He' was placed into custody
and lodged in the county jail.

machines will begin operation Wednesday, Nov. 8, and pick-up is tentatively scheduled to end 'Dec. 10.
Clark said that calls will be taken
each day at the street department office, The streets that will be picked up
the next day will be announced on radio
the night before.
Clark stated, "I encourage residents
to rake blocks at a time. This will help
them by getting the streets picked up
sooner, and it will help the department
by getting the street finished faster."
He said that once a block is picked up,
it will be added to the bottom of the list
of streets and will not be picked up
again until it rotates to the top.
Leaves should be raked between the
curb- and the. sidewalk, accordin& to
Clark. If there is not sufficient roof!!!in
.,that area for the leaves, they should be
raked behind the sidewalk. In those
cases where there is shrubbery behind
the sidewalk, leaves should be raked
into an open area. Clark also cautioned
residents not to rake leaves into ditches. If leaves are left behind the ditch
lines, the city'crews- 11 pick them up.
The superintendent stated that
bagged leaves will continue to be
picked up, also on a call-in basis. Clark
stressed that he is recycling leaf bags
- that is, -leaving. more bags at
residences where he picks up bagged
leaves. He pointed out that people who
bag their leaves should remember to tie
the bags.
Citizens may call the street department at 753-3790 from 7:30 a.m. to 4
p,m. Monday through Friday. It should
be specified whether pick-up is desired
for loose or bagged leaves.

But he said the risks are offset "by the
benefits from the strong actions, which
change the psychological climate and
ex pectaticeis"
Today's hearing by the Senate
Banking Committee marks the first
time a congressional committee as
had a chance to review Carter's antiinflation plan or his steps to rescue the
sinking dollar.
Congress had adjourned and most of
its members had left town last month
before Carter announced his antiinflation program. The dollar bail-out
plans were announced Wednesday.

...As Jobless
Rate Drops
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
unemployment rate dropped from 6
percent to 5.8 percent in October, as
more adult women succeeded in finding
jobs, the Labor Department said today.
The report indicated the job situation
was a bright spot in an economy
plagued by rising interest rates and
inflation all year. October's jobless rate
was the lowest since a 5.7 percent rate
last June.
For adult women, the unemployment
rate dropped from 6 percent to 5.6
percent, the lowest level since August
1974, when it was 5.4 percent.
About 35'.7 million women over age 20
held jobs last month out of a population
group of 76 million, the department
said. About 2.1 million adult women
were reported looking for work.
Strong activity in the airline, construction and service industries core
tributed to continued big increases in
new jobs among all workers, the
department said.
The-number 'of persons holding jobs
advanced by 325,000, about average for
the year, to 95.2 million. Over the past
year, strong economic growth has
increased employment by 3.6 million.
However, some economists predict
that-the government's credit-tightening
measures to protect the dollar will push
unemployment upward next year.
Here are the unemployment rates for
different categories in October:
-All workers 5.8 percent, down from
6 percent.
-Adult men 4 percent, unchanged,
-Adult -women 5.6 percent, down
from 6 percent.
-Teen-agers 16.3 percent, down from
16.6 percent.
-Whites 5.1 percent, down from 5.3
percent.
-Blacks and other minorities 11.4
percent, up from 11.2 percent.
-Full-time workers 5.3 percent,
down from 5.5 percent.
-Non-farm laborers 11.3 percent, up
from 10.7 percent.
-Black teen-agers 34.3 percent,
down from 34.6 percent.
The report said the average work
week was 35.8 hours, unchanged from
August and September.
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CIVITAN HONOREES - Murray Civitans named Elbert 'Salty' Thomason,
left,'Civitan of the Year' during a club function Thursday night Thomason
is shown here wits Rohn Emerson, center, club past-president aod awards
chairman, and Harding Lowery, governor-elect of Kentucky Civitans.
Lowery was speaker for the evening. Thomason also received a five year
perfect attendance award and last year won a Civitan club honor key for
his efforts in behalf of local Civitans and the community.

Elbert Thomason Is
'Civitan Of The Year'
-Civitan of the Year," local Civitans
honored Hardiman Nix who won the
"Pancake Salesman of the Year"
e'ward and "Fruitcake Salesman of the
Reiman Wilson won the
Year."
"Fruitcake 300 Pound Club" award for
fruitcake sales.
Civitans honored Hoyt Roberts for 16
years perfect attendance in the Murray
club. Other perfect attendance
Chevrons went to Hardirnan Nix, 15
years, Coffield Vance, 12 years, Ryan
Graham, five years, Harmon Whitnell,
five years, L.A. Jones, two years and
Wayne Wilson, one year.
Civitan past president Emerson was
recognized with a past officer award,
along with Jim Wilson, past secretary,
and L.A. Jones, past treasurer.
Guest speaker for the event was
Harding Lowery, governor-elect for
_Kentucky. Lowery also presented,
awards.

Murray Civitans named Elbert
"Salty" Thomason the "Civitan of the
Year" during a Civitan function
Thursday, night.
Thomason also received a five-year
perfect attendance' Civitan Chevron.
The Murray club, in November, 1977,
gave Thomason a Civitan Club Honor
Key for his many efforts in behalf of
Civitan and the local community.
-I was surprised and honored by last
year's award but this award as 'Civitan
of the Year' is something I will always
remember and be very proud of,"
Thomason said when -John Emerson
'presented the award A committee of
three Civitans selected the person for
the award, a Civitan spokesman said.
A Murray resident, Thomason is a
supervisor with South Central Bell's

Murray Ace._
In addition to, recognizing the

The Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre Membership
Drive is termed a success according to
Bob Billington and Ronnie Jackson,
city and county coordinators.
---- -The goat of $8;000.00 WRS reached
early in the drive and funds continue to
come in from individuals and
organizations who wish to lend financial support," Jackson announced.
-The money collected in the drive
will -lie-userrliriiiiitching funds for the
Governor's Challenge Grant and,
hopefully, for other grants as they are
available," Billington reported. "The
Kentucky Arts Commission, The
Purchase Area Development District,
and a funding committee from the
Theatre Group are investigating other
possible sources of income on a matching basis," he further stated.
Most of the proceeds from the fall
membership drive were the results of a
city and county-wide house-to-house
canvass. Businesses were not solicited
but many heae made contributions
along with several civic organizations.
Paid memberships total 932, making
an increase over last year of 300 active
members. Categories of annual
membership for Community Theatre
are as follows: Junior -$1; General - $5;
Family • - $10; and sponsor memberships are listed as: Curtain Raisers $25-$49; Entertainers - $50-$99;
Directors - $100-$499; and Producers $500 and up. Persons may join any time
during the year by contacting another.
member or by calling 759-1752.
"We wish to express our appreciation
to all of those who worked on the canvassing and to the community for its
support
and
enoutstanding
couragement," said both Billington and
Jackson.
Meanwhile, Patty Phillips, coproduction manager, announced today
the production staff for the Community
Theatre's next performance, "The
Music Man."
The show will run Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 9 And in. and Friday and
See THEATRE,
Page 16, Colimn 6

Ky. Officials Will Be 'Shopping'
For Dangerous Toys This Year
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - State
officials will be shopping for toys
between now and Christmas - but only
for those that might be unsafe.
State Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn announced Thursday that
he is beginning "Operation Toybox"a joint effort to locate any unsafe toys
that might be on Kentucky retail store shelves and to advise people on how to
buy toys.
The first part of the program will
have eight inspectors from the Bureau
of Health Services making spot checks

today's index

of various retail toy outlets around
Kentucky.
The inspectors will be checking to see
if toys meet federal safety and labeling
requirements and to see if any toys
banned by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission are on sale.
The federal safety agency has banned
some 2,500 toys from the marketplace
because of various unsafe features such
as hidden hazards, sharp edges and
points, protruding wires, small
removable parts that might be
swallowed_ and paint with high lead
content. .
Conn and Health Services Commissioner Robert Slaton said the
federal government's regulatory efforts have resulted in the toy industry
making safer toys.
"We don't expect to find many

banned toys on the shelves of Kentucky
stares," Conn said at a news conference. If any are found, he said, they
will be confiscated and destroyed.
But Conn said even in the absence of
banned toys, accidents still happen. He
said his department estimates more
than 5,700 Kentucky children were
treated in hospital emergency rooms
last year for toy-related injuries, while
the total treated by private doctors,
health clinics or at home is estimated at
more than 15,000.
were skateboards,
culprits
The chief
_
_
rollerskates, tricycles, fireworks,
flying devices,toy cars and toy musical
instruments.
"All the inspections still won't
prevent unsafe toys from being pusSee TOYS,
Page 16, Column 6
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Grant To Fund ProgramOf
Training For Fuel Workers
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sunny
and
warm
Becoming sunny and warm
today. Highs in the mid 705. Clear
and cool tonight with a low in the
mid 40s. Sunny and pleasant
Saturday. Highs again in the mid
10s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Variable cloudiness Sunday
through Tuesday with chance for
a few showers on Monday and
Atioday.-Migka .waiLiange,fr.
the low 80s to the low 70s. Lows
tram the mid*.to the mid 40s.

A 611,200 state grant has been
awarded Murray State University to
provide a year-long certification
.program for the training of municipal
and independent fuel gas system employees.
v.
Funded by the Public Service
Occupations Education unit of the
Kentucky Bureau of Vocational
Education in Frankfort,the project was
proposed by Dr. Paul Lyons, chairman
of the Department of VocationalTechnical Education at the imiversity.
For the past three years, Lyons has
been working as an educational consuftant with municipal and independent
fuel gas systems across the state.
Directing the project, which will run
through June 30, 1979, is Dr. Paul R.
McNeary', who joined the Murray faculty in August. A native of Aberdeen,
S. D., McNeary earned two degrees at
Northern State College, Aberdeen, and
his doctorate at Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater He also has had
teaching assignments in Australia and

•

ft oak
•
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CHRISTMAS CARD SALE
Johnny Phillips, lean Edwards and Patty Thompson. students at the Comprehensive
Care Center, are shown selling the first package of Christmas cards to Don Brock, center supervisor. The cards,
packaged M lots of-14, sell For-5330. They feature eight different designs created by the adult activities class of the,
fanAltic liontwille-igkiaiSoiggAjottizAin, 04.41grso,.,Peopies Bank Downtunin_and
.c-tr.0
c.,-„eVS!•:
Ninth Branch, Owens' Food Market, Mufray
..-Calloway County Public tibial, and the Comprehensive Care (enter.
Those wishing cards May also contact arty member of the Assciciation for Retardetctizeos.the Student Council*
Exceptional Childien, Alpha Phi,Alpha OmkrOn Pi, or call 70-6622 or 762-2446. Extension 34_
.
suolphnin K Debbie N. tee

_
McNeary will .be assisted by a 15member advisory committee made up
Of gas company officers and managers
from such systems as Louisville Gas

and Electric, West Kentucky Gas at
Owensboro, Cincinnati Utilities and
systems in Lexington and Paintsville.
Tommy Marshall, manager of the
Murray Natural Gas System, is a
member.
According to Lyons, the program will
be in two phases. One is to provide
instruction for the certification, based
on guidelines approved by the Kentacky Gas Association and the Kentucky Public Service Commission, of a
minimum of 15 trainers of fuel gas
employees.
Once participants have completed
this initial phase of the program and
have been certified as trainers, they
will be eligible to conduct ,localized
training programs for fuel gas employees in various sections of the state.
'The second phase of the program,
Lyons said, is designed to provide
assistance to the newly-trained trainers
through the coordination of their activities and the development of the
traiping materials they wfit need.
Each'Aief has employee in the state
will be provided:with the opportunity
for approximately 48 hours of up-grade
training each year, he said. '

4.
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to Be Married
Fridayallovember 3
Cincinnati Ballet Company
will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State, as a part of the Murray
Civic Music • Association
concert series.
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
League, Immanuel Lutheran
Church, will be at Calloway
Public Library from nine a.m.
to five p.m.

Saturday, November I
National Organization for
Women will hold its first
meeting ta, Room 109, Carr
Health Building, Murray State
Urnversity, at four p.m. This
is open to both students and
non students and men and
women.
•
Craft Bazaar by Ladies
Immanuel
of
League
Lutheran Church will be held
at Calloway Public Library
from nine a.m. to three p.m.

Sunday, November 5
The Calloway_ County
Athletic Boosters Club will
meet at the high school at 2
p.m. The elementary football
trophy will be presented. to
winner of the county championship.

By Dorothy Jennings
The unbelievable results
that can be accomplished by
doctors at the Shriners
Chlldrens flospitalswere seen
in an all too short movie
presented by William E.
Moffett, a member of the local
Shrine organization, to
members of the Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at their regular
monthly meeting, Oct. 19, at
the clubhouse.
Since the first Shriners
hospital in Shreveport, La., in
1922 over 300,000 children have
been helped from infancy to
age 15. Mr. Moffett stated that
nine children in ,the Murray
area have been aided in the
last few years.
The movie depicted a young
boy born without arms, where
the hospital unit in St. Louis
made artificial arms and
taught both him and his
mother how to manipulate the
devices. The hospital is one of
the 22 over the nation supported by Shriners at no cost
to patients.
Mr. Moffett spoke after he
and the ladies had a repast of

Hilltop Baptist Church will
have an all day homeeoming
with The Wonders Quartet as
featured singers.

Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State Horsemanship
Christmas _ Bazaar _by Xi C1112‘, w startat ten a.m. at
Stow
and
Alpha Delta-of Beta Sigma Phi Uvestock
Exposition
Center.
Admission
will be at Community Room,
Federal Savings and Loan, is free.
Coffees for Murray State Seventh and Main Streets,
Janwin Overcast, Paducah,
University Women's Society from nine a.m. to twelve noon. will be presented in her senior
will be held at the home of
Ham Hocks and Bean piano recital at two p.m. in
Masa Read with Edna
Recital Hall Annex of Price
Gowans as cohostess from Supper will be served by the Doyle Fine
Ails Center
-Chapel---Martin's
UMW-of9:30 to eleven-a:dr and from
Murray
State.
United Methodist Church
one to three p.m.
Gospel Singing will be held
starting at 5 p.m.
at Blood River Baptist church
Golden Age Club is
Youth Hayride of the at two p.m. featuring The
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of the First United Memorial Baptist Church will Neighbors Quartet from
Marshall County.
Methodist Church at twelve start at the church at six p.m.
Miss Darlene Oliver
noon.
Monday,November 6
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Osmus
and Ray Coffey
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women United will will be honored on their 35th
anniversary
with.,an
Church
Women
will
meet
at
Mr. and Mrs. Max Oliver of Kirksey Route One announce
hold its World Community wedding
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
Day program at the Martin's bpen house at the home of Mr. seven p.m. Mille church.
daughter, Darlene, to Ray Coffey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Chapel United Methodist and Mrs. Jahn Cooper, Lynn
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Coffey,309 Jerome Drive, Paris, Term. . .
Church at 7:30 p.m. with the Grove,at two p.m.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Dan Tucker as speaker.
Barney Darnell of Kirksey and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Alpha Mu Chapter of silent auction for the benefit of
Christmas Bazaar by Xi Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have P. E. 0. educational projects
Oliver of Calloway County.
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta a garage sale from eight a.m. at the home of Mrs. A. C. La
Miss Oliver, a graduate of Calloway County High School,
Follette at 7:30 p.m.
Sigma Phi will be at Com- to two p.m. at 701 South 16th
received her Bachelor of Science Degree in business and
management from Murray State University. She is now
munity
Room. Federal Street.
Parents Anonymous will
employed at the Union Carbide Corporation, Paducah.
Savings and Loan, Seventh
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
and Main Streets, from six to
UMW of Martin's Chapel meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Coffey and the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Emmendorfer, all of nine p.m.
United Methodist Church will Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Call 759-1792 or 753-9261 for
Perryville, Mo.
sponsor a ham hocks and bean
Saturday, November 4
Mr. Coffee, a graduate of Henry County' High School,
supper at the church. Serving information.
The Xi Alpha Phi chapter of
Semi-annual olciewspaper
Paris, Tenn., received his Bachelor of Science Degree in
will begin at five p.m.
Beta Sigma Phi met Oct. 26 at
drive by Boy Scout Troop 77
commercial and financial management from the University
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the home of Mrs. Tricia
will be held and call 753-3824
of Tennessee at Martin. He is now employed at The First
Horse Show, sponsored by the Health Center, North 7th
Nesbitt. The ,members
for pickup.
Industrial Plan, Paducah.
Murray State Horsemanship and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
dressed in H
costume
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Nov. 24, at six
Livestock
at
will
be
Club,
for
the
mee
41
a barn
Square and round dancing
p.m. at the Holy Cross Catholic Church, Paris, Term. A
Executive Board of the
Center.
decorated for Halloween.
will be held at the WOW Halt Show and Exposition
reception will follow the ceremony.
Murray Woman's Club will
starting at ten a.m. Acireission
Games were played and prizes
at 7:30 p.m.
Invitations will be sent only to out of town guests. All
meet at the club house at 11:30
is free.
were given to Mrs. Beverly
friends and relatives are invited to-attend.
a.m.
Galloway
and Mrs. Linda
-Land Between th'i Lakes
Barbershop Quirtet HarFain.
activities will include field trip
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & ' •
Show,
License
Mrs. Galloway, president,
On Birds That Prey at Center mon',
by Western Ken- kAit. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
presented
presided.
Station at one p.m.; Era of
Society 'for the lodge hall.
The Committee Chairmen
Iron Revisited at Center tucky Chapter of
and
Preservation
the
reported on various events.
Furnace at two p.m.; Honker
Groups of. First Baptist
Encouragement of Barber
Mrs. Rita Burton, ways and
by Moonlight at Center Station
Quartet Singing in Church Women will meet as
Shop
means chairman, thanked
at7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Howard Wendt was Otto Hicks.
America, will be at Student follow: Lottie Moon with Opal
everyone who helped at the
Center Auditorium, Murray HoWard at 7 p.m. and hostess for the October
The recreation was led by homecoming parade. She also
State University, at 7:30 p.m. Kathleen Jones with Leone meeting of the Harris Grove Mrs. Herman Jones. Refresh- reported that the chapter will
Homemakers Club held at her ments were served by the be selling current stationery.
Admission is 84.00 adults,$3.00 Travis at 715 p.m.
home with Mrs. James Dixon hcistess to the 14 members.
students.
Mrs. Linda Rogers, service
Arts and Crafts Class for presiding in the absence of
The club will meet Nov. Bat chairman, reminded the girls
senior citizens and adults will Mrs. Alfred Taylor, president. 12 noon at the Sirloin Stockade to bring discarded magazines
Sunday. November 5
By OIL BRYAN
The lesson on '•Art with Bill Phillips, local at- to-the next meeting,---Mr arid -Mrs_ Taz H. 1.amb..._ be at 1620 Main Street from 7
THAtiElt
will celebrate - their' 25th to 4- p.m. For transportation Appreciation" was presented torney, to speak on the neW - Plans were sdiscussed for a
by Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo. judicial system in Kentucky.
wedding anniversary with a call 753-0929 by 3 p.m.
potluck supper to be held at
The human spine is a
Each person brought a
the
fellowship
reception
at
remarkable creation. Each
Annual Quad State Choral treasured antique to the
hall of the Brewers United
vertebra in a normal spine
Feslizal for high school meeting, and told the history
Due to unexpected Pre-Christmas ortwo
to
Church
from
Methodist
is perfectly aligned with
stuts will be held from 9 or story of the item.
fear p.m.
those above and below. The
dering, I wilt be unable to accept orders
Mrs. Marvin Parks and
a.m. to .4:30 p.m. with free
mobility -of the vertebrae
Land
Bill
Between
concrt_at
7
Mrs.
diaceeeed
Lakes
at
lkyett
Wrather
..pm.
the
permits the back to bend
anleSes willtti-eTude-Thirveet Auditoniun, Murray State the lesson on "Interior and
and turn. :November 'it h..
Fest
at
The
Homeplace
1850 University. Jerry Williams_ Exterior Paint Problems."
Small channels in the
from
one
to
Mrs.
four
will
be
Jack
Kavanaugh
conductor.
gave
p.m.; In
vertebrae provide a safe,
Celebration of Nature at
the Ikindscape notes.
protective channel for the
Center Sation at two p.m.;
The devotion Was given by
Reservations for the ladies
spinal cord and spinal nerClose Encounter at Silo day luncheon on Wednesday at Mrs.,D'Angelo. Mrs. Frankie
ves. Injuries or defects
Overlook at six p.m.
may disturb the alignment
the Murray Country Club Adams read the minutes. Two
of the vertebrae, resulting
should be made with Barbara new members present were
753-5819
in a partial closing of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Mrs. Charles Dillon and Mrs.
Brandon today.
nerve passage. This can
Church will have its annual
cause severe pain in the
homecoming with the Rev.
lower back and legs.':
John Jones as speaker and
Chiropractic can -often
special music by the New
relieve back and leg pain
Kentuckians.
by locating and correcting
the misalignment that is
Disco, sponsored by
the cause of the trouble
Housing Programming
without having to resort to
Council, will be at Hart.Hall
unnecessary
or
unCoffeehouse from eight p.m.
warranted surgery.
to midnight. Admission is 25
cents.
DR. BRYAN THACKER
FINAL WEEK
CHIROPRACTOR
Calvary Temple will have
7: 15,9:15 + 2:30Sun
Office: 903 Sycamore
its annual all day homecoming
Phone: 753-9909
with The Singing Ayeys as
Amillimeseamoossemelatran\ special guests.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by --nine- - em. fee- ffionmag
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Harris Grove Horn makers Club
Holds Meeting At Wendt Home

HERE'S
HEALTH

fruit juices, coffee and secretary welcoming them to
homemade breads served by the club.
A freewill offering exMrs. Irma LaF'ollette, Mrs.
Lula White, Mrs. Rosezella ceeding $15 was collected that
Outland and Mrs. Loral Ash- will-be added to the speaker's
craft at 9:30 a.m. Grace was gratuity and will be sent to the
Shriners Hospital in honor of
said by Mrs. Mavis Hurt.
Chairman Mrs. Betty Mr. Moffett. Mrs. Boston
Boston conducted the business adjourned the meeting at
session which was opened with 11:20 a.m.
—
Mrs}luvtngsevott0linn on"How to Grow in Grace." Mrs. —
read
Taylor
Margaret
minutes of the September
meeting and called the roll
with 24 members responding.
She also read a letter from
member Mrs. Reba Miller
who is now a resident at a
111
ho me
"houseca rer
Paducah.
Lanette H. Thurman,
Members were reminded to director of the Personal
bring a small gift for the girls Enrichment Center at Murray
at Lynwood Treatment Center_ State, was a participant in the
for Christmas. This is an National - Identification'
annual undertaking for the Program for the Advandepartment.
cement of Women in Higher
After the chairman's report Education Administration at a
of the workings -of the conference at Shakertown
executive board, names of Oct. 29-30.
potential members to the
Sponsored by the Office of
department were voted on and Women in Higher Education
accepted. These ladies will of the American council on
soon receive letters from the Education, the conference is
part of a three-year effort
designed to expedite the advancement of women who
have shown promise for major
positions in academic administration.
The program includes
personalized systems iia-a
number of states for the
the Nov. 21 meeting.
The meeting was closed in identification, recomregular form with all mem- mendation, and advancement
bers repeating the closing of women administrators.
Mrs. Thurman joined the
ritual.
faculty at Murray State in 1966
The next meeting will be and became
director of the
held on Nov. 9 at the home of
Personal Enrichment Center
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield. All
br 1974. She continues her
members .are to bring work in
the classroom as an
macrame rniicei-firs7:
assistant professor in the
'• Following the meeting, a
Department of Business
bon-fire was built and
Education and Administrative
members roasted hot dogs and
Management on. a part-time
marshmallows. Hot chocolate
basis.
was also enjoyed. The refreshments were served by Mrs.,
HOLIDAY CHEESE
Tricia Nesbitt, hostess.
If you're not using all your
Members present were: holiday cheeses immediately,
Edna Vaughn, Rita Burt6n, keep them refrigerated-in-Beverly Galloway, Linda their own wrappers to prevent
Rogers, Dortha Stubblefield, drying out. If not, wrap them
Linda Fain, and Joretta tighlTy with foil or plastic
wrap.
Randolph. --
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Late Show Line-Up
Fri. & Sat. 11:40
CAPRI - ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
18 Or Over Only Must Nave 1.0.
CHERI "Concert For Bangladesh"(G)

YOUTH SHOP

*Stec

1/3 0ff

10 a.m. -- Open 9:30
The Community Theatre
presents

"The Theiving Magpies"
Live and On Stage - Cliikire11 0.44--- (Adults free with paying child

LAWRENCE-HILTON JACOBS
"YOUNGBLOOD"
, BRYAN O'DELL
REN WOODS
INT R AT
ORIGINAL INUSIk *AMIN
ARO PERFORMED V,
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DEAR ABBY: We don't go to church. Instead, my husband and I and our three children sit down to a hearty
breakfast on Sunday morning and afterwards have a friendly discussion around the breakfast table.
We talk about school problems, family gripes and relations with relatives and friends. We Sup-po
--K--eaCh other in
overcoming bad habits and faults and come to an understanding about allowances, TV watching, homework and
chores. Then we seek ways to improve family life and ways
to contribute to our community and our nation.
We believe that God's spirit is within us (all) and that ours
are helping hands which can be used to make this spirit
evident here on earth.
Recently, some of the neighborhood children have been
calling our children "atheists" because we don't go to
"'church. They are s hocked alid-upsand don't know what-to
answer. Do you in your wisdom have an appropriate
answer?
AT A LOSS

CREATIVE ARTS BAZAAR PLANNED — Bazaar Commitice members from the
Cr-eative Arts Department of the Murray Wom'an'4 Club are Pam Thornton, Toni Hopson, Eva Morris, and Sue Archer (bit/Aar chairman). The annual Creative Arts Ba/aar
will be held at the Murray Public Library on Saturday, Nov. Il, ironi nine a.m. to two
- tment.
p.m. Proiveds go toward student art scholarships given by the dii

1753-5570

Mrs. Teresa E. Armstrong H. Helm, Rt.6 Bx. 292 Murray,
10-18-78
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Robbie C. McGee,
A'dults 132
Mrs. Tonle M. Ellis and Baby— -Murray, Manor
pt. 1
Nursery 12
Girl, Rt. 8, Murray,Kendra D. Murray, Thomas F. Amin,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Green (Doris), Thin-mond, 1510 Canterbury 205 S. 16 Murray, Bernard E.
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Baby Boy MurraY, Mrs. Kay W. Harr McCormick, Rt. 1 Buchanan,
Cooper (Lillyith), Rt. 7, cock, 119 Campbell Ct. Tenn., Mrs. Della M. Adams,
DEAR AT: How is this: "We are NOT 'atheists.' We acMayfield,
Robert
H. Rt. 7 Mayfield, Mrs. Eunice E.
Murray.
cept the existence and influence of God in our lives. But to
Billington, Rt. 8 Bx. 70 Willis, Rt. 7 Murray, Mrs.
DISMISSALS
us, God's spirit is within all of us, and we offer helping hands
Keith A. Thorn, Rt. 6 Bx. 99 Murray, Danny Houston, Rt. 2 Obera C. Brown, Rt. 1 Almo,
which can be used to make this spirit evident here on earth."
Murray, Kathy L. Briscoe, Murray, Mrs. Lucille Atkins, Mary Jane Grogan, Rt. 1 Bx.
(P.S. In my opinion, yours is a stronger religious commit1101; Valcirk Dr. Louisville, Rt. 6 Bx. 180 Murray, Mrs. 68 Pace Lane Hardin, Hurpal
ment than many church-goers make. But that, too, is their
business.I
John J. Boyer, 304 N. 12th Conova E. Miller, Rt. 1 Murphey (expired) Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Wanda J. Mayfield, Mrs. Estelle Mayfield, Mrs: Chlora FarDEAR ABBY: SHELDON'S WIFE couldn't understand
Lyons, Rt. 1 Almo, Mrs. Nell Grogan, Rt. 4 Bs, 109 Murray, mer (expired), Fern Terrace
why her husband came home with red smudges on his shirt
R. Evans, 1609L2 Hamilton, Mrs. Gilford Simmons, Fern Lodge Murray.
and red hairs on his coat. Don't jump to conclusions. Abby.
Murray, Mrs. Barbara J. Terrace Lodge Murray, Mrs.
10-21-78
He may have been feeding strawberry jam to a cocker
Rt. 1 Hardin, Mrs. Grace W. Marcus; Fern
Darnall,
spaniel! .
Terrace
Lodge Murray, Mrs. Adults 111
Rita S. Cherry, Rt. 4 Bx. 605
CHATTANOOGA DOG LOVER
Nursery 07
Murray, Mrs. Lillian Colston, Robert L. Adanis; Rt. 1
No Newborns Listed
Rt. 6 Cadiz, Mrs. Sandra G. Farmington, Mrs. Laverne
DEAR LOVER: True. But there -Is always an otitside
Dismissals
Anderson,
Rt.
2
Murray,
Beaton,
Mrs.
5,
Jones, Rt.
thence that he had been feeding a line to a redhead.
Mrs. Gloria Hutchens and
Sharon • E. Barrett, 1504 Garvis Lee, Bx. 45, Dexter,
Baby Boy, 405 College Cts.,
DEAR ABBY: I have been invited to an evening wedding
Parklane, Murray, Mrs. Harold' Osbron (expired)
Murray, Mrs. Doris A. Green
at 6 p.m. A friend of mine tells me that I must wear a long
Allene B. Knight, Rt. 5 Bx. Hamlin.
and
Baby. Ht. 1, Kirksey,
dress.
J.
2019 Murray, Mrs. Belinda
Lillyan A. Cooper and Baby
I do not own a long dresi,1T5 T have no intention of buyEdwards and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Adults 110
Boy,Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Betty
ing one. If I must buy one for this occasion,I cannot afford to
Bx. 215 Murray, Charles E. Nursery 9
.buy a wedding gift.
M. Chavis, Rt. 7, Box 806,
Spruce
St.
105
Timberlake,
Please tell me if you think I absolutely must get a long
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Murray, Bill G. Atkins, Rt. 3,
Murray, Tamara K. Treas,
dress, or would a dressy short dress be acceptable?
Hixon Murray, John E. Haley Jr.,
Baby
Boy
Murray,
Lori
690
7
Bx.
Rt.
NO NAME PLEASE
(Elizabeth), 711 Joy
'
St. Paris, Rt. 1, Farmington, Thomas
Zielinski, Rt. 1 Springville, Tenn., Baby Girl Watson
Blair. Rt. 1, Farmington, Lois
Tenn., Chris J. Zielinski, Rt. 1 (Dianne), 303 College Ct.
bEAR NO NAME: Wear what you have, and don't give it
T.
Clark, 204 S. 2nd, Mayfield,
less?
fabric
more
or
few
inches
of
a second thought. What's a
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Murray.
David D. Morgan, Rt. 5, Bx.
Patricia E. Cheatham, 910 S.
DISMISSALS
2227, Mu_rray, Homer E.
14th Mayfield, James G.
L. Turner, Rt. 1 Hicks, 102 S.Porter St., Paris,
Mrs.
Phillis
Who said the teen years are'the happiest? For Abby's
Burns, Rt. 2 XB. 129A Murray, Mrs. Kathy R. Jones
Tenn., Mrs. Attie M. Spann,
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Knew," write
Buchanan, Tenn., Leonard 0. and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,Cuba Rd.
Rt. 4, Murray.
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
A. Mayfield, Mrs. Deborah H.
Clinton,
L.
Watson,
Rt.
1
$I and a leas, stamped (28 centsl, self-addressed envelope,
Rowland, 2000 Gatesborough Smith and Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. •
please.
Murray, Mrs. Vallie P. Dick, •25 Farmington, Mrs. Debbie J.
Bs. 96 Lynnville, Robert D. Hill and Baby Girl, 501 LynMcKinney, Rt. 1 Dexter, nwood Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Travis T. Elkins, Rt. 2 Rebeeca J. Lanier and Baby
Buchanan, Tenn., Dewey A. Girl, 105 Riviera Ct. Murray,
The Calloway County Public teresting.
Pairings for. the Advanced
Stubblefield, 1102 Berkshire Mrs. Yolanda 0. Bragg, Rt. 1 Group -of the Women's Tennis
Library has on display the oil
Doss' paintings will be on
paintings of a native Western display at the Public Library :Ct. Murray, Mrs. Verdie L. Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.Sarah C. at the Murray Country Club
Garland (expired), Rt 3, Green, Rt. 5 Mayfield Billy for play on Tuesday,Nov.7,at
Kentuckian, Artie Doss.
- the first twq weeks in
Attr. Doss is fruit' Centr,
aLL
-._November, after which they Murray-.
have been an-Brandon, 809 Guthrie'-9:30
City and is the son of Eugene will go to the Bowling Green
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Miller, nounced as follows:
10-19-78
and Wanda Doss. After Public Library for the
Court One--Kathy BurRt 5, Bx. 431 Murray, Mrs.
Adults 129
graduating from Central City remainder of the year. "You. Nursery 11
Juanita Evans, 604 Sycamore chfield, Kay Ray, Penny
High School an& attending are cordially invited to come :NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Murray, Mil- Joyce K. Key, Cappock,and Lynn Stout.
Western Kentucky University, by the library and see this
Court Two-Jana Hughes,
Hutchens,
Baby . ,Boy Rt. 1 Farmington, Harold D.
he gave up his education to collection of abstract art," (Gloria), 405
College Cts. Stacy, Bx. 872 Cadiz, Reid R. Lochie Landolt, Carolyn
work for the family business. Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Murray, Hosford,
Baby Girl Dillard Sr., Rt. 5 Paris-, Tenn., Bradshaw,and Agnes Payne.
It, was at this time that he Librarian,stated.
Substitutes who- may be
Mrs. Constance L. Utley, Big
(Patricia, Rt. 1 Kirksey.
became interested in art as a
Called
are Shirley Boone, Joni People once believed that
Tenn.,
Lawrence
Sandy,
DISMISSALS
hobby.
Billington,
and Mary Frank .1 their palms itched they
Olive
Gina M. Hart,. Rt. 2, Suffill, 1634 West
EGGNOG LIKES
would receive money.
His hobby soon became a
Valentine.
Rt.
5
Tapp,
L.
Murray,
Karen
Puryear,
Tenn.,
Mrs. Pamela
Like your eggnog hot and
fall-time job when members of
spiced? Combine one and one- J. Lackey, Rt. 1 Henry, Tenn., Bx4 211 Murray, Mrs. Urbena
•OUASAR TVS • HOOVER APPLIANCES • COOKWARE • EUREKA
the community discovered his
Koenen, 1624 Sunset
W. T. Farm, Rt. 8 Bx. 367
half cups of dairy eggnog with
ability as an artist. He
Murray, Susan C. Mathis, Bx. Murray, Mrs. Neva G.
developed a national following one-half cup of milk one stick 6147 Hester Hall
Murray,Mrs. Mayfield, Rt. 8 Bs. 915
of
cinnamon
and
one-eighth
We Repair
while vacationing in Salt Lake
Sylvia
J.
Craig,
Rt. 2 Bx. 72 Murray, Mrs. Lagenia Miller,
teaspoon
ground
cloves
in
a
art
an
international
City when
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Jean I. Rt. 1 Farmington, Mrs. Dora
quart-sized saucepan. Heat to
dealer saw some of his work
Cooper,
ktt. 4 Bx. 258 Murray, G. Chilcutt, 405 S. 10 Murray,
simmering
point, -stirring
and became interested in
Mrs. Lovellit HamMtt,408 N..3
occasionally.
Remove
cintrying to sell his paintings.
Murray, Mrs. Dora Mae Bucy,
namon
stick, pour into festive
His paintings are abstraci,
625 S. 4 Murray, Mary J.
cups
and
top
with
sweetened
with colors that are vivid,
Voyles, Springer Hall Murray,
..:
whipped cream and a dash of
bright, and lively. The media
Plaza
Jimmy Dale Herndon, 1620
nutmeg.
This
provides
two
(8
i
he uses is oil and his use of
CC
Kirkwood
Murray,
Mrs.
Sadie
Ci
contrasting strokes is in- oz.) cups.
• 1133110 83111A • SINVil 2 S9V8 Nl1i1i3VA • N01111• S3111iM it
Cook, 714 Broad Murray, Roy
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Librarian Speaks
•
At Bessie Tucker
Circle Meeting -

Tennis_Pairings.At
Club Are Listed

.Special Events Of

nI

Your Individual
Horoscope

NEWS
HOSPITAL
+

.
Doss- Paintingspn Display

was.,
its of facts

bodir
Q: Ms. S.A., in her early of a pregnancy test -are parhohydral,es*_j(2_t_ir
ies. Citric acid IS metabol20s, says that she has an available to you.
active sex life but that it is
Citric Acid Safe in Foods ized completely as a
not possible for her to
Q: Mrs. A.W. writes that source of energy.
Citric acid is added to
merry the manshe loves sines She tries to be careand who loves her. She ful in feeding her family, certain foods to enhance
takes the Pill as a contra- she wants to know if citric their flavors. It binds cerceptive but realizes that acid in foods is harmful tain minerals and keeps
othJS in solution so that
an outside chance of her and if it should be avoided.
becoming pregnant exists.
A Citric acithis safe for they will not precipitate
She has read recently consumption. It is the natu- out and cause cloudiness in
that a pregnancy test is ral acid in citrus fruits and the food product.
sa va ila hle
-drugstesea accounts for the sharpness
- You have-no-teanowto be-and asks about their use of their flavors.
concerned about citric
and reliability to deterAs a matter of fact, citric acid. Authorities agree
mine pregnancy.
acid occurs in the normal that it is not harmful in
A: EPT (Early Preg- metabolism, or burning of foods.
nancyTe,sfl is available
over the counter without a
prescription.
The test is very reliable
(97 percent) when positive,
Initless acteurate (about 80
percent') when the test
shows negative. If reFrances Drake
peated about a week later,
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1978
FOR
the accuracy of the negaSCORPIO
of
day will
kind
tive results is better ( about
What
,
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rn
91 percent).
tomorrow be? To find out what
Take extra pains with apIf the test is negative, the the stars say, read the
pearance today. It could be
assumption may be made forecast given for your birth
important in making a first
lky the woman that she ia
impression that leads to tdi
not pregnant. In a few
interesting job offer.
instances, if she fails to ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
repeat the test later, she (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)4Y
)
may find that she is preg(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This may seem like the right
nant.
Fasten your seatbelt for one
time for a business change,
The EPT kit currently but think carefully before
of THOSE days and stand by ,
sells at pharinacies for making a decision. A program
for more than the usual chaos
about $10. The cost may of watchful waiting could be
and confusion. Even this will
approach that charged by wiser. pass
a physician, especially if TAURUS
you have to purchase a (Apr. 21 to May 21)
22 to Jan. 20) J Ii
second kit. Each kit can be
Don't waste time hunting for
That on-top-of-the-world used only once.
a mislaid paper or report
-feeling will continue. You'll be
Since you probably are buoyed up by good news from
because it's going to turn up
under the care of a physi- an unexpected source, and by '
unexpectedly before this day
cian for prescribing the an interesting proposition.
ends.
Pill, it may prove prefera- GEMINI
AQUARIUS
ble to talk with your doctor (May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -"*.
to see.how much the cost is
Unless you're careful a long
Calm those on-the-job jitthrough his or her office ters. You are being evaluated
and close friendship could
and how quickly the results on performance and have no
falter... the trick is to keep
everything on a platonic
need to worry. Relax after
hours with a good friend who :looting.
ean help you simmer down. -PISCES
(Feb. 20 to.Mar. 20) X
CANCER
Try ndt to unleash your
'(June 22 to July 23) ISO
temper where trivial matters
If you are contemplating a
are concerned or • a minor
real estate investment, this
misunderstanding could
be the right time to
could
Margaret Trevathan spoke
escalate in a dangerous way.
make a move but check all the
on three women spiritual
angles first.
writers with books recently
YOU BORN TODAY enjoy
LEO
published at the October (July 24 to Aug. 23)
competition and are at your
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
best when pitting your wit
A cross word gets your day
Circle of the First United off to an edgy start, but before_
against ighgtsGiven a job
Methodist Church held at the noon you'll be back in good
that holds your friteren
Calloway County Public spirits, thanks to a happy-gochallenges your keen mind,
Library.
you will work hard. You have
lucky associate.
The new books were Hear VIRGO
an inquisitive nature, an
ability to relate unrelated
!The Children Crying by Dale (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Evans Rogers; Thellelper by
What you need today is a- facts, an interest in people.
These traits would suit you
Catherine Marshall; and Lord good friend, someone who'll
admirably for journalism or
Let Me Love by Marjorie listen, then advise and
law. You will never be content
counsel. You're letting
Holmes.
in your chosen field until you
Mrs. Trevathan, librarian, emotions run away with you.
the top. Painting,
reach
straight.
thinking
Start
the
important
also discussed
literature, medicine, real
use for talking books for the LIBRA
estate and entertainment are
(Se
Fp
rit.
en2d5
4 to
are
Oci;ton
23
_bandicappes1._
other fields within your rearm
ral
de
)
47—
rit
v/W
A member of the Hannah
of possibility. Birthdate Of:
orbit.
out
of
dropped
you've
Circle distri6uted a catalogue
Walter Cronkite, newsrnan;
cheer
should
concern
Their
with items for sale and
Will Rogers, humorist;
feel
you
make
and
mood
your
proceeds to go toward the
Pauline Trigere, designer.
outgoing.
more
Doris Gorrell Memorial Fund.

Parents Without
Partners Planned

BULL DURHAM'S
HAS.
FRESH KY.LAKE

CATFISH
All You
Con Eat
- 41.SO FEATURING -

*Steaks *Chicken *Country Ham
(Served Family Style)

*$QW BOOKING CHRISTMAS PARTIES *
HOURS:
OPEN DAILY.- 2:00 P.M.- 1000 P.M.
SUNDAY 11:00 A.M.- 9:00 P.M.
CLOSED ON MONDAY

BULL DURHAM'S
---- PRIVATE DINING-ROOM—
Tars off Hwy. 79 Lot Eagle Gift Shop
noAD HAS BEEN REPAIRED

The Greater Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will hold a general
meeting tonight (Friday) at 8
p.m. in the basement of the
American
Legion, 2921
Broadway, Paducah.
A guest speaker will be
featured, and a social hour
will follow the meeting.
Saturday, Nov. 4, a table
will be 'reserved at the 400
Club in Paducah for members
and guests of PWP.
Sunday, Nov. 5, a family
outing will be held at the 1850's
tionapplace in the Land
Between the Lakes. Members
and children are asked to
meet in the parking lot at 2
p.m. In case of rain the outdoor activities are cancelred.
Tuesday, Nov. 7, a board
and planning meeting will be
held at the home of Mae
Halley in Folsomdale. All
members are urged to attend
to help plan the activities for
the group, according to the
president, Mrs. Elizabeth
-110WiTen.
For any further information
personsmay contact Mrs.-KayCraven at 328-8783 or Mrs.
Bowden at 247-64105

...
..

Any
Vacuum or Television
MADE
Paul Winslow's ()1vmpie

v.,

412,trg

Free Chimney Inspections
Find out for certain if your chimney is
safe or if ills coated with dangerously
flammable creosote. Fires in chimneys
and stove pipes caused 3 million dollars
worth of damage last year. Next year
we will charge for inspections, so take
advantage of this offer today. '

Magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps
Murray, Ky.
759-4178
OFFER GOOD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY ONLY!

CALVARY TEMPLE
441 South, Murray, Ky.
"The Family Church"
Welcomes You To Be Our Special Guest
For Our

THE SINGING WETS
Singing Sunday 2:00 p.m.,
Plus many other special songs from Calvary
Temple's own groups. Don't miss this exciting
flay.
-

11:00 A.M.
Pastor Harris will share a. special
morning that could
. . message Sunday
mean a new beginning for you. A
revelation of God's will for your life •
in these closing moments of time.
.• -----r-

Potluck 'Dinner in Church Dining
Hall.

4
-

1.40

-

4.11.140•110111-9161..AAMON11.00.
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Looking Back

Opinion Paw

•

10 Years Ago
Copley News Service

S.tinday School.
Lesson

H.C.Chili

—
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Honest Speech
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In view of the innumerable injuries
and .0
th irrepa
.4 rable ic
Qlp,s
am,ages that ar
en
e_
c*Th taisehcti-14.4
Man
honest siseech is timely and yea*
needed.
Matthew 5:11-12
Christ made it clear that all who
follow Him closely may expect to be
hated, ridiculed, falsely accused, and
persecuted. A Christian provokes opposition because his godly life is a
constant rebuke to the selfishness and
sin of others, and because what he is,
says, and does is a rebuke to their sinful
way of living. Those who strive to
please and imitate the .Lord need not
expect to escape mistreatment, persecution, and suffering. Nevertheless,
one must be Sure that 1M- suffering is
due to his living righteously and not the
result of his own perversity. _ Persecution for righteousness' sake—can
make for spiritual growth by bringing
the persecuted closer to the Lord. It is
frequently a roadway to larger
usefulness. It is to be noted that the
blessing which Christ promises comes
to those who are mistreated without a
cause in themselves and for the sake of
the Lord.

James 34-14
Because of the great power and influence of words, the Bible has much to
say about the right and the wrong use of
the tongue, and on this subject this
passage is a classic.
In illustrating how to control the
tongue, James referred to the method
of governing a horse by means of a bit
on the bridle, a helm in the hands.of a
, governor, or stfersman on a ship, etc.
Likewise, the tongue of the Christian
needs to be checked and controlled,
thereby avoiding injured feelings and
damaged reputations. Our tongues
frequently cause the Lord to withhold
His blessings from us.
James pictured the dreadfulness of
an uncontrolled tongue by comparing it
to a' small fire that sets a 'great fire
ablaze. Just as a little-fire can start a
terrible conflagration, an uncontrolled
tongue can sear, ruin, and destroy.
James tells us that all manner of wild
animals may be tamed by man, but that
the human tongue can be tamed,only by
the Lord, like a serpent highly charged
. with venom, the tongue is -an unruly
evil, full of deadly poison.- Therefore,
before you repeat .an evil cr false tale,
apply three tests to whet you'afe about

to say, namely, Is it true? Is it
necessary to say it Is it kind to say it?
Through God's enabling grace
thrtibaris can and-Should refrain from
making malicious and injurious
statements about others.
Gossiping endangers self-respect and
the confidence of one's friends. It injures others and grieves God. Its recoil
inevitably harms the wielder.
One should use his tongue for a
wholesome and righteous purpose. With
-the tongue a Christian can plead for
God, challenge others to do right, ire
spire to noble and heroic living, encourage the despairing, and comfort
the sorrowing. Through yielding his
tongue to the control of the Holy Spirit,
one can 'sea faithful witness for Christ
and an effective instructor of others in
the will, way, and work of the Lord.
Exodus 20:16
Bearing false witness in public and in
private, which is forbidden here, is an
abomination in the sight of God. Perjury is bearing false witness under
oath. This sin is very prevalent today.
Many will lie just as quickly and easily
under oath as they will without an oath.
Many have been robbed of their
reputation, property, freedom, and
live-S by witnesses giving false
testimony in the courts.
Perhaps the most prevalent form of
false witnessing is slander, or the
deliberate invention of a lie with a view
to inflicting an injury upon another.
This commandment also forbids gossip.
All those who circulate false reports
concerning others with 'unusual delight
should remember that words can never
be recalled or obliterated.
Another method of bearing., false
witness is that of insinuation. One need
not make a positive statement about
another in order to bear false witness.
He need only ask a question which
would put the other person under
suspicion, without incurring any personal risk at all. Another's reputation
may be injured without a word being
spoken. Either the shrug of a shoulder,
the lifting of an eyebrow, or absolute
silence when his name is mentioned, or
a he is spoken about him, is enough to
do irreparable damage to his
reputation.
There is no way Of measuring the
pains, heartaches, and tears that false
_ witnessing has caused. It injures its
victim, its hearer, and the false witness.

Contemporary Religious Thought

The Astmdered Within
The Community Of Faith
By Robert E. Farless,
Associate Minister
First United Methodist Church
The church has traditionally looked
at divorce as a sin. It is a common
story. The tragedy of a broken
marriage is made more tragic by a
broken relationship with the church. -The church can reconcile the asundered and thereby it can act more fully
as the body of Christ in the ministry, of
.reconciliation. The number of divorced
people in the congregation should not
determine whether or not to deal with
the subject in sermons, discussion
groups and workshops. Its the attitudes
- of those not going through martini
crisis that must be changed. This is a
long overdue beginning for all of us at
confronting an urgent concern that cuts
into the heartbeat of Christian
existence.
We must hold to our belief that God's
intentional will is monogamous
marriage, one man, one woman until
death do them part. In order to be
compassionate, understanding and
forgiving toward a person with a
broken marriage we _do not have to
surrender this very basic tenet of our
faith. We cannot surrender'it for it is
written deep into the very act of
creation. When God created man, man
was incomplete. When God created
woman and man saw her, he said, "She
is bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh."
-She shared his dignity as:an equal.
When one has experlsbeed e failure in
marriage, he or she needs the love and
support ofthe Christian community and
not our condemnation. God's will can be
done and wifi be done, and woe be unto
us who stand in its way through
judgemental attitudes and unaccepting
spirits.
Let us not come to the conclusion that
because we live in a wayward world all
.4)t meeeilleoperienee totaljoekstaaege.
our marriages. I strongly suspect that
,we will all • experience _some broke
seas. I question those who say they
-never have arguments. Some, thank
God, have long .and happy marriages,
V

for this we are grateful. How glad we
are, though, when circumstances
hinder God's intentional will that he is
able to "wound the sTerpent'S head" and
make all things well.
If the church can effectively communicate the fact of reconciliation with
God, it can also — as a community of
faith — live a reconciled relationship
with the divorced person. It can offer
concrete acceptance, love and understanding. The result will be a third
dimension of reconciliation. The
divorced person will thereby become
reconciled with him or herself. With the
assurance of God's forgiveness and
acceptance and with the actual acceptance by the members of the
community of faith, divorced persons
can come to grips with themselves.
They can be led into a new selfacceptance and self-esteem, so vital to
their well being.
The church's ministry to the divorced
of our society can be more creative and
helpful. It need not be condemnation
and rejection. The"Biblical teachings
upon which the church depends for
guidance do not necessitate that the
church add its condemnation to that of
society.
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Bob Thomas, noted floral artist,
formerly of Murray and Calloway
County, will be presented in a special
program at the Murray Woman's Club
House on Nov. 7, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and Mrs. John Ryan. He
is the son of Mrs. Bessie Themes.
Deaths repotted include Henry
Black, 74, and Mrs. Mary Jane Clark,
97.
The Murray State College Thorough.
breds lost to Eastern 21 to 20 in a
football game. Eastern now has the
lead in the Ohio Valley Conference.
FerlY_
luncheon Meeting of the Senior Citizens
Club held at the Ellis Community
Center, according to Bryan Tolley, club
president.
Mrs. Lenith Rogers spoke on the Red
Cross Ditty Bags program at the
meeting of the Aurora Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs. Henry
Richardson-

- 20 Years ilgo•
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By Lowell Atchley

A Fine Feathered Fed There seems to be no end to the talent
the U.S. government is attracting from
the private sector.
The latest case came to light the
other day when the General Accounting
Office said it had successfully inserted
Donald Duck's name on the payroll of
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, called "HUD" for
short. The boys in Washington even
gave him a nice government style
salary to boot — $99,999.

Apparently a high salaried department computer, which is there to catch
such miscues, didn't spot the hiring of
Donald and it didn't kick when his civil
service salary was put at twice the
legal limit.
Donald, an accomplished actor who's
appeared in hundreds of movies and
cartoons over the years, was outraged
when he learned he had lost his new
HUD job...It was a hoax, a trick GAO,
which oversees federal spending, had

pulled.

Heartline is a 'service tor senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. H
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HeartUne,114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 51 years old. My
first husband died seven years ago. He
had always worked for the federal
government and I drew widow's
benefits from the Civil Service Commission.
Last year I remarried and lost my
annuity. My second husband is a
retiree, and since we weren't married
Tie -retired I will not be
at the
eligible for any benefit on his account in
the case of his death.
Can my Civil Service widow's
benefits be reinstated in the case Of
death or divorce? Who should I contact
if the situation would arise? — M.B.
A remarried widow of a deceased
Civil Service employee may have her
Civil Service widow's benefits reinstated if her second husband passes
away. The benefits may also be reinstated in the case of a divorce.
To have these benefits started again,
you will have to pay beck any lump sum
death benefit to Ott Service you
received at the time of your first
husband's death. The amount of your,0
benefit would remain the same as
was when you were previously drawing
before your remarriage.
If the situation were to arise for you
to draw these benefits again, you should
contact the U.S. Civil Service Bureau of
Retirement in Washington, D.C. to
have your benefits reinstated. HEARTLINE: I applied for Social
Sechrity Disability and was turned
down. I applied for a reconsideration
and that also was rejected. However,
my doctor forbids me to return to work.
What do I do now? — T.J.
If an initial determination and
reconsideration- have been ruled unfavorably for the claimant, he would
have the right to file for a hearing
before an administrative law judge of
the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals.
The request for hearing must be made
in writing within six months from the
date of mailing notice of the reconsidered determination. This request
can be nuide on a special form obtainable at your local Social Security
office.
A claimant may be present at a
hearing and has the right to subrnit any
new evidence supporting his claim. The
claimant may also give verbal
testimony at this hearing.
HEARTLINE: I sent in my claim
recently for pathology services and
Medicare did not pay 100 percent of the
charges. The Medicare handbook says
that Medicare should pay-100'percent of
pathology and- radiology services.
-What's -wrong?
You evidently misunderstood what
you read. -The HEW Medicare Hand.
book, which is titled "Your Medicare
Handbook," read that Medicare will
pay 100 percept of the "reasonable"

it

charges for' pathology and rad,tology
services, not 100 percent of the charges.
There is a big difference when the word
reasonable is added to the statement.
Again, we want to point out, and emphasize, that 80 or- 100 percent of
reasonable charges does nil mean 80 or
100 pet-cent of what the doctor charges.
It means 80 or 100 percent of what the
Medicare carrier establishes as a
reasonable charge under the methods
the law prescribes to such determiruitions.
HEARTLINE: My mother is age 67
and drawing widow's benefits from
Social Security. We have been thinking
about using direct deposit of her Social
Security checks into her checking
account After discussing what we feel
are pros and eons,there Is One area that
we don't know enough about. When she
gets the check herself, it's almost
always on the third of the month. But if
the bank got the check on the third that
happened to fall on a holiday or a
Saturday, it would take even longer for
her to actually have use of her money.
Can you give us any information that
will help us make this decision? Except
for this one problem, we feel it would be
very convenient and much safer to use
direct deposit of her check. — I.P.
We feel that for most persons, direct
deposit of Social Security checks is a
very convenient service, especially for
those persons who have difficulty
getting to the bank each month.
Congress has been concerned that
Social Security. and Supplemental
Security Income beneficiaries have to
wait a few days before being able to
cash or deposit their checks when they
are dalhateed on Saturday or legal
public holidays.
The 1977 amenaments do take this
problem into consideration. When
delivery date for either Social Security
or Supplemental Income payment falls
on Saturday, Sunday or a legal public
holiday, the checks will be delivered on
an earlier date. Hopefully this will
eliminate your cause for concern in this
matter.

Bible Thought
Surely the wrath of man shall praise
thee. — Psalm 76:10.
The dog barks at the moon, and
Man's bitter hatred of God serves only
to attract attention to God's glory.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
'signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published. .
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
'"ceirtfefi5e-"61- rct"any lefterniflfr
Limit frequent writers.
. Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

"I can't understand it," Depild said
in his famous throaty slur on the
telephone from his Hollywood hame,"if
they weren't going to give me this
$99,999 a year job, then why didn't they
stick to it? They gave me that job fair
and square. I was just getting settled in
my new office. The decorators were due
anytime. I'd already talked to Jimmy
on the phone."
"Well, I heard GAO officials wanted
to check for abuse in the federal hiring
and pay system.. They used you
as...utolsort of a guinea pig I guess,"
said. _
"Guinea pig'," Donald shouted into
the phone. "I'd already started doing
my job with the federal government..."
"And what was that?" I interrupted.
"Why I was doing whet 16,000 other
HUD workers are supposed to do —
provide for the sound development of
the nation's communities and
metropolitian areas."
"I'd already started to develop a plan
for sound duck housing in the United
States..."
"Sound duck housing?!"
"Yes. That's an area long
overlooked. We build adequate barns
for goats, horses and cows, doghouses
for dogs and cats always have a roof
over their head. But there's oiactically
nothing for ducks."
"Ducks?"
"Ducks. Duck housing is in shoddy
shape in this country," Donald said, his
voice becoming even hoarser.
"This is silly Mr. Duck," 1' said.
"They tell that last year the government spent $1.5 billion on overtime and
that was POO million over last year. I
can't even comprehend that much
money. Besides, I thought ducks lived
on the water."
"That's how much you know. Ducks
swimon the water,sure, but they like to
have a roof over their heads like anyone
else. It's a disgrace."
It was then that I had a bright idea for
the downhearted duck. "Donald.
You're known and. respected
throughout the country, world even.
Why don't you start a drive...You could
organize.. call it...uh...the Drive for
Decent Duck Domiciles. I'm sure it
would catch on. And you wouldn't need
this government job," I explained.
Hounm. Guess you have something
there. But I still wanted to keep this
job..."
"But why?"
"Well, you see my three nephews
have been out of work for a while-. I was
just thinking I might...er...land them a
job with the government. The salary
wouldn't have to be much understand.
It could even be half what I make..."

Funny World
After giving what he considered a
stirrinl., fact-filled campaign speech,
the candidate looked out at his audience
and confidently asked,"Now,are there
any questions?"
"Yes," came a Voice from the rear.
"Who else is running?"

a

The word "idiot"
derived from
idiotes, a classical Greek term
meaning,:tattle= who took no part in
Odic vottrig.".
A leading politician is accusing the
opposition of smear tactics. They just
published his voting record.
(Sandy Teller)

Efforts to have the location of the St.
Louis-Nashville superhighway shifted
east of the Cumberland River in
Kentucky will be vigorously opposed by
communities in Kentucky, Illinois, and
Tennessee. A meeting is set for Nov. 6
-- Tsit
Deaths reported include A. L (Bert)
Bazzell, 88, Billy Earl Cohoon, 36, Alan
Young Burks, 21, and Mason E. Miller,
49,
The Murray-Calloway County United
Fund Campaign Drive now has attained
$9,300 of its $20,000 fund goal as the
drive enters into the last week of
solicitation, according to Harvey Ellis,
fund campaign chairman.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost to the Arkansas Indians 20 to
14 in a football game.
Showing' at the Varsity Theatre is
"Vertigo" starring James Stewart and
Kim Novak.
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30 Years Ago
Harry S, Truman and Alben W.
_ Barkley, Democrats, were elected as
president and vice-president respectively of the United States in the
general election defeating Thomas E.
Dewey and Earl ' W. Warren,
Republicans.
Virgil
Chapman,
Democrat, defeated John Sherman
Cooper, Republican, for the state
senate seat.
Evangelist Myrtle E. Wallace of
Little Rock, Ark., is the speaker at
revival services now in progress at fie
1.'st
Chestnut Street Tabernacle.
Marilyn Mason, daughter of Dr. and .
Mrs. Rob Mason, has been named
Junior Red Cross chairman for the
Callowsiy4;hapter.
Ann Littleton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Littleton, and Charlene Orr.
daughter of Mrs. Laverne Orr, are
students at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
• Mr. and Mrs D. N. White of Hazel
have ,been vacationing in Hot Springs,
Ark.
Showing at the Varsity. Theatre is
"All My Sons" starring Edw. G.
Robinson and Burt Lancaster.
_
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Today In History I
•

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Nov.-3, the 307th day
of 1978. There are 58 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1903, Panama
proclaimed its independence from
Colombia, with supportfrom the United
States.
On this date:
In 1796, John.Adams was elected the
second president of the United States.
In 1814, European powers, seeking to
resolve the problems left in the wake of
the Napoleonic Wars,- opened the
Congress of Vienna.
In 1868, the Republican candidate_for
president, General Ulysses Grant-.
defeated Horatio Seymour.
In 1896, Idaho granted full suffrage to
women by popular vote.
In 1936, President Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal got a vote of
confidence at the polls as his
Republican . presidential rival, Al?
Landon, carried only Maine and Vermont.
In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson
'swamped Republican Barry Goldwater
in a presidential election.
Ten years ago: The funeral in Greece
of former Greek Premier George
Papandreou turned into a mammoth
rally against the military regime. '
Five years ago: The U.N. Emergency
Force trying to end Middle East
hostilities said it had succceeded in
easing tensions between Egyptian and
Israeli troops west of the Suez Canal.
One year ago: It was announced that
the Crown of St. Stephen and other
ancient Polish relics that had been Uri
U.S. custody since World War II would'
be returned to their homeland.
Today's birthdays: Sen. Russell Long
of Louisiana is 60 years old. Actor
Charles Branson is 56. Columnist
James Reston is 69. Fortner baseball.
dar Bob Feller is 80.
•
Thought for today: "Political elec-,
lions are a good deal like marriages:„
there's no accounting for anyone's'
taste." — Will Rogers, American
humorist, 1479-1935.
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Colorful chakr/truck combo has dial phone on the
side, storage bin under•00
seat. Sturdy plastic. For
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Comes Wtth natural wood
logs and copper tip-down
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articulated fifth wheel-type
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young 'un. In rich plush. Stands
14" tall.
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'Great Expectations' To Be
Shown At MSU On Tuesday

Hubbard To Speak To
Murray fate Class

,r

Hubbard served as the first
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
chairman of the Democratic
who serves the 23k2-county
First Congressional District of freshman in the 94th Congress
Kentucky, will speak to a class from January through June,
1975 He was appointed an
,-at Murray State University
issixtate %Alp in the-Houle a
Monday evening,Nao.11.
C. He will address the basic Representatives by Speaker
Tip O'Neill and Majority
•c speaking class of Drew
ukin, beginning at 6 p.m. Leader Jim Wright in March,
Room 208 of Faculty Hall. 1977.
He is a member of two house
Political Speaking" will be
topic of his presentation, committees
Banking,
-. • h is also open to the Finance, and Urban Affairs
, and Merchant Marine and
'c.
Hubbard is serving his Fisheries.
•
Decond term in Congress and
A graduate of the University
- is the unopposed Democratic
nominee for re-election to a of Louisville School of Law,
third term in the general Hubbard is married to the
election Nov. 7. He was former Joyce Hall of
elected twice — in 1967 and Metropolis, Ill. They have two
, —again in 1971 — as a state daughters, Kelly, 8, and
4enator from the First Krista,5. The Hubbard family
:Senatorial District -of Ken- home is in Mayfield where he
Aucky before he won a seat in has practiced law several
years.
;tongress in 1974.
7-

MARATHON RUN — Phillip H. Davis of Martin, Tennessee begins the last leg of his 13
mile half-marathon run held in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,00,0-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Davis placed first in the
senior division, with a time of 72 minutes:56 seconds.
_
(TVA Photo by Steve Tully)

Consumers Find Little To Be
Thankful For At Groceries
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP)
4— Springfield's mayor isn't
too impressed by a nationwide
'survey that shows his city of
130,000 is the cheapest place to
live in the country.
" "It's interesting, but not too
meaningful," said Mayor Paul
Redfearn, referring to a
Chamber of Commerce
survey of living costs in 208
U.S. cities.
The survey rates cornniunities by checking average
jests for food, housing,
transportation,
utilities,
health care and miscellaneous
services.
But Redfearn said that
because personal income does
not figure into the statistics,
it's hard to draw conclusions
Ecom them..
an
is
Springfield

agricultural center for southwest Missou,ri, and has
diversified industries
producing dairy, paper,
electronics and rubber
products.
Curtis' Strube, the researcher for the Springfield Area
Chamber of Commerce who
compiled the figures for the
survey, said low utility costs
figured prominently in the
city's low rating.
The Chamber of Commerce
report was based on living
costs at the end of September.
It did not cover such major
cities as Boston, Los Angeles,
San Francisco or 1)allas.
Robert Palmer of the
Indianapolis Chamber of
Commerce', who compiled the
report, said those cities did not
participate in the voluntary
study.
,

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD,Inc.
753-5273

Murray, Ky.
LARGE `MUNE - LOW PROFIT
"Sorties Built Our Business"

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
'
NEW OR USED CAR

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
With the Thanksgiving
holiday barely three weeks
away, consumers are finding
little to be thankful for at the
supermarket. An Associated
Press marketbasket survey
shows grocery bills weht up
again during October, rising
more than 1L2 percent.
One-third of the items
checked by the AP cost more

Cookbook Authors
Apply For Record
LANGHORNE GABLES,
Pa. ( AP — Helen and Emil
Dandar, authors of a specialty
cookbook, have applied for
inclusion in the Guinness Book
of Records, claiming to have
written the greatest number of
recipes using pumpkin as an
ingredient.
"The Complete Pumpkin
Cookbook" by the husband
and wife team contains 312
recipes using canned or fresh
pumpkin in soups, breads,
cakes, cookies, 'pies, tarts,
doughnuts, pie crusts, sauces,
muffins, puddings, main
dishes, side-dishes,ice creams
.
and desserts.

Just Received!

New Shipment
LAZBOY
RECLINERS AND
SWIVEL ROCKERS
A
Buy now for Christmas
small deposit will hold your
layaway --- This is our last
shipment until January - Shop
now while selections are
complete.
PRICED
LOW AS

service.
pictur... screen story-telling
The festival is funded in part at its pest," the film stars
by a grant awarded by the John Mills, Alec Guinness,
Kentucky Humanities Council Valerie
Hobson,
Jean
to two faculty members — Simmons,and Finlay Currie.
Helen Roulston, assistant
The review notes that the
professor of Faiglish, and lk. _ award-winniag, prod-motion
William Fletcher, assistant contains all the elements of
professor
of
foreign visual beauty and epic scope
languages.
and is filled with the quirks of
Each film in the festival coincidence that twist through
originated in a different the Dickensian universe.
country and deals with social,
political, or - family issues.
"the pungent flavor of
Each will be preceded by an Dickens' England is adeptl)
introduction and followed by a captured, as well as the
panel discussion.
author's incomparable gift for
Dr. Michael G. Miller, delineating the human spirit," .
DANCING BANNED
assistant professor of English, the review said.
LONDON (AP) — Because, will
introduce
"Great
Miller said he will discuss
New Year's Eve falls on a Expectations" and moderate
Sunday this year,.Britons will the panel discussion. Other the film both as a commentary
have to V their holiday panelists are Dayid Earnest,. on the family and as an ardancing in private.
assistant professor of English, tistic document on historical
The Sunday Observance Act and Tim Crowe, a campus -.forces, primarily middle class
of 1780 prohibits dancing after minister and
assistant concerns with propriety and
Status, that lead to betrayal of
midnight Saturday nights in director of His House.
premises where admission is
Described by the New York personal principles and to
charged.
Times as "a_ perfect motion family dissolution.

"Gteat - Expectations," the
1947 English film classic
based on the 19th century
Victorian English novel by
Charles Dickens, will be.
shown at Murray State
University Tuesclay,IsItw,7,as
the first program of the
International Film Festival.
Scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
in the Student Center
auditorium, the program is
the first of a series of eight to
be presented at no charge
during 1978-79 as a commitity

9.59"

GERALDINE AND TERRY SYKES, MGRS.
PHONE 642-6996
414 N. MARKET ST.
MEM

at the start of November than
they did a month earlier and
increases outnumbered
decreases by more than twoto-one.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and non-food items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973 and has
rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month. One item, chocolate
chip cookies, was dropped
from the list at the end of
November 1977 because the
manufacturer
discontinued
the package size used in the
survey.
The latest survey showed
that the marketbasket bill
increased last nranth at the
checklist store in eight cities,
rising an average of 3.4 percent. The bill decreased at the
checklist store in four cities,
down an average of L3 percent, and'was unchanged at
the survey store in the 13th
city.
On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill at the
checklist stores rose 1.7
percent during October. Thar
compared with a 1.1 percent
boost in September and a 1.2
percent decline in August.
Comparing today's prices
with those at the start of the
year, the AP found the
marketbasket bill increased
at the checklist store in every city; the overall rise was 8.4
percent.
Most of the increases
followed rises at the foam andwholesale levels. Only two
items — orange juice and eggs
— decreased in more cities
than they increased in, and
most of the price drops for

Hubbard Asks For
Transcript Of

orange juicecame because of
special sales.
No attempt was made to
weight the AP survey results
according to population
density or in terms df what
percent of a family's actual
grocery - outlay each item
represents. The AP did not
attempt to compare actual
prices from city to city. The
only comparisons were madev
in terms of percentages of
increase or decrease.
The items on the AP
checklist *Were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate, coffee, paper towels,
butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut
butter, liundry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
nifty— frankfurters and
granulated sugar. The ,cities
checked were: Albuquerque,
N.M., Atlanta, Ga., Boston,'
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence,
Salt Lake City and Seattle. ,

MU
0

a My open for business!
We handle all types of auto body repair. Backed by
12 years of body work experience, our specialty is insurance work. If you have need of auto body work
come by and see our shop and let us give you an
estimate.

Barnett's Body Shop
MIKE BARNETrOWNEF-OPERATOR

South 4th Street & Glendale Rd.

759-1501

Au

Across From Overby Hood
You

To

rnen

Will
Speak

_ Court Hearing
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
has asked for a transcript of a
Sept. 13court hearing in which
a U.S. magistrate dismissed a
telephone-tap 'complaint
against
a
Lexington
businessman.
Stuart T. Swartz had been
charged, in a complaint
signed by an FBI agent, with
trying to arrange the bugging
of telephone calls of Terry
McBrayer, former state
commerce commissioner and
an unannounced candidate for °
the 1979 Democratic gubernatorial nomination.
Hubbard has formed a state
campaign finance committee
and has said he will announce
his candidacy for the
Democratic nomination for
governor on Dec. Ti,
Hubbard requested a copy
of the transcript in a letter to
U.S. Magistrate David Irvin.
...Copies of Hubbard's letter
were distributed by the
congressman to Kentucky
media in Washington and in
the state.
Irvin dismissed the complaint, ruling that the U.S.
attorney's office had failed to
establish probable cause to
believe Swartz had committed
a crime.
Asked Wednesday why he
wanted the transcript, Hubbard emakk,kaat....._..... •
"I have'my own personal
reasons to see that transcript
have-learned in recent dayscertain facts that make me
want to see the transcript."

802 Ch
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MIKE DICKENS (14) and Murray State teammates Dan-Hutchinson (64), David Thomas (88).
Norman Fell (rear)and Vernon Broadnax (74) head for the Racer bench after Dickens scored
a second quarter touchdown against Eastern Kentucky last week. Murray, 4-4, travels to
Clarksville, Tenn.,for a 1:30 p.m. contest with Austin Peay Saturday.

MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE

OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC
314 East Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-0123

Bennett & Associates
Representing

Golden Rule Insurance
Your Franchised Dealer
For Lincoln, Mercury,
Toyota & GMC Trucks

Group Insurance Specialist
Phone 753-7273

Salesmen Aubrey Matcher & Tom Moore

Paschall
— Truck Lines

Direct Service to Louisville,
Ky.; St. Louis, Mo.; Nashville,
Tn.; Memphis, Tn.

C-.15, Cherokee, Wagoneer & T
,
Pacer St Pacer WagOn, AMX, Spirit and Concord.

We Support The Racert'

Pickens Plumbing
Heating, Air Conditioning
Commercial Refrigeration
Commerciot Kitchen Equipment

BURGE.,"nue'.

Electric Supply

8 a m. til lip ro Sun Ihuri
8 am. Id Midnight Fri & Sat
Breakfast Served 8 4.M. to 10:30 a m

753-6822

Before Or After The Game

STOKES TRACTOR

Enjoy Ky. Fried Chicken

AND

IMPLEMENT CO.

New Ideas From Murray's
Oldest Car Dealer

Murray-1113 Sycamore
753-7101
Mayfield-606 S. 6th
247-6443

After The Game
Have The Best
Barbecue In Town
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Racers Prepare To Face
OVC's Top Defensive Unit
Racet Governor
The Screaming Eagles
By TONY WILSON
the season,compiled 406 yards
Statistics
Sports Editor
in whipping Middle Tennessee parachutists from Fort
/Army
Ametin Peer
Down was the only place 28-17 last week.. That victory Campbell will be on hand for
(4-4)
(44)
Austin Peay coach Boots gives the Goys a modest two- pre-game ceremonies, and rust Downs
TS/
343-146.9
Donnelly could go after game win streak heading into Murray fans can get a-second Noshes yd. 407-2311.3
•
133.9
IPS!
look. Tickets will be available Passing yds
winning the Ohio Valley Saturday's contest.
312.1
Teel offense
251.7
Conference football title last
Junior quarterback Steve at the gate.
03-111-11
71-1511-6
OVC picks: last week: 3-2, Punts °versos 43-34.5
season in his rookie year.
Brewer has best day against
42-31.1
11-43
The Governors and Don- of the year against Middle, .600; season,6-4, .600.
23-341
Punt rei-yds
30-513
Eastern Kentucky 28, Kick ref yds
111-315
nelly wan eight of 11 games, completing 18 of 29 passes for
25-263
:I'v/Ith Murray State one of their 190 yards and three touch- Tennessee Tech 16 - Penalties yds'-ss-sn
Feeshies-host •,11111,11
74-T1
victims t WO). - '11!
' '- dogma. Brewer has completed' Eargern!s• full of momentum
That shutout somewhat 53 percent (24-46) of his after edging Murray last
Samoollesult.
week, and the Eagles are Money 21, Ses111wist Missevri 21
avenged Austin Peay's 23-13 passes.
Mike Dickens, with his 193 reeling from a 45-0 loss to Troy Mwrey 23, hwelnalla
loss to the Racers in 1976 that
Money It, TOINNOSSIN Tee% 24
spoiled its homecoming. It's yards passing against the State.
Western Kentucky 38. Mom 32, Ideroheed 41
Governor homecoming again Colonels, now ranks second
Saturday during the 1:30 p.m. among OVC quarterbacks. His Middle Tennessee- 14 - The liersoy 21, Iff•Illealks
s Tewiestihe 1
Murray 33,
contest, and Murray will 66 completions have netted an 'Toppers are eyeing an OVC lAwny 34,Ion Tounisies 21
title. It will be a long_ciAy for PA yr toy 71, festers SP11110111
attempt to enlighten its hopes average of9_4 yards. .
Ales*Pa"
of a winning season.
• Murray owns a huge ad- the Raiders.
fosters Illosis
Morehead 24, East ,TenThe Racers' record fell to 4- vantage in rushing over the
Western Lusted y
•io
4 with a 34-21 loss to Eastern Govs thus far. The Racers nessee 12 - Phil Simms will
Kentucky in Richmond last average 230.8 a game,third in finally live up to his clippings Aostie Piny 21, UT Martin 14
Saturday, snapping- a three- the league,far ahead of Austin and pass the Eagles out of a Austin hay 13, Western Keeled, 17
four-game losing streak.
Austin Posy 0,fester. tented, 14
game winning streak and Peay's 140.1.
Akron 18, Temple 16- those Antis Posy 11, Morehead 16
dropping their OVC mark to 1Individually, the difference
Asistin Peoy 0, 144.43 Alsinwe 10
3. Murray needs a victory over is even greater. Johnson has numbers sound good.
Austin Pea, 13,
3
Murray 26, Austin limy 14 Austin Peey 211, tivheastoo
the Goys and a win over gained more yardage on the
Middle Teas. 17
the Racers will _ axe the
Western Kentucky in its ground than the entire._
Maw
Peay _defense, and Danny Lee
season finale in two weeks to Governor team 986).
Towessee Tod
break even in the OVC.
Murray fullback Tyrus will regain his 100-yard form.
1tT
14
By outgaining Eastern Brown's 410 yards, good for
Kentucky, the league's leader second on the team, betters
in total offense yardage, 419- Austin Peay's top gainer,
244, the Racers pulled within Donald Brown (3731. Brown is
five yards (372.1) of the the only Governor with more
conference lead.
than 200 yards for the season.
They will go up against the
Saturday will be the third
Murray's Bill Shannon Belts Eastern's Chris issacs
nation's Division 1-AA leader straight homecoming game
in pass defense. Austin Peay, for both Murray and Austin
has allowed only 53.1 yardi`a Peay. Murray is 1.-1 in
game through the air, and homecoming affairs, winning
leads the conference in total its own and losing Eastern
offense, limiting offenses to Kentucky's; while Austin
274 yards a game. Murray Peay is 2-0.
ranks sixth (339.8).
I'm really looking forward
Danny Lee Johnson will to all those floats again,"
attempt to bounce back from Murray head coach Mike
By the Associated Press
opening loss to Chattanooga. 5-2 record compared to Tech's runner had been held below
his first sub-100-yards rushing Gottfried said wryly. "I hope
Western Kentucky, figured "To handle them 1Chat- 3-5.
100 yards.
game of the season. Eastern that I get to judge some of
back in -August to be in for a tanooga ) like they did, Middle
Austin Peay, winner of last Kentucky held the East them this time.". _
'Eastern is the OVC's top
rebuilding year, goes for a has to be capable of playing
OVC title, has rallied in Prairie, Mo., sophomore to 79
year's
Murray left offensiveskiard
offensive-team and also leads
Share of the Ohio Valley with anybody."
the
lasttwo weeks to get its on 29 carries.
Tim
Wheeler, a freshman
in
rushing.
Fullback
Dale
Conference football title
Johnson now must average from Erlanger, Ky., will miss
Middle Tennessee, 1-3 in Patton is the No. 2 rusher and record above .500. The
.Saturday when the seventhGovernors have beaten
ranked Hil'toppers host league play, more than stayed the leading scorer with 11 Livingston, Ala., State and 120.3 yards in his final three the game due to a knee injury,
outings to break Don Clayton's as will defensive end Jeff
with
Austin
Peay in rolling to touchdowns.
Middle Tennessee.
.Middle Tennessee to forge a 4- single-season rushing mark of Parks.
a
17-0'
first
period
lead
last
The 'Toppers, ,6-2 overall,
Murray sends the OVC's 3 record overall and a 2-2OVC
Mike Gottfried_
Wheeler's replacement wil
goes into the game with a 4-0 week. But it was downhill leading rusher, Danny Lee worksheet. Murray is 4-4 and 1,403.
Austin
-there
offense,
Peay's
he
from
David
as
the
Conley,
Governors
210a
6-0,
conference mark and a oneJohnson. against Austin Peay 1-3. Eyeing Victory Over Austin Peay
which has sputtered most of pound freshman.
game lead over second-place rallied fora 28-17 win.
as the Racers try to get back
Morehead
takes
a
week
off
Eastern and Tech, both with
Eastern Kentucky. A Western
on the winning track. Murray, from conference action after
a single OVC loss, will
victory over Middle would
4-4, had a three-game winning sinking into the cellar witha
riean that Eastern could do no determine Which will be left to streak broken last Week in a 35-7 loss agairit Western
better than tie for the title if chase Western the final week 24-21 loss at Eastern Ken- . Kentucky. The Eagles are 1-4
Western loses its season finale of the season. On paper, tucky. Johnson was held to 79 in the league and 1-5-1 overall.
to Murray intw_p weeks.
Eastern rates• the role of yards by Eastern,-the
Ooreheatitit5_10.1.,its last iota
%Eastern, ranked ninth in favorite on the strength of its time this year the sophomOre starts.
this week's Division 1-AA
ratings, tries to keep its title
hives alive at Tennessee
loch. Eastern comes into the
gkrne with a 3-1 OVC mark
aiid a 5-2 record overall. The
University
Murray
ets'
a only conference loss
....
',. . 13-111 sethack at
SPONSORED BY AMERICAN LEGION
rn
By the Associated Press
Austin was involved in both. attathinthefinaT ii-rifielTS: the other conference
LONDON - America's After her singles she was Open two months ago.
game, Murray visits Austin gamble on youth hung in the scheduled to partner Billie
The tall American girl's
Fay. In a non-conference balance today as 15-year-old Jean King in a doubles match
game. Morehead visits East Tracy Austin, the youngest against Sue Mappin and Anne play was punctuated by
Proceeds Legion Baseball
errors. Her backhand was
llennessee.
girl ever to play for the United Hobbs.
often awry, and when she got
fWestern Coach Jimmy Feix States in the Wightman Cup
The cool and experienced
iM't about to start savoring series, faced former Wim- Evert, who has a 100 percent to the net her volleys were
tile unexpected conference bledon champion Virginia record in five Wightman Cup frequently misdirected. Tyler,
20, although she made her own
championship despite Middle Wade with the teams tied 1-1.
encounters since 1971, never
quota
of mistakes, hit a lot of
rerinessee's -lackluster 1-6-1
Pam Shriver, 16, also looked in any danger of losing
ADMISSION
*Ord.
making her Wightman Cup that record against an out-of- inspired winners from the
baseline.
- 'They haven't won a lot of debut, lost to Britain's form Barker. '
•
$4.00--Adults $3.00 —Students $2.00-- Children 6-12)
gimes." Fetx admits, "but I Michele Tyler 7-5, 3-6, 3-6 in a
But Shriver, who is taking a
The United States took a
keep seeing_ that 14-14 tie with tense and nervous two-hour week off from high school
•
calculated risk by- using the
UT-Chattanooga in the back of battle at the Royal Albert Hall studies in Lutherville, Md., two
youngsters in singles play.
re" mind.
Thursday. This was after and who traveled to Britain King, 34 and older than the
-..--.. "We know from first-hand Chris Evert cruised to a 6-2,6- suffering from a cold, was
experience how tough those I victory over Sue Barker in nervous and jittery in front of ages of the two girls comCluritanooga folks are," he less than an hour.
the 7,000 partisan British fans bined, is player-coach to the
added, grimacing at the
Two more matches were • - not as confident and team and insisted on playing
memory of a 42-15 season- scheduled for tonight, and aggressive as she'd been in doubles only.

Western Can Assure At Least
A Tie Of League Title Saturday

4 _WHEEL DRIVE PULL

Austin Battles Virginia Wade

West Ky. Exposition Center
State

In Key Wightman Cup Match

t

Saturday, November 11, 7:30 p.m.
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SALESMAN OF THE MONTH
==

▪
Five (5) vehicles constitute a clas.,ThreE classes by weight in two (2)
divisions as follows — plus open class. Winners take all in 7,000
pound maximum class.

Entry Fee '$15.00

Ch

-77

Life In
•
E Home
E Comm
Cance

1R$-VTATE RIMS APPLY

Pensio
e'll protect almost
ny thing you own or _rent
home, apartment,
or)dominium, and
ssessiwis.
Ave us a call.
WANNIY
uisuasita AGI1K y

1.0eie

Paul Garland wit Parker Ford's salesman of the month with the

most sales for-the month of October
?Mir
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY- ---

4,000 STOCKS (MATCH ENTRY FEE)
5,500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK
lst—$125.00, 2m1-4100.00. 3rd-S1500
6,500 POUNDS UNDER STOCK
4th --$50.O0, 5th--$25.00. 6th-- $25 00

•

4,000 MODIFIED (MATCH ENTRY FEE)
5,500 POUNDS UNDER MODIFIED 1st-4125.00. 2nd 5100 00, 3rd $1500,
-

•

701 Main

pH
N
AM
o
ADD

-116-42.f'.00.1 46-4.4.00

,

PARKER FORD:

Weight t6 tic u e

I ver,•sa ety equipmen.

200p
owidii1erance vii1ge-airow.ea:

753-5273
lbeitinunanip
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First-Year Racer Coach Prepares For OVC
"It's really amazing," Ron Greene
was saying. "I've kept a written
record of every basketball practice
I've ever coached, and I sometimes I
look at different years and find that
we're maitir.g "about the same
progress and doing the same things
at the same time of year."
Three and one-half weeks from his
season opener with Tennessee
Wesleyan Nov. 27, Greene, the firstyear Murray State basketball coach,
has had to adjust from being a
Southeastern-Conferertee -eostft
Mississippi State — coach of the year
there, in fact, in 1977 — to an Ohio
Valley Conference coach at his alma
meter.
"There will be a new look here,I'm
sure," he says. If his teams play the
style of basketbalfahe says they will,
- it will a new look, indeed.
The teams of Fred Overton, Racer
coach for the past four seasons,
generally consisted of a run-and-gun
offense and roughshod defense. All
his teama were centered around a big
scorer. It was Jesse Milieus his first
two years, then junior-college
transfer .Mike Muff his last two.
After a 17-10 mark in 1976 that
earned Overton OVC coach-of-theyear honors;the Racers slumped to 818 last season and seventh in the
league. Exit Overton, enter Greene.
Most of my teams have had wellbalanced scoring," Greene said.
"And I hope this one does too. That

Austin Potty
14-3)
343-14439
109.9
230.7
71 156-6
4135.1
23-341
113,313
2s-263
74.11
sults
tilissostri 74
Tech 74
49
7
Dee 7
11.• II

tin 14
ern Kentucky 17
n Kentecky 14
mod 16
Alikonio 10
to 3
Tenn. 17

keepsthe defense from keying on one
Player."
Defenses have had little success
keying on any of Greene's teams. He
has aseraged 17 victories a season
during his 11 years as a head coach,
including a 147-65 record at the

University of New Orleans.
Four of his six teams there advanced to post-season play, and he
pracluced four All-American players
during his tenure.
In his first year and only year at
Mississippi State, he guided the
Bulldogs to a 19-9 record and a
second-place finish in the SEC.
I've been on both sides. et the
quote,tigme",Greene oays,"and
I think there's a fine fine between
schools in each category. The difference,I think,lies in the publicity."
'Everyone says the OVC is a

weaker league, and they say, 'just
look at how they do every year in the
NCAA.' That may be true, but every
year the OVC team seems to draw the
favorite or one of the favorites to win
the tournament"
Greene enters a community in
Murray much like the one in Starkville, Miss., at least In size. Both are
in the range of 13,000, and both, says
Greene, "are hard to get in and out
- "1 think rhampers recruiting and
scheduling when you have to travel 5()
miles to get to an airport."
But Greene admits that there are
advantages of small communities,
especially Murray. "We're closer to
baskeball talent here than in Starkville. I don't think there's a better
area anywhere than Indiana, Illinois
and Kentucky for basketball

Players."
Greene admires the closeness
between students and faculty at
Murray State, and thinks that makes
for a big advantage. "I don't think
I've ever received as much support
from the faculty."
The restoration of the .OVC's
automatic berth to the NCAA tournament was a tremendous boost to
the league, says Greene. "I think
some recruiters were using it (no
berth) against us. They were trying
to make the OVC sound like a second-

class league without it."
Whereas before an OVC school
would likely have to emerge w,
conference champion AND with a
sparkling non-league record, the
automatic bid will be awarded to the
school that wins the post-season
tournament.
"Without the automatic bid, our
season starts Nov. 27. Now, it starts
in January. That's when we're
playing for all the marbles. Of
course," says Greene,"we want to do
as well as -possible befire the league
games start, but we will probably
play more kids and give them a
chance for experience before the
league starts now."
Two of Greene's top recruits, Mike
Diederick and Harvey McNeal,
junior college transfers, underwent
knee surgery recently,but he expects
both to be practicing with the team in
seven to 10 days.
"We just want a steady improvement
from our players," says Greene.
"Day in arid day out, with as few hills
and valleys as possible."
While Greene admits that controlled play and shot selection are
two big parts of his coaching
_philosophy, he knows that a leader
will probably emerge.
"McNeal is probably the best
shooter on the team, and Roy Taylor
(senior guard) has the ability to
explode on offense: Sooner or later,
the cream will rise to the top."

Pro Picker Forsees Cowboys, Vikings
In Winners' Circle; Cardinals To Lose

By the Associated Press
No. 2 Corbin will take their Manual in order to get into, the
LOU1SVILLE;41qT. — A pair battle for State AA supremacy playoffs. Meanwhile, No. 4
of mammoth high school into the. fijial weekend. Both Ballard hosts Westport.
football showdowns are an tap are 9-0.
In State AAA, No. 3 Fort
tonight to spice the final
Mayfield, already headed Thomas Highlands, the
weekend of the regular season for postseason play, tangles defending
Class
AAA
in Kentucky high school with Paducah Tilghman while champion, and No. 5 Newport
football.
Corbin seeks a playoff spot Catholic will be staying at
In Jefferson County AAAA, against Middlesboro.
home. Both are in a district
No. 2 St. Xavier faces No. 3
In State A, Paintsville, 8-0, won by Erlanger Lloyd.
Bishop David. Both are looks to finish the season
Highlands, 7-2, hosts
assured a playoff spot, but St. unbeaten. The playoff-bound Campbell County and Catholic
Xavier will be looking for the Tigers complete their season is at Clark County.
;district title.
at Phelps.
Another AAA fatality is No.
Not to be outdone is t'le City
Several ranked teams will
of Lexington, which will send be making their final ap- 4 Meade County, which
its two best teams head- pearances of the season on despite an 8-2 record lost the
tohead. Top-ranked Henry Friday despite fine records. playoff spot to a Shelby
Clay, the only unbeaten team Three of the five teams ranked County team that is only 4-6.
in AAAA competition, tangles in State AAAA this week — Meade County finishes against
with fifth-rated Lafayette.
No. 2 Bowling Green, No. 3 Breckinridge County. No. 2
A playoff berth goes to the Greenup County_andthe_loser Russell, meanwhile, preps for
- winner of that game,and-don't --of-the Henry Clay-Lafayette —The playon against PoiV
figure Henry Clay will win it clash — will he on the sidelines -azimuth, Ohio.
- easily. Among Lafayette's when playoff competition
No. 3 Heath of State AA was
, victims this year is Louisville begins.
knocked out when it lost its
:Trinity, the top-ranked squad
Bowling Green, eliminated only game of the year to
,in Jefferson County.
through a one-point loss to No. topranked Mayfield, and will
Trinity, also playoff bound, 4 Christian County, looks to be playing for pride against
;finishes its season with a finish 9-1 when the Purples Ballard Memorial. Izi other
'Saturday game against visit Warren Central. Greenup AA games, No. 4 Sanerset
DeSales.
County, 8-1-1 but erased by a takes on Russell County for a
-__ No. 1 Breathitt County of 16-14 loss_ to Boyd County, playoff spot and No.5Glasgow
1State AAA is idle this week, faces Huntington, W.Va., is at Bullitt Central.
-having finished its season 11-0 East. Christian County meets
No. 5 Hancock County is
7after a 30-6 bombing of Hopkinsville.
hoping that it can crawl over
Cawood-last weekend.
In Jefferson County AAAA, No. 4 Tompkinsville into the
Top-ranked Mayfield and No. 5 Fern Creek must get by playoffs.
:411111111111111191111111111111111IIIIIMH1111111111iiiiiiimummaimmiliummilliiiiiiiillinilli11111111111111 I 111111111101111111111111111111M11111

By HAL BOCK
31, New Orleans 14
field goal.
they don't, those Tampa Bay and that condition can be
AP Sports Writer
The Steelers learned their
Denver 20, N.Y. Jets 13
compounded by the ambitious
kids could surprise them.
Picking the pros has become lesson in last week's closuall
Jels have lost
The
young Seahawk.s.,
Minnesota 17, Detroit 7
no challenge this wacky against Kansa., eityer,
linebackets&eg Buttle for the
iey
Oakland 24, Kansas City 17
There is great temptation to
National Football League won't let up against the Saints. season and that's good news
Did you know that Ken
pick the Lions since the
season. All you .have to do is
New England 34, Buffalo 13
for the Bronco attack, which Vikings rarely do what you'd Stabler has thrown 20 instudy the past performance
Everything went right- for can use good news.
expect. We'll give form terceptions, the second
charts, examine the statistical the Patriots against the Jets
Houston 24, Cleveland 21
highest total in the NFL? Did
another chance here.
matchups, take a long,careful last week.-it will be almost as
One vote for the home field
you knbw that the Chiefs' eight
N.Y. Giants 20,St. Lents 14
look at the injury lists and easy against the Bills.
edge. ,There's little else
The Cards have won their interceptions are the second
then...flip a coin.
Green Bay,Philadelphia 14
separating these two in-and- game. The Giants learned last feviest by any team in the
Stay with the favorites and
Banged-up Eagles will out clubs.
week not to sit on a lead. Now league?
you're likely to choke on chalk make this one close but the
Los Angeles 27,Tampa Bay 14 if they can just get one....
Atlanta 16,San Francisco 10
this season. So you pick the Packers should prevail by the
Isn't it time the Rams
The new-coach trick won't
Seattle 31, Chicago 21
upsets and the wrong teams distance of a Chester Marcol stopped kidding around? If
The Bears are in a shambles work for the 49ers.
get upset. It all comes with the
territory.
But if the Pro Picker has
nothing else working for him,
he can still call on his supply
3
/
4
0
/0
of tenaciousness. Week after
per
Pe,
annum
Per
week, he comes back, sticking
annum
annum
annum
out his chin and,asking for
6-7 year
8-10 year
4 year
more punishment.
2 1 2 year
Certificate
of Deposit"
Certificate of Deposit'
Last week's '8-5 ran the
Certificate of Deposit' Certificate of Deposit'
51,000 min. dep.
$1,000 min. dep.
season's mark to 72-53 and
$1,000 min. dep.
$1,000 min. dep.
.576.
Net annual yield 8.33% Net annual yield 8.06°0 Net annual yield 7.7900 Net or nual yield
6.98%
The picks:
Dallas 23, Miami 21
Those extra days oft
following last week's --Thursday night game give- the
Cciwboys the edge. Come to
think of it, after that game,
they need an edge. Pittsburgh

,
7/1 2% 63/4 °"per

8, 7

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

11

/
1
2
0/0
6

The Hartland Building
304 N. 4th Street
753-8170

Save
money.. •
pipe bencrong
to your specs.
TAILP;PES
DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
r EXPANDING

Check Which Service We Can Help You With

_

53/4 °/0

Pe,

nei

annum

ROMP,

Y4%
per
annum

1 -2 year
90-day Notice
Day in Day out
Certificate of Deposit'
Golden Eagle Passbook
Regular Passbook
1 ,000 min. dep.
$100 min. dep.
51.00 min. dep.
Net annual yield 6.72°0 Net annual yield 5.92°0 Net annual yield
5.39°0

Discount
Mufflers
from

10% to 20%
On Exhaust Off
•Perri

"Free
Inspection"

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAEI,KY,, 14"

304 *4th Street
753-8170

EE.
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Interest on at)
savings is
Compounded Daily
Substonflo:.nterest
Penalty .• reauired
0',$
earl, ...et:elrourals from
certificates

.•
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tReport Says Flights

Murray State Professor, Students
Give Workshops At Convention

Had No Insurance
BaSY RAMSEY
-whether it can be used to buy
Associated Press Writer
aircraft.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Karambellas said that
-A legislative subcommittee
except for the purchase of a.
has been told that there was no
Navajo plane four years ago,
-insurance coverage on one
aircraft purchases are not
possibly botla flights of a
listed specifically in the
state aircraft which carried
budget bill.
Gov.-- Johan Carroll on
He cited an advisory opinion vacation last spring.
frdm the attorney general in
a A report Thursday by Greg 1974 which said that "an elFreedman of the Legislative
elusive list of projects I to be
Research Commission staff
bought or built under capital
referred to F-27 flights betconstruction) was not inween March 30 and April 15
tended" and presumably is
from Frankfort to the Miami- not
required.
.1.13abam
asarea.
_- _
. _ - But, Karambeilas added,
. ''The first flight...may mi—ther
e also seems to be some
have been covered., because
lima, according to the same
• the command pilot was not opinion,
CARDBOARD WORKSHOP — Barbara Sternberg of
and aircraft don't fit
':-one of the three pilots the
Louisville, Murray State University student, right, instructs
category of items or
.authorized by the policy to
a preschool teacher on the techniques of cardboard carequipment related to the fund.
„operate the F-27." Freedman
pentry at a workshop held recently at the Kentucky
However, Gordon Duke, a
ssaid in a memorandum to the
Finance Department official,
Association on Children Under Six state convention in
subcommittee on state
said the General Assembly in
Owensboro.
vehicles and property.
1974 authorized purchase of
And the portion of the flight
planes through the capital,,.
Li or from the Bahamas was
fund.
not covered because it was
Finance Secretary Roy
outside the continental United
Stephens also disclosed 'that
States, he said.
the Department of Natural
.; Freedman said the second
Resources and Environmental
flight was not covered because
Protection is trying to buy at
neither the commander nor
least two more helicopters for
copilot was an authorized pilot
use in strip-mine control.
named in the policy.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — work. He said cost increases
Rep. Art Schmidt, R-Cold
A state legislator has charged should have been counterSpring, asked William Eddins,
that Kentucky taxpayers are balanced by an increase in
director of the state fleet,
being shortchanged on road_ personnel and salaries.
whether he is sure that future
Frank Kemper, state high_work done by Bureau of Highflights will carry adequate
way engineer, said in a
ways' district offices.
ha bility protection.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo, separate telephone interview
There is no way one always
told members:of the sub- that if Clapp has specific
can be certain, Eddins
committee on cost and ef- knowledge of such things, he
replied, but said there now is a'
ficiency of the Interim Joint hoped he would advise state
An open seminar to discuss Committee on State Gover- Transportation Secretary
cheek list in the Frankfort
airport which shows the pilots requirements for teacher nment Thursday that the Calvin Grayson.
qualified for coverage.
certification levels and district offices are "the
"We welcome any criticism
The subcommittee is one of ranking is scheduled at greatest waste of money we that would help us improve
the-------- legislative
groups Murray State University on haws."
efficiency," he said.
studying the use of state Thursday, Nov.9.
However, Kemper also said
Clapp said the waste stems
vehicles, at the behest of
Scheduled from 3 to 6 p.m. in partly from a lack of he felt district workers are
Carroll who has been Room 254 of the Education 'productivity by workers.
"hard-working people" who
eriticized for his use of state Building, the seminar will also . "They're not doing one hour are dedicated to their jobs.
aircraft.
include a discussion of the (of work ) a day., much
Because of the large
less
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R- interface between regulations eight," he said.
number o employees in the
Covington, raised the question Of the Kentucky Department
Clapp said highway workers Trans') on Department,
about instu-ance, saying he of Education and institutional are not alone in their
lack of there ma • r • some individuals
wanted to know 'specifically program requirements at productivity, and that
it exists who fit the picture drawn by
about passengers on the plane. Murray State. .
throughout the country and is Clapp, Kemper said.
If the state is sued in any
Bill Sanders, unit director a major cause of inflation.
But he said the department
accident involving injury or for certification in the. KenHe said he was singling out tries to eradicate that and to
death, it relies on the doctrine tucky
Department
of highway district offices promote efficiency.
of sovereign immunity.
Education, will be visiting the because he was most
The subcommittee also
familiar
The only other route ia campus Nov. 9-10 and will with them.
heard from State Personnel
through .t4e Board of_Clairris,-:. participate in the seminar. He
He also said district Conunissioner Addle Stokley,
which can make awards up to will b-e joined by Wilson Gantt,(
who said her department has
eng aneers are more con$50.000 if it deems that fault dean of admissions and. cerned with their
tried to hold down increases in
own welllies with the state or its em- registrar, Dr. William 0. being than with
the number of new state
seeing that
ployees.
Price, professor in the roadwork gets done.
government employees. She
"They
e Another aspect of the use of Department of Instruction and have
said the agency tries to make
their own little
state planes — whether their Learrung, and Dr. Lewis bureaucratic
sure each request for a new
clique," he said
purchase can be. mmie_from Beaming, .poord1nator ef_ the in an internees_
—
position is justified.
*e State'S
con-—e-tern e n tary educittoir- --Clapp - acknosseedea-.The subconunittee-plans to
buctjon a fund — Stained program on the campus.
inffte—T015 officials- from
costs ( road repair and
unresolved
Bossing. said
after
area - maintenance have increased„various agencies to testify on
a
memorandum from the LRC's educators, students, and but he said that
their personnel needs and
should not
Gregory Karambellas.
faculty are invited to par- account for a decrease
hiring policies.
in
The fund usually finances ticipate in all or any part of
laildings and facilities, and' the seminar, which will be
late Auditor George Atkins, a focused
on
guideline
chile of the governor's policy ,clarification and specific
planes, has questioned problem solution.

Dr. Ralph M. Hausman, equipment .and
instruction in
Murray State University the use of saws,
laying of
associate professor of special -cardboard and
model making.
education, and five un- .Thesequ
ipment produced is
dergraduate students recently unique to
the
.class for which it
presented two workshops at was designed
— inexpensive,
the Kentucky Association on light and easily
stored, yet
Children Under Six (KACUS) strong
enough to Support a 300state convention in Owen- pound man.
The 'workshop
sboro.
also focused on using cardThe workshops, focusing on board
"boards" as conhow preschool teachers could struction
materials for the
use cardboard, • carpentry children in
the classroom.
techniques within -.their
Participating
in
the
classrooms, included a series workshop
s were Jody Barber
of illustrative slides, sample of Coventry,
R. I., Penny

Crawford of Louisville-, Julia students are able to develop
Dougan of Murray, Barbara
Sternberg of Louisville and
Cheryl York of Benton. All are
junior level students in the
new Learning and Behavior
Disorders program in the
MSU department of special
education, as well as active
members of the MSU Student
Council for Exceptional
Children.
Workshops of this type are
considered to be .an integral
part of the new special
education program as the

an expertise in formal, multimedia presentations not
possible in the formal coursework.
This type of skill would then
enable'the students to conduct
professional multi-media
workshops upon graduation.
The provision of such services
as in-service training sessions
to professional organizations
is , also .considered a major
activity of the MSU Student
Council for Exceptional
Children.
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Solon Says Taxpayers

Are Being Shortchanged

Sun5Tdheasey

Teacher Certification

Shop Our
Complete
Selection of
Toys & Gifts,

Open Seminar Is

-

Set At Murray State

TALKING

What's UP Doc?
Only!

As seen

on
TV

Box 307, Murry,KY 42071

..0

SECOND PRODUCTION SALE

Deer Creek Farms
Registered Polled Herefords
Novernber 8, 1978

12:30P.M.

The Get and Service Of The
Following Great Sires
Will Be Featured:
. .
EBG Victor 283 111H
CMR Perfect Victor 31
CMR Perfect Victor 82
RW.1 Victor .13-373
C,MR Superoltrend 18
CMR Masterpiece 102
CMR Superol 275
EBG Victor 4017 113H
EBG Victor 373 128H
Selling 65 Lots
9 Bulls
56 Females
(30cows with calves)
free 4cl/served aLlt:{KkA.M..
"KM!)Nikon,fhvner
•
Paul Mir,
nker, Mgr.
Kneibert Stillman, Owner
Route 9, Marion, Kentucky
Phone: $02-965-2414

CPR Instructor

"C"or"D"size
Batteries

Says 8 phrases—
just pull his string.
.11" tal4 rtg bah_ required. 72 :.20

B

YOUR
CHOICE

ERIES

use Masco Credit or Try Our
Convenient Layaway at No Extra
Charge ... Small Deposit Holds!

Punch
Bowl
Set
Save $2.00

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — impropriety is dependent on
--The-- -Freilkiin - County the circumstances of the utEducation Association says terances."
The Franklin County Board
attempts by angry parents to
censure literary works in the of Education is considering
classroom are inconsistent setting up a committee to
review all textbooks.
with proper education.
"If sclapol boards are perTami Dowler, president of
the teachers' group, issued a mitted to take books found
four-page statement Thursday offensive to some and make
in connection with a recent them unavailable to all, they
controversy over the use of the will encourage every pressure
John Steinbeck novel "Of group, every self-appointed
Mice and Men" in a guardian of public morals to
sophomore English class after make known'its own selection
a parent complained of for banning," the teachers
association statement said.
language in the book.
Ms. Dowler said the
The FCEA statement said,
"Prohibiting assignment of a statement was endorsed by
masterpiece which contains a the 280-member association at
'dirty' word is incongruent a meeting Tuesday night.
with academic freedom."
The parent of a child in the
class, who was allowed to read
another book, complained
aboUt the words "bastard"
and "goddamn" that appear
in "Of Mice and Men."
"Book banning has a long
and dishonorable tradition in
American. education," the
A ' cardiopulmonary
statement paid. "Regardless resuscitation
(6P11
inof the noise that may be made structor
class will be conor the pressures exerted by ducted
by the American Red
outraged parents or militant Cross at
Hopkinsville on Nov
defenders of the 'American 14 and 16.
Way' and the like, their
To qualify for this class,
sensibilities are not the full persons must
hold a current
measure of what is proper CPR certifica
tion. Upon
education.
completion of this course, they
"Franklin County High will be certified
as an in4.cheofteachers _know.whether • structor.
-_
tindn'ttrve Merit affel-sirhel2kr
The hour.* of the class,
or not their students are old sponsored
by the
enough In read.ffietri and not County Red Cross Christian
be corrupted," the statement from 6 to 10 chapter, are
p.m. Those
said. "They realize that the wishing further
information
offensiveness of language and should call the local
Red Cross
the particular propriety or office at 753-1421..

3-D viewing fun for
kids of all ages
'comes with one
picture'reel
72-578

r-

Censure is Inconsistent
With Proper Education

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

View Master

Bugs
Bunny

r

Free Far The Asking!
write

Prices
Good Sunday
Only!

For toys, flashlights
etc.
' 2-111-5
PROCTOR-OliEX"

Toaster
Save 0.00

97-

a

Reg. S13.97 *
18-pc set. 8V7--qt bowIL8-cups & hangers
& ladle

Roller Derby
Skateboard
Polypropylene board
Solid urethane
wheels Steel trucks

3
s
S2a.v2e

ra TWO

Portable
Radio

516

83 401

Reg S7.99

Class To Be Taught
In_Hopkinsville

Half 041
Price LiaReg 4 95
Solid State. carrying
84 16.,
strap

VISE
GRIP

Windshield
Washer

Gift Set

Solvent and
Anti-Freeze

Save $250

97

Reg
59-47

VS's VicrfOrin1-774 Prices
,.

Reg.
$1.29

•

Set cOntainS(Oheeach).

•

Automatic 2-slice
with "selectronic.'
color control.

Pre-mixed, cleans & pro-.
larltrlern-Aus z'S'

Sunday Only at These Otasco Stores

Bel-Aireenter — 753-8391
Mon.-Sat-9-8 Sunday14

•
LUMOSNIEl WIS110
41111 RUH I SAM
MNTIRSUMMUg

Itelatir C
Acres
Free Par

Skop lo
Entire F

THE MURRAY

tipple It TIMES

...Attend Church

le to develop
ormal, multiCations not
formal cour*Li would thennts to conduct
multi-media
graduation.
such servings§
ining sesame;
organizations
red a major
MSU Student
Exceptional

By

AN INVESTMENT

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service-Them All - Large or war
Max keel

Baptist

753-7111

etohmarth

Carl Howard

Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books
Corner of Square
w.special ord., Promptly
753-7222
Bel-Air Center

Murray Auto Auctilco
Thursday Night

Hwy.841, Almo, Ky.

Acres of
Free Parking
_,

Shop For The
Entire Family

l.rniii Wurrinlirn"It" 11:0(1A.M
Evening Worship
700P.M
NORTHSIDE
orxhip
11 00a M
Morning
7 00p.m.
Evening Worship

Boyd's Auto Repair
Goreld Boyd-Owner
•Complete demotic Tronsoissioa Service
•Front End Alignment
*Complete Tets•-vp Repair Service

IidIStOr & Auto Glass Service
North 12th Street
Attend Church
Regularly
Breakfast Served
8:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Carroll Tire Service
Your lloi-Royal-Tiro-Deoler
11
/
2 Block

E. of S. 12th

1105 Pogue

Phone 753-1489

Freed Cotham Co.., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th I. Chestnut
753-4832
ces
iday

Creative Printers, Inc.
753-228S

1005e. 1316 St.

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WHHAM- MGR.
Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
By. Lake State Park
Ph. 4744245

)0
2-:31a
P:m
m.

Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

n's.44.4011A

Let us Entertain You

imi ran

Murray
Theatres

Church of Christ

.•
riuni BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

OWN PLAIN
Bible Study
10a.m.
Worship Service
10- 45 a.m.*6 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7:30p.m.

-

1.1.4.116
6 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunda), School
10. no am.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00p.m.

10- 30 a.m
6.00 p.m.

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR'
Worship Service.
10:40
Everung Worship
6:00 pm.
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLIT
Morning Worship
:00 a in.
Evening Worship
• - -COO p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
THIMOSSIIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10 00cm
11 00a m

Nan CIOVROI
Bible midy
A.M Worship
P M. Worship
Mid-Week

10 50
6007 00

COloWATER
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600pm.
BIRIESET 0111119011
Of
_
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
liandn(Worship
' 10 Sam.
.
Winft 7:00 p.m. (Sunday &
FIRST CRINSTIAII
Wednesday.)
Worship Services
45 a.m.,6700 p.m.
AMMO
Bible Study
10 00 a m
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Morning Worship
21 00 a m
Worship
10: 30 a rn
Evening
Worship
6 00 p m
Bibla School
3:36 si.m.
Evening Service
600p m
011111101 Of JESUS CNRIST
OF .AMR DAY SAINTS
MARANATHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School
1112 Ob.
10.45 a m
Evening
Service
Services
4:30 p.m.
7 30 p m
Monday & Thursday
ST. 1I0 CATHOLIC
Stuart Small, Pastor
CHURCH
Sunday Mass8 a.m., 11 a.m.,410
Saturday Mass 6: 30p.m
CHRISTIAN sacra
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray. Ky,.,
Sundays 11:00 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday II p.m.
•
JENOVAN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10:30 ain
Mile Lecture
9.30 a.m

MURRAY

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
52-2..t 4

For All Occasions
Funeral Arron9ements - House Plants
500 N. 4th- 753-3251 - 753-8944

Love is Love's Reward

111 N. 12th

Christian

al US 1.1M Mni

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers

Whether you are a newly-born Christian or whether your faith is long standing, you may be satisfied with your relationship with God. Yet you may feel
that something is missing in your life
Christianity is more than a happening, it
is a process. Many people regard their
religion as an event. Actually it is a lifelong journey in which we seek to go fur...glum our love and understanding of
od7 The gap between the way we live
our lives and the way Christ lived His is
evidence of the distance we need to travel
to find the truth. How far can you go?
Probably much further than you have
gone so far.

UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET MURAL
Sunday School
10 • 110 am.
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.
LEDIETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Preaching
1100 a.m. & 6.00p.m.
Wednesday night
7:00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:036.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
-ST. SAN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
1045 a,m.
Sunday. School
9. R3 a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST 0111101
Wednesday Service
700p.m.
Sund.aySchool
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
117 00
Sunday Nite
pm
NEW Peovrotioa

Nazarene
MURRAY CHURCH
'Sunday School
Morning Worship
..
N VP S Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Fleur
9:45 a.m
Church School
11:00 a.m

Morning Worship
Sunday School
Evening Worship
N.Y PS Worship
Wednesday Evening

11:00 a.m
10:00 a.m.
5.30 p.m.
5.00p.m.
6:30 p.m_

Presbyterian
111111177 CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 .00 a.m
NORM PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 am.
Worstup Service
11:00 a.m.
OAR GROVE
Sunday School.
10:1111
Worship Services
11
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
700 p.m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Cburch School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service
10 sham,

ALMO NIGHTS
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11:019an
7:30 p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 am.
WoOhip Services 11:00 am.,6:00 pm.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:55 am.
Worship Services 11:00 cm.,7:30 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Of GOD
10.00a m
Sunday School
1100am.
Morning Worship
7-.00 pm
Sunday Evening
7:00p.m.
Thurs. Nile

753-7175

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.

mF

Firms

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

American
Motors

Ouality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
753-2814
MEDICARE
DISCOUNT

"The 4
PreAl
ciatist
s-c:iputiiomal
RnR'ASy/97
"
c- 1s"
04 N. 5th ST.

753-812

PRINTING
The Businessman's Choice
For Fine Prating"

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices foi Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
M.E. W. Ovtiend, Sept.
Phone 753.1220

Wait ESL

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.,6M p.m.
Worship

of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
wy.641 South

Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializindin Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky.

'

West End Eggners
Ferry on Hwy. 63
Aurora, Ky. 474-2264

llotberhod Nercruiser Sales & Service

D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
-11„,
Tops & Jeans For the Family
Hwy. MI **wore

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Murray Electric System

air Conditioning Neatly Cerstwcial 1.11rlpa.-59W0

Building Blocks S Ready Mir Concrete

East Main Street

3 •

JOBBERS OF Mit Oil PRODUCTS

Phone 753-1713

Murray
753 1321

West Ky. Rural Telephone

,

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

N. 4th Street

Phone 7 53

1921

COMPIIMENJS

Paschall Truck lines
Rt. 4

Serving (tallowy, Groves
and Corinie Cnonties

Hendon's Service Station

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager

753-4351 or 247-4350.,
*

753-3540

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

%tying Gravel, Callawry, Marshall, GAO* CiliOnloes .n ay end
Newry Ca., Team.

401 Olive - 753-5312

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
Chestnut
802

Infants To* Veers
Kentucky town/sea
30 p m
30• m
753-1994
tOlN 12th

Phone 753 6149

474-111190

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
641 North

4924785

MACK & MACK

Ward-Elkins
483 Maple

FREE
DELIVERY

COLE'S CAMPGROOND
Worship Service
10:00 cm.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Coin-AMC
Jeep

p

J50/•.

Sunday SOMME
t010war.
Morning WOrship
11:00a.m.
LYNN GROVE .
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School
GOSHEN METHODIST
()lurch School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11..00 a.m.
Evening Services": worship
6:30 p

Storey's
Food Giant

West Kentucky Rural Electric

77-'7--

Joe Todd's Motor Sales

SODEN PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening
700 p.m.
STOREY'S CNAPEI UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.

Murrey's Most Complete Department Store

{Ily1101

103 Maple-753-1933

Worship Service
11:10 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
G000IMPIIIRD 61111111
Worship Service
11:55am.
Sunday School
10:110ani

REUEL UNITED
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
6 00 o.m.
1st & 3rd Sunday Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
7:00p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday Night

isussmuti
3-15 a m
10 30 am
SEVENTH DAT ADVENTIST
Sabbath Srhonl
Sat 10 30 a m
,
Worship Servii
Sat 9 15 a m

"ForAll Your Fertlizer Needs"

mutters CHAPEL UNITED

itrairemssia UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
1000 am.
Moe-rung Warship
11 -00a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
coLowsne UNITED
Worship. Service 11.00 cm 1st & Via
Sunday.. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
Schoo1.10:00 a.m. lst & 2nd Sunday. 11.00
a.m..3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00a.m.
Sunday School
11.00a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
6:454 10:50a.m.

753-9383

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
1000 a.m.
'
Sunday School
11:00
MASOICS CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
1100 a.m.,
Sunday School
10.00 a m
PALESTINE UNITED
School
Sunday
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

ORM.Ill IMAM AVE.
MT. HEBRON
rwmtos alma 10700 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service 10.00 a.m. 1st Sunday-lc
7:00p.m. 1100 a.m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m. 1st Sunday-- 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday School
10:00 a m 3rd,& 4th Sunday
Worship Service
PAT PAMEL
13:00 a in Worship
Serma.m.2nd Sunday;
Evening Worship
7:00 p m
11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School
FIRST UNITED
10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd. & 4th Sunday 11:00
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m.& 7:00p.m. a.m.2nd•Danday
7:00p.m.
Tues & ITiurs
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AM! CHURCH
10 45 a.m.
Morning Servims

Supporting

Sunday School
Morning worship

945 am
10:45 a.m.
515 p.m.
6 00 p m.
7.00 p.m.

LOCUST Geovt mita

This Page Made Possible
By These

Central
Shopping
Center

Dan Boaz - Owner

Railroad Ave.

How Far
CanYou Go?

NEW PROVIDOKI
Morning Were* .
'12:00 am
Evening Worship
430p.m

Nightly Service

hts

Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company

COLDWATER
Morning Services
Evening Services

preaching Service

2

WRIC1tER SERVICE

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p M
MOUNT NORM FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 a.m.
inisodolyONE OAK PRIMITIVE
INLLTOP SAPT1ST
Sdiool
iff=1=
f

We use oksstk
wood treatment for
mold tempos

UNel/PS

94 East

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

--Ditlwiday

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

3,-I
153.357r

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

11:00a.m.
MIIKINMEWIMM
IO
rnalla
EvenlagWordiar"
7740 pax
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
1100
: a.m.
Evening Worship
SAO p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.45a.m.
Morning worship
10:45 am.
Singing, Evening Wore 5- 30,a:Cepa).
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
/100a.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
KIRESET BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
730p m.
MEMOIMAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1010 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARIAII kliSSSON1A1
1 01
0a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening worship
7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
OMIT CORNER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray

./reir't

.
Murray, Ky.

7534717

Famous Fish Dinners
on Hwy.68 at Aurora

Oh. 474-2202

-Seth tothoutrPlumbing-ttextric
Sales and Service
Phone

753 51102

205 N 4th St

•
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Schedule For The Week Of Nov. 4-Nov. 10
KE111-12

WPSD-6

WTIIF-5

WSM-4

WSIL-3 '

WN6E-2

NBC's 'Today' Show Cater's To
Early Morning Jazz Enthusiasts

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

•

6:01- %warm Sam.
6:30- news
740_ pws,„

6:13-1111mehes
6:34-Vageleide Slim
0:23-Fiblis noes+
7:00-'Mrs
50.
1 " 0:01:- legs Mem
6:*- Lad of Lest
Bat
9:30- Tana
7:411- Taii's Space
8:311- Gedisiller
11:NI-Spas Amed.
Godlike
9:31-Merle
11:30-110 Albert
9$1-faimetic 4
10:00- RYON
12:1110-tell 11
12:1111-01fterootl
.
1
Wee -11•99
11:11- F.Fawkes
12:30- hos ray31234*Metes
1-14111- Bak faeles
Pats
11:311- leggy
9:00- Sponilliii
1:11111-41611rniky
Mee- bar Pods
12:1111-horas Report
1:A1- News
2:00-Punk Affairs
12:00- Not Fledge
12:30-Fammest
2:00 - Wratiag
2:35-MR 2,00_ meow,
12:30- Neater Formby
1:00-111aie
3407 Nom Racing
1:40-- Jeff's Cone
3:30 - Sorts. Spertace3:00- Irmeekki
4:0Castod
Cram
I:* Dennis
lair
4:40
Nester
leassie &
4.34
Sha
Na
No
7:1110 Smith A Jones.
SAO- News
.
...
3:1110-Mealtage
3:08- Mows
3:80 TRA
3:34"---Nows
,
.::
,
!:M°
:
1
_
4
.
1
Nosey:
3:30- Nee Nes
4,3,_ pen., tearpmer
CM-Nee Nara
a
Ncac;a;
_:I
1•1111=-4-4004oss.*he C.a... AAA - Nee Haim _
-het- Mode"
'
.
.
7r•• _ nom
3:30- Nair Mem
7:311-Gad Times
.7:00-Chips
new
pm_
Goma
•
6110- Stem et 6
MN-Ala. Girls
B:00-Sword of leek*
630- Bart's Nash.
I:*- Amu. Gir Is
9:114-11.1144
10:00
News
7;00- Chips
:
1116110-Mastoo
9:00-Dallas
10:30 Golden Age „
111:311- Gueuseke
II:00 Serer/ of Justice
10:00-News
11:30-IMAM%
10:30- Gemsmoke
Me
1000 Scare at 10
Id.
10 70 5,11. osoi Live
11:31- toolmes
12,00- Good News
12:30- Movie
12:00 ---14•Piti
12:30- Vfitir This Rag •
2:00-News
f2:45 - Nowt
'---lini-Torm Off
_
-

6:1111-Chidrea's Goa. lk
7:1111- Scaly Deo
611.,- awn
,7:311- faregiesis
7:04-Smooloy Deo
LIM-Semenriemits
7:30- Fempfece
AS
8:40-Choi of Saver- i'Me-k°949.9
Stars
kinds
um _ scab,
.e mi semi 11130- Piak Mather
11.00 - Wookeed Speti10:311- Piak losatier
el
"/0991: 11:30- NCAA Ilwill ,
I I "•tkr
rol
3:111111- NC.AA hiniro-or t
'1 I:311--14CAA : ISA
CM-Lawrace Wen
444- NCAA, TIA ,
7:01- Love eat
6:00 - Begs Baas,
8:3111-Frtiny Isicad
7:41C Comer
I515-Nees
Nees
7:30 Garter Co
.10:IS-Ihnos
LID- Lave lett
10:347 Imilliell
9:00 Foe. Ishmic
--Tlat-349 Met 18:00:Igoe Yes cli
'''
12.45-News .
141630- Moms
1:1111-*-11kors
1:13- ITt Club
'3:13- Newswatch
3:41,-- Nevi,
3:30 - Mot For Iffsollise
Only '

3:MI- Ag U.S.A

6:00-Seeds*Imp
7:1111-POMP
8:00-Ilegs Mr,
9311- Tarzae
11:IR- Tema Caeca

-..-

LOS ANGELES (AP)- If
you like live jazz, you usually
can partake of it only in
smokefilled clubs well after
sundown. But there is an
alternative just after dawn NBC's"Today" show.
Thursday's effort, for
example, featured jazz
violinist Stephan Grappelli.
On Nov. 17, Buddy Morrow's
big band will squeeze in the
stud* for a salute-to the late
Tommy Dorsey.
Other jazz guests this year
have included trumpeter
Maynard Ferguson, vibist
Lionel Hampton, the new
group,
Dave
Brubeck
ragtimes's Eubie Blake and
guitarists George Benson and
Bucky Pizarelli.

One March show even had a
piano quartet of some fairly
decent keyboarders - Teddy
Wilson, Marian McPartland,
Ellis Larkins and Tommy
Flanagan.
All this jazz isn't just
because "Today" host Tom
Brokaw, ui his days anchoring
at KNBC here, often was
sighted after his 11 p.m.
newscast taking the sounds at
Dorite.'s,a top jazz club here..
At least that's what jazz buff
and non-musician Brokaw
claimed in an interview from
the "Today" emporium in
New York.
'No, actually the program
good
pretty
had
has
relationships over the years
with the - world of -jazz,"

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WSIL-3

WN6E-2

13114

6:20-TOM 111460
'
6:30- Veg Soup
6:00 - Mock Women
7:00-- Doe Teal
6.30 Bible Bap?.
7.00. White Water
7:30- Day el Disc.
7:30- Cow /loran
7:00 Worship
8:00- lames labium
5:00- Bine
7:30- Mamma Grace
gzu-Odd Iteberts
"
--940--- Gem:3100w
-11:00 -littte ItItsca
- 6
:
0-00,61 lir .
9:30- Dim. in WA
1:30 Three Sesesee
10:00- Arches
10:00- Coach Panalast
9:30- Res Moollemi
10:38- Allialsfs. Bl9
.
"'"'. the pt,,
10:30- Weedmet lip- 11:00- Issues & Ans.
11:ee11:30 - Bort's Nasky 11:30- Tenn. Marrifoly 1 11:30- Kids Are
ilk
1:011-Dirvettms
12:C0- 1ssoes & Ms.
12:00- TIA
1:3e-41
•999
12:36- Johnny Alleiers
Awards
40-I
1;00 - SR Foot600
130- Narlaile
4:00-Youth in Profile
'SAM -CM
2:40- Marty Robbins
"
5:00- Sunday Scene
5 - 3°-- Wallr".1111
2:30- Lour ence Welk
6:00 - Nerdy toys
5:30 - News
3-30 -- Award Movie
.
7:00- Movie
6:00- Disney
5,30- Wild It madam
9:45-- Election
'7:00 -- Go! Rhinebeck
6:00- Nancy Drew
10-00 - News
7:00-Bin Event
1:00-- Movie
10:1S- 70110Mo
10:00- Newswatck
900- Lifetime
11:43 . News
10:31-Deans Forgo
10:00 -,SCret II1 10
11:00- Wrestling
10:30-Movie
Hour
tile
12:40-New
12:30- With tMs Ring
12:30- News

WT1IF-5
sm. -.Swim $911

WPS0-6

11:40-0,1 liptios
6:X-Yew Gerd
7:110- GespW at.
me_ moolopelin

,

6:43- Waiter
7:40-*atop

With Series Over, ABC

iLFIIS-12

6:00-04Whaloor
6:30-News
7:411-Mesmall6a_
7:38-gegum
sillt-IleAlerpe
0:35-Clue Club
9:0111- lit lat.
10:00- Cmars 3
10:20_ per
„ft, Oirti„

::"
91411010911
$3
7:3
Mete Dew.

6:30-Meet
9,00-Oral Reiverts. ........
9:311stakes
9:30- Two Rivers Sept.
10:00 - Changed Lives
10:30 - It Is Written
10:30-Accent
11:00- TSU Football
11:00- Meet the Press
11,30 - Football
11:30-NFL'78
Mi..'
3:00- Deem 9112:00- NFL Foetal!
.
Min
.
6.00- 60
3:00 - Ky. Aftelil
7 00 - AU In Family
3:30-- Insight
7-30-- Alice
4:00-NBC Religious
8:00 - lax
$:00 - News
9:00- Dallas
5:30-News
10:00-News
6:00- Welt Disney
WTVF Reports
7:00- 04 Event
.00-Gong Show
9:00-Lifeline
11:30- Face the Nation
10:00-Noes
1200-- Dwayne Friend
10,30- MSU Football
12:30-News
11:00-. Nee
Now
Moneys

11:00-Psis is the if,
11:30- Football
6:00- Sixty Minot's
7:00- All M the Rom
7:30- Alice
8:00-Ilex
9:00-Delis
10:00-News
10:15-News
10:30-Gonsmoke
11.30-- look Up
12:00-Hews

11:30-- Bakers
iltle•

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WPSDWSII-4
WTYF 5,
WSIL-3

WNGE-2

KFIIS-12

=

-1:10--temniirenilL-3:45-Weather
5:15 --Comertry Jour.
_ ..
4:110-111reakietitend
74111-66
•
1110600.ML- -- -s!ss- Menu. Wyo.
Tipton
3:30-Carl
6:00-Giliednink./fa.
6:20- Weather
9:00 - 700 OA
7:00- News'
6:00
Ralph
Emery
6:00
-News
News
7:00-1110416/10114
.
fad6,30-News
111:30- Freoilly
too -010.1Wwilie
7,00 Toe*
7:00-Capt. Kangaroo
7:00-Today
7.30- Mae
., .
9:00- Allis the fat. '
11 le-SUAleere399997:23-Scene Today
1:00- Mornings'
*"
8:30-Gaga Acres
9:00-Phil
Deaden
W
7:30- Toddy
Joker's Wild9:30-Price is Right
.0:30 -Joker's
9,00-MAO PyrameW 1 i:30_ lyems mope
1000-11
Moan
10:30-Love of Lifemopr
esspina
.
10:25 _ poor
8:25-Some Today
9:00- All in the isms.
9:30 - Hollywood 5440or.
12:00- AI My Chin.
a•
0
50
--ywesun 9
1 3Ne
por„ 10:
10:30_ mood of ,"
830--Today
9:30- Price is Right
1:011-0a Life
of
.10:00-Nappy Days
9:00 - Phil Dacha
10:30-Love
hme
2:40- Ga. Hospital
Restless
10:30- Faely Fee/
10:00- Nigh Rollers
ife,101W-04111499”
11:00- Amer. Alive
11:30- Smirch for Tom.
MOO- Edge of light
A
10:30- Wheel of Fort.
11:00- Toon,
3-41.-Nel sf Meet
12:00-News
12:00-Fan. Pictme
'11:30- Ityilm's Now
3:30- N'n
11:00- Amts. Alive
MGM
Rest/ass
12:30-Days of ow
Theatre
12:05-News
12:00-Al My Child.
11:30- NOON
11:30-Search fee Tom
Lives
3:30- F-Archies
12:30-Worn Turns
1:00-0e Life
12:30-- Days of our
1:30 ors
12:00-Tell Me Truth
200 Gie, meepoul
4:00- F -Modern AlmaI:30-Gehimp Light
Lives
12:30-World Tires
2:00- Aafther!Lrld
2:30-Al'A•S'N
81
1,30_Glikpol uo“
3 00 - Fens! Pages
1:30- Doctors
3,00- meta Goose
.
3:
$00-- Hollywood '°'.30,- Bert* of the *11
2:00 - bather World
2:30-141'A'V II
3:30-Tel The Truth
3:00- Tam A Jerry
3:00- Oar Gag
3:10- My 3 Sas
4:00-Little Rascals
I
. :P0018":1
S Nil I
3:30-Lost in Sp
Spare
. 3:30-Braga
Family
Partridpe
400_
4:30- Andy Griffith
4:30-Seperasen
400-istmesters
430- Brady Sado
5:00- Crosswits
:30- Dating Gem
5:00-Illewitched
4:30- Aldan Naas
5,00_ News
5:30 --News
:00- Newswetek
3:30-News
5:00- Carol t frieeds
5;30 _ News
;30 - Crouvrits
6:00-News
6:30-Same at 6
5:30-News
6:00-News
6.00- News

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
___.

-WNW 2.1*--"'ado., Fin C....

-1

3:30- Godes Pate
6:13-News
4-10-News
7:00- Fussily Feud
8:00- NFt
Football
Wash vs. Baltimore
11:00-News
11:30- Warren Powers
12:00-News

7:30- °IA
11:00- NFI.
10:45- Newsamtch
11:15- Cal. Football
11:43-Sal City
12:1S- Simi on

A17111-11'
---7

11115M41----- 6-30----- Newlywed

-7410..Nottle
It:00- Memo
10:00-Scene at 10
10:30- Toeialtt
12:06-Tomorrow

6:30-Pop Goes the Co.
7:00- Little House
I:00- Movie
10:00- News
10:30--Tonight ..
12:00- Tomorrow

7:00- WIMP In Gr.
7:30- People
11:00-1111•Alh
8:30- One Day
9:00- Lou Great
10:00-News
10:30-Movie

•

W IL4.

7:00_ Election Covere

8:00- M•A •'
S II
8,30 - One Day
900 -Lou &rent
1000- 12 Reports
10:30--Movies
1:30- News

Ills- Movie
l:30-News
2:00-Sign Off

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
W

'
6:30-Viewpoint
7:00-WARP
7:30- People

'WSM-4

51

•

WTVF-5

WPSD-4

KFV

2

M-CosPew

•

6:00-noctia Covensa
640-13m.MSo-b1,7$.
1000- News
10:30 - Hetti on C or ere- •

_____

-- M1IWoGeoTkeEliit-e2r
--n*a•:*il-

Vol* '
11T3O:0:00I1S1Smn
lo 30-item,
l2-00_$Saw

---1:70-Pn ehli
eal)-;11latiammallids -

7:00-Isdiee tamest
a
- 3210-Tommo.
'

I

1
6c30,-rflection '78
2:30-Sign Off

99
12:00 -Tomorrow

1

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WSIL-3

W116E-2
•

5:30-Caches Pete
7:00 I Is Enciegli
6:15- News
1:00 Cloorlies Angels
I 6-30- News
9:00 - Vern
10:00 Newswmcis
1:00-B Is Ism*
8.00 - Charlies Angels
10:30 Bowers
9 00 - Vegas
11:30 Police Women
10:00 - News
17:30- ITL Club
10:30- Peirce
2:30 Newsy...frt.
Weeme/SWAT
1245-News
-.
.-......--...
..

. --. WNGE-2

WSIL-3

7:00 Merit A Mindy
Map
730 Wh it's
pining
1 _00 im.,,,,s, milk,
Seep
Family
*Mammoth
lonanze
Persil, A !fetch
11:30,. PH Club
2:30 Newswatch

8 30
900
10,00
10.30

,,,

5:30 - Crectios Pete
6'11- Moms
6;30 - News
7'00 - Marti Mindy
7 30 mhos moppor.too
1 00
I 30
9 00
10:00

Horne, Miller
Soap
ForniP,
News
6 Neer*
1 - Men
0

WSIL-3

WIGE-2
8,00 Met,.,
10:00 - Newsweecli
1040 Innen to
11:30 now*
1;if -. PTL GMM
Nowswirteii
3 311
C

5:30 Geckos Pee
6- I 3 Mews
6-30 Newt
700 Ifost91941111
" Ch
IMP,

...imee-mit.• . _
14:30- garotte
11:37 -- Maio

WSM-4
7:00- Dick Clare a
8:00- Movie
10,00-Ice.,it 10
10;30- Tonight
12:00- Tensor row

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

KFVS-12

I

6:30-Newlyweds
6:30- ofisilvaie Nut.
7:00 - leffersons
7:00 Dick Clerk
7:30 - Doris Day
8:00 Movie
8:00- Move
10:00- News
10:00- News
Tyler iti:*__ Tonight
10,30- Mary
12:00- Tomorrow
Moore
11:00- Movie
12:15- Kola
1:30 -N.4

6:30- Murepet Show
1:00 - Jeff ersons
7-30 Beginning
8:00- Movie
10:00 - -12 Reports
10-30.- Movie
1:30 News

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WSM-4
7.00 Project UFO
I-00- Quincy
9 00' David Cassidy
1040-Stew at 10
10:30-Temight
12:00 Tismorrow

WT1IF-5

WPSD-6

6-30 Newlywed Game
7:00- Welton,
I:00-- Newel Rve-0
9:00- Wm* Jones
'1040-News
10:34-Nliory T. Moore
11:011- Movie
t.ere
II:43 - The
Treertmeni
1:13 -News
_
411:45 Sky Off ' '

6,30 Marty lobbies
7.00 lil Abner
I 00 gurney
9-00 David Cessidy
10:00_ News

4,

10:30-Tonight
12:00- Tmerrew

KFVS-12
6,30
7:00

World ot An
mimeos

8,00
9:00 10:013
1030
1 00

Neweii Five-0
Borah, Jones
12 Reports
Movies
News

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY .
WSM-4

WTVF-6

6 30 Newlywed Goa
7:00 Wonder Weer
.
0
1 66..
crolible NA
7.00 ()airtime woo., . tra .
7:30 -, Who's W h'
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Is Back In Ratings Lead

says. "It aleeisleettes with my
own interests, so it works out
pretty well."
His dawn hours mean he
can't enjoy late-hours jazz on
weekdays now. So he often
gets word on who's good from
pianist Jimmy Bowles, a pal
from the LA .days and an
occasional "Today" guest.
But both Brokaw and
executive producer Paul
Nriedman givethe lion's share
of credit for securing good
jazz acts to a "Today" staffer,
Doug Sinsel, who also happens
to be a jazz saxaphonist.
Friedman also notes that
"Today" music segments twice a week on the average -.4
aren't all jazz. Classicalcats,
-like -French horn virtiniso
Barry Tuckwell and conductor
Zubin Mehta have appeared.
And such country artists as
Chet Atkins (who did a guitar
duet on the show with Les
Paul) and singers Ronnie
Milsap and Dolly Parton also
have checked in.
And so have the Mormon
Tabernacle-Chun Ton tapet-a
three-clay salute to Irving'
Berlin and visitors from
Broadway musicals.
But the emphasis is on jazz.
And it's rare you'll sight a
rock act. Friedman says the
last one, Patti Smith, gave an
example of punk rock that

NEW YORK (AP)- It was
that same old story, ABC with special Thursday NFL game
a tight grip on first place in the between Dallas and Minnetworks' ratings com- nesota.
The Monday night game
petition.
was
No. 8 in the ratings, the
With the World Series on
NBC out of the way, ABC was Thursday night contest 15th.
NBC's last-place finish was
back in first place for the week
ending Oct. 29, figures from the result, at least in part, of a
the A.C. Nielsen Co. show, bad showing at the bottom of
with the four top--Fatia - the ratings. NBC's "Dick
programs and six of the first Clark's Live Wednesday" was
No. 55, followed by "Rhoda"
10.
on
CBS and four other NBC
At the top was "Three's
WKIVIS-FM will present
Company," with a rating of shows, "Sword of Justice,"
SOUNDSATIONS,
its second
30.1, followed by "Laverne "Who's Watching the Kids"
raising
camannual
fund
and
"Walt Disney Presents."
and Shirley" "Happy Days"
paign, November 9-12.
Here
are
the
week's
Top
10
and "Taxi." Nielsen says the
SOUNDSATIONS highlights
.
rating for "Three's Company" programs:
"Three's
Company,"
with
a
means that of all the fiomes in
Tlfarsday,November 9
the country with TV, 30.1 rating of 30.1 representing22.4
Classical music programs
million
homes,
"Laverne
and
percent saw at least part of
will feature a music (Pit
Shirley,"
28.8
or
21.5
million,
show.
the
Guess what composition is
CBS escaped last place in "Happy Days," 27.8 or 20.7
being broadcast and, you will
million,
and
"Taxi,"
26:5
or
first
time
the
.ratings
for
the
win a free recording of the
19.7
million,
all
ABC;
"Little
this season with three
record.
House
on
the
Prairie,"
25.2
or
in10,
Top
programs in the
On Nightflight,from 10 p.m.
18.8 million, NBC; "60
cluding No.8 "60 Minutes."
to 2 a.m., the emphasis will be
Minutes,"
24.9
or
18.6
million,
week
for
the
NBC's top show
on popular rock soundtracks
was "Little House on the and Wednesday Movie-"Gras8
from movies, a tribute to
is
Always
Greener
over
the
ratings..
Prairie," No.5 in the
deceased rock superstars,and
ABC's rating for the week _Septic Tank," 23.4 or 17.4
an interview with David
million,
both
CBS;
"NFL
was 20.3, followed by CBS at
Bowie.
18.7 and NBC at 171. The Monday Night Football," 23.1
Or
17.2
million,
ABC,
and
networks say that means in an
Friday, November 10
average prime-time minute "Battlestar Galactica," ABC,
Grassroots Music Special,6and
"M-A-S-H,"
CBS,
22.9
or
during the week, 20.3 percent
10
a.m. Bluegrass, folk, blues
17.6
million, tie.
of the •homes in the country
and country music will be
,The
next
10
shows,•,_
were timed/0 ABC.
featured.
NBC won the ratings Sunday. Movie-"Crash," ist Music of the Big Bands, 10
ABC,
and
"All
in
the
Family"
competition the two previous
11 a.m.-noon. Your favorites
weeks with World Series and "Bugs Bunny," both CBS,
from the 1930's and DM's.
tie;
Monday
Movie-"Portrait
baseball, after ABC had
dominated the first month. of a Centerfold," NBC;"NFL
ABr, •
__ABC-gotapusii-in
"Lovetie;
CBS,
:Alice)"
sports
couple
of
top-Dom.a
-41122the_mtm,dayitight Boat:'
"Fat Albert,"
p.ogr
pro football game between CBS; "Centennial," NBC,and
Pittsburgh and Houston and a "Fantasy Island," ABC.

,
grasi.
Metle siewern grumble by the
But the non-rock look of
-Today" isn't because those
in charge prefer jazz, says
Brokaw, adding that he likes
rock, too.
"No, it's probably the hour
of the ("Today") morning as
much as anything else," he
says. "We've talked to a
number of them t rock stars)
.
,,at
heshtz.fact
ontB
ailharamitter
is, the music's a little jarring
at that hour of the morning... I
think sometimes rather than
hearing it, we're better off
talking to the people who
make it."
WILL ROGERS FUND
NEW YORK (AP) - Tom
Patterson, president of the National Independent Theatre Exhibitors Association, has been
named to the board of directors
of the Will Rogers Memorial
Fund.
Named to the fund's advisory
committee were:
--Robert- Goodrioli -Goodrich
Theatres,Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Phillip Scott, Patriot Cinemas
Inc., Hingham, Mass; Bernard
Goldberg,Gordon Theatre Management Corp., New York;
Dick Wright, BAC Theatres,
Belleville, Ill., and R.A. Noret,
Noret Theatres, and Larnesa,
Tex.

••.WKMS Schedule...
Broadway Show-stoppers,
Noon-2 p.m. The best-loved
songs of broadway.
Live Concert, 2-10 p.m.
Eight hours of live music from
the WICMS studios.
Nostalgia Festival - Part
One, 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Four
hours of old radio snows'- .
ectmedies, dramas and
mysteries.
Saturday, November 11 &
Sunday, November 12
Classical Top-40, 7 a.m. - 10
p.m. both days. This region's
most popular works of
classical music. Then at 10
p.m. each night the focus
changes. On Saturday, WKMS
will present Part Two of its
Nostalgia Festival. On Sunday, a tribute to jazz will be
featured.
WKMS-FM is located at 91.3
on the FM dial, and is a
nonprofit, noncommercial
service of Murray State
University.
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All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
I

The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Murray City and Calloway
County School Systems for the
week of,Nov.6 to 10 have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor, Murray
City, and Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor, Calloway
County,as follows:

MURRAY CITY
MURRAY HIGH-Mondaychicken and dumplings,
barbequed beef sandwich, hot
dogs, hamburgers, chill" and
Tuesday-sandwich;
chuckwagon, pizza, hamburger, soup and sandwich;
Wednesday-beef stew, ham
sandwich,- hamburger, chili
and sandwich; Thursdayroast beef sandwich, tacos,
hamburger, soup and sandwich; Friday-chicken fried
steak, lasagne, hamburger,
soup and sandwich. A salad
bar and a variety of fruits and
vegetables are served each
day.
MURRAY MIDDLE-Monday-hamburger, hot dog,
cake; Tuesday-hamburger,
pizza, cookie; Wednesdayhamburger, chicken, rolls and
jelly, ice cream; Thursdayhamburger, tacos, cake;
Friday-hamburger, soup,
chocolate squares. A variety
of fruits and vegetables are
ea
acRh
served
CAl Th
day.an(1 ROBERTSON -Monday-hot dog,
creamed potatoes, peaches,
cookie; Tuesday-spaghetti,
tamed aalad, fruit 4441c,
french bread, cookie; Wednesday-chili, pimento cheese
sandwich, carrot sticks, ap-

pie; Thursday-hamburger,
french fries, mixed fruit,
cookie; Friday-no school,
Parent-Teacher Conferences.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
HIGH -CALLOWAY
Monday-hamburgers. sub-_ _
marines, chicken pot pie;
Tuesday-hamburgers, chili
dogs, ravioli, pie:: Wednesday-hamburgers, grilled cheese,
vegetable beef soup; Thursday-hamburgers, corn dogs,
Friday-fish;
batter
hamburgers, • taco salad,
bologna sandwich. A variety
of salads, vegetables, bread,
desserts, ice cream, milk, iced
tea, lemonade, and an open
salad bar are featured each
day.
NORTH, and
EAST,
SOUTHWEST-Monday-hamburger or corn dogs:
Tuesday-hot dog or fried
chicken; Wednesday"
hamburger or pizza; Thursday-hot dog or sloppy Joe;
Friday --hamburger or
:vegetable beef soup. Milk and
a variety of fruits, vegetables,
and desserts are served each
day.

Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's

"Ne;ilkiollie Nelson-

-Brass Construction"

;
.4
BEETLE BAIL'
-David Allen Cole"

'Jimmy Hendrix"

BEETLE,
YOU EVE

We have a limited supply of the Beatles "Sgt Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club" and Rocky Horror Picture Shea.-

vi
World o Sound

The' Ear et t Selection of Topes on., Albums in thrs oreo

222 So 12th St

C

753-5865
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BLONDIE

to co-sponsor

"First, You Cry"
A Two-Hour Documentary
Drama
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We Urge Everyone
,To Join With Us In
Watching This Evening
of SpeCial Entertainment
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Jarvis' Life Changes Drastically

Author of Proposition 13*Becomes Celebrity
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ty BILL GARDNER Jarvis,'though he was not a
Associated Press Writer
candidate, was the big winner
1,0S ANGELES ( AP) in the last election and figures
Mere's a new variation of an
to be an important factor in
old joke: short, old man in a
Tuesday's election, too. All
rumpled suit is speaking with
this has changed Howard
the pope on a Vatican balcony.
JarvLs' life.
Below, a young Italian boy
The victory of Proposition
looks up and asks his father:
13, which cut property taxes in
-Who's that man in robes up
California an average of 57
there talking to Howard 'percent, put Jarvis
on the
Jarvis?"
cover of Time magazine and
Not a true story, of course, in the , political
spotlight.
bid Bowed"Jarvis,'author of Candidate's in every state
seek
California's Proposition . 13; his endorsement
-"They line
has become a celebrity since
up like damned lemmings,"
the victory of his property tax- said the blustery,
.often
cutting measure in June.
profane Jarvis.

Almost overnight Jarvis
became ,a national hero to
many Americans, and he says
people cheer him all over.
"Everywhere.1 go„" he said,
"Even in restaurants I've
never been in before. We
walked into one in New York
the other[tight, and everybody
in the place stood up and
clapped before I even got to sit
down.
"Damndest thing you ever
saw."
And don't think the 75-yearold Jarvis isn't having the
time of his life as he flits
around the country at
•
breakneck pace,spreading his
Crossword Puzzler
gospel of tax reforms.
"I'm enjoying it," he said.
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those are theirrela to;es
Jarvis has formed a new
group called the American
Tax Reduction Movement and
has Managed to get a bill
introduced in the House of
Representatives that would_
cut federal spending $100
billion over the next four years
and federal income'taxes $50
billion over the same period.
was co-sponsored by dozens of
congressmen.
"Those two things will bring
a balanced budget," Jarvis
said.
Jarvis; who admits to being
"half a Millionaire," sold his
business, which made aircraft
and appliance parts, and
retired 15 years ago - just
about the time he became
active in tax causes. About
four years ago he took a job as
director of an apartment
owners' association, but since
Proposition 13's win he has
another
otherosi
Ageur
necye of w
inhi
co
crn
h eas
l0
-the lecture circuit.
He signed with the William
rris
represents former President
Gerald Ford, actress Jane
Fonda and . Israeli Prime
SEMINARS SLATED
AT WILLIAMSBURG-WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
(AP) - A series of in-depth
seminars including lectures,
demonstrations, films, panel
discussions and special guided
tours will be offered in 1979 by
Colonial Williamsburg from
January to. the middle of
March.
The
"Wintertime
in
Williarnsburg"'Seminars will
be conducted by experts in
various fields and by craftspeople, with a different area
covered each day of the week.
The schedule includes Music
in Colonial America,-Mondays; Plantation Life, the
Home and Family, Tuesdays;
Decorative Arts in Colonial
America, Wednesdays;
Colonial
Architecture,
Thursdays; Historical
Restorations
and
Archaeology, Fridays;` and
Colonial Crafts and Trade,
Saturdays.

A 61RL WENT INTO A
BAKER(
4 AND ASKED,
"‘ DO qOU SERVE BIG
- COOKIES IN HERE?"

THI5 15 MY REPORT
ON BAKERIES._
e),

I DON'T KNOW," 1 /WELL, BAKERS 1-1AVE
SAID THE BAKER...
TO HAVE FUN,TOO,
"HOW TALL ARE 40U?"
YOU KNOW,MA'AM.:

NA HA HA I-IA NA

*
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TAFF'S
COAL
YARD
502 South 5th Street
directly
behind
Murray Ice Company.
Cnal fnr _sak, by _bag,
bushel, ton or truck
load. Call 753-2287.

Want To
Rent

I T'S NO u5L
I CAN'T GET
TO SLEEP

COUNTING
.SHEEP
DOESN'T
HELP

753-8298
1.4

Swimming
Pools
Ky. Pools

Paducah, Ky.
'Gob LOVES AND WANTS to

We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you had pictures ,
at LovesdtaIng
the past -25years, we
can supply‘ you with
reprints.
•
.CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
753-82903
We copy and restore old
photographs
4.

papers
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DENTAL ASSISTANT,
or
over,
experience
no
necessary. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32-H,
Murray, Ky.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
EXPERIENCED
APPLIANCE service man.
Good salary. Call 753-2360
after 6 pm.
HOUSE KEEPER-President
home, permanent, full time.
per hour. Must

cools, for

special
preparations or preformance
of tasks related to special
entertaining. General house
keeping required. Kitchen
clean up required. Will in
volve irregular or late
working hours. Apply at the
office of Personnel Service,
MSU.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR route salesperson.
Person to run photo finishing
route, car and expenses
furnished. Apply at Film
Barn 806 Chestnut St.

12th 62-Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
WHAT WE do best is car!
Needline, 753-6333.
5.
HUSK! dog lost
Name is Benii• Call 753 1689
or 753-6728

61-1q'S
SIX DOLLARS
IN APR EARS

"WE WERE TERR/F/GO„
!
THEN HE 4PPEARE0 air
G1E ACWHERE.,/"

AN OLDER FORD, ChevyorDodge van body. Call 7538606 or 753-9997.
MOTOR FOR 1967 Chevrolet
pickup. Must - be In goat
condition. Call 436-2102.
15.
CORRELLE
Expressions,.
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$3999. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, 3,41 inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $1199 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
watt -pipe 6" X 30-, $t7.813:instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIREPLACE
Inclosures
with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, t64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
tires, one brand new, other
four have 60 tread left, $125.
Call 753-8606 or 753-9997.
FOR SALE HARDLY USED
Panasonic turn table, due to
theft of rest of equipment.
Call 492-8857.
14KT DIAMOND CLUSTER
RING. Brand new. Best
offer. See at Owens Food
Market, Apt. No. 6.
LEAF COMPOSTER AND
little 2 wheel metal trailer.
Call 753-2291.

ARTICLES FOR SALE

Carroll
VW
$00 Chestnut
or call
7534130

Full time and part
time, day and night,
male and female.
Must be 18 years old.
Apply in person only.
No phone calls.
URGENTLY
NEED
DEPENDABLE
PE1ZSON
who can work without
supervision fOr Texas oil
company in Murray area. We
train. Write K. M. Dick,
Pres.,
Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
EXPERIENCED Nurses Aid
wants private duty. Prefer
days. Call 753-0061, ask for
Ann.
HOUSE KEEPING work
wanted in town. Referneces
available. Cal 753-3699.

REMINGTON
ELECTRIC:
off ice typewriter, good'.
condition, $100. Call 75324
after 5:30 or weekends.
SET OF 1977 World Book`-.
Encyclopedias, $200. Also, .
have men& - -wornerk and
childrens clothing_ One:: ,
chrome dinette set with
chairs, $7. Call after 3
753-7694.

Unicorn
Log
Spliters
Now Available at

MURRAY FORD
TRACTOR

12. INSURANCE

HELP
WANTED
41i,ale to work atGeneral Silica Products, Industrial Road,
Murray. Ky. Will be
a-gging san4, and
general labor. Contact
John Hill or Donnie
.Hudson at743-7196 bet
wreTi7and5.

LICENSED BEAUTICIAN.
Sue-Z-Que's Beauty Salon.
759-1800.
MALE OR FEMALE experienced in leather work
and sewing. Must be neat in
/our work. Also salesperson
needed Apply in person only
Plaa.
zVernons Inc., Olympic
to
NEW BUSINESS, Hickory
Hut Pit Bar-13-Que. Now
taking applications daily 8-5
pm, plan to open shortly.
Need part time day and night
help. Two all night part time
cooks, 11-7 am. Good pay,
"
.
aunt
loestr
R cateclat

Thoroughbred

OPEN
POSITION
FOR medical assistant. Must have
some previous experience in
office.
physician
Send
resume and referenceto P.O.
42071.
Murray,
Ky.
Box 943,
STUFFERS AND MAILERS
Urgently Needed! $25.00 per
hundred Guaranteed' Send
stamped
self addressed
EN
TK
envelope,
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
80221.
Denver CO

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive
bids on the following vehicles up to 1:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, November 14, 1978 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Two(2)Dump Gravel Trucks

„

THESE COtActES WERE
-RF5CUErl dr WE
INVSTE4Y01.1 MASKED
NAN-

50FAR

WANTED
Ex-Perienced
automobile clean-up
man. Must be able to
do detail work. Apply
in person at

RELIABLE PERSON TO
babysit 2 small children.
Must furnish references. 4362271 or 753-8874.

INVITATION TO BID

BLOND1E

II BOY!CORA'S

Ws A
-- 'Foot
Free Gift .
Wrapping
IsA Specialty At
Watts Hardware

LOST & FOUND
AMERICAN

111

WAITRESS
. WANTED
Person
A

442-9747

KEEP ME AWAKE

Undid Feature Syndicate Ac.

Trailer
Ct.
Spayed,
declawed. Reward. Leave
message at 753-3213.
6. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER IN MY home
weekday afternoon, 12:00 to 5
• pm Own transportation and
'references required. Call 753
9520 after 5-pm.

Salary $2.78
be an excellent
regular
and

•Weddings
*Portraits

BAA E3AA E3AAS"

BEETLE, WON'T
THAT'S THE WORST
.
,grb 'CAMOUFLAGE
YOU EVER LEARN?!e
JOB

25, 1978.
Call 475SIAMISE CAT. Last seenOct. 18th, near Shady Oakes

21

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO

THEIR

BEETLE BAILEY

LOST. PAIR OF EYE

GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main. Wednesday, Oct.
Reward.

Hwy.641 North

FOR V;V ATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th -phone 753-3124.

NANCY

14. WANT TO BUY

6 HELP WANTED

STEAK HOUSE

Good Land, one
acre
to
one
Thousand.
Will
give one third of
the crop. Call 4365812
or
see
KYNAI,...S
McCLURE,

44217

ction"

:Ole"

S. LOST & FOUND

2 NO -110E

.

scription "To Howard Jarvis,
leader of the second American
revolution."
How does Jarvis explain his
-sodden vise to fame and irp
fluence?
"I found a way to appeal to
both sides of the political
spectrum and it comes down
to one word- money."

oAoiliztt-Pfiatt CUSSIFIED ADS3

help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.

4

'
Washington like a conquering any idea how badly you've
general. He signed- in at the shaken this Congress?' I said,
press club in the nation's '1 hope so."
To hear Jarvis tell, he's
capital as "Howard Jarvis,
_ _ Acing zoorit good- for moFe
tidal wave."
He met the leaders of people than anyone ever has.
Congress, inbluding House Prominently displayed in his
Speaker Thomas "Tip" office is a gift from people in
O'Neill. "The first thing he Massachusetts, a bronzed
said to me was 'Do ypu have meat cleaver with the in-

•

..44%

ILWestern

PEANUTS

:ated at 91.3
and is a
ommercial
ray State

ifinister - iienae.hem Begin
among ethers, and collects up
to $4,000 per speech. His staff
says he is heavily booked well
intunext you%
He also does many free
speeches and appears' With
candidates.
After Proposition 13 won by
a 2,1 margin, Jarvis stormed

27,500 lb. GVW
9,000 lb. front axle
Eaton 18,500 lb. two speed-rear axle
12,000 lb. front springs
400 cubic inch engine or better
5-speed transmission
reinforced frame,
10.00 x 20",12-ply tires" around w/rear traction
4 cubic yard body and hoist(body 10 long),
8' wide,sides 21",ends6" higher than sides)
84"cab to axle
Alternator nilnimum 60 amp.
Battery minimum 70 amp hours
Rear Springs 23,000 and,4. leaf auxilliir
springs
20 x 7/
1
2inches castspoke rims
Pow& Steering
1-50 Gallon Step Gas Tank
Bidders must guarapipe delivery within 90 days of
acceptancempaid. Additional speatfication maybe obtarned st The*offiee of the County Judge. The
County rest.rvies the right to pur6hase 2, 1 or reject
flpy or all

We are now writing insurance
op mobile homes, with 3 dd.
Intent companies. For best
rates canted Wilson In.
sumacs and Neel Estate, 302

N.12*- 753-3213.

753-9482

MOBILE HOME anchoring•t'
equipment now available at%.
watiln -Hardware,Parts,'TN'"

To Buy See Us...
to Sell List With Us
If you need a larger home, let us show you this
spacious home on a 134 acre vuoded lot with lots
of trees and shade. Located 2 miles SE of Murray
on 121 Hwy. Thts is-a 3-bedroom brick veneer
with living room, dining room, kitchen and a
great roomy 20' x 22'. Recently added with 2
fireplaces, 11
/
2 bathrooms and ehclosed garage.
Priced $42,000.00 or owner will consider trading
for a farm.
Good buys like other good things do not last
forever and if you want a home that will please
see the new 3 bedroom BV home in Fairview
Acres 3 miles SE of Murray just off 121 Hwy.
Select yoursolors, appliances, rugs etc. We can
offer you this home completely finished or as is,
you can finish it yourself. This is a large 3 acre
lot, ana very desirably located 5 minutes from
Murray,10 or 15 minutes to lake. Let us show you
this house.
We also have good well kept BV home in Fairview Acres 4 years old, that has living room,
sunken den or family room and 3 bedrooms,combination kitchen and ,dining area, 11
/
2 baths,
utility room and storage on central water system
and possession available with deed on large lot
Lots - in various locations, both open lots and
wooded areas. We can offer you some of the most
choice lots for building sites in the county at attractive prices.
Development property - 36 acres located South
of Wiswell Road, lying between Canterbury
-Estates on East and Martins Chapel Road on
West. It has a large frame residence fronting on
Martins Chapel Road that is rented and offers
some potential along with this 36 acres that is
ideally located just outside city limits of Murr v
and joining one of our better_knOwn subdivision
and should offer an opportunity for a substantial
expansion of development property in this farm
area. If you are looking for investment property
that offers potential plus. Call us for details and
an opportunity to see this property.
We have only one new 3 bedroom BV home in
.Lynnwood Estates. This house is almost completed but still offers buying opportunity to select
colors, rugs, appliances and finish the work
yourself bs you so desire. The finished price is
$43,500.00.

Fulton Young Realty
riroxilf
Miles,Sf on 111 Hwy.
Flione ($02) 7534433

•
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•
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CLASSIFIEDS FOR MOREPRIMEREM

53. SERVICES1IFFERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
40. PIODUCE'
26. TV-RACNO
47. MOTORCYCLES
CB RADIO, Ham eouipt. TURNIPS FOR SALE. Pete
HONDA
350,
LOW
mileage,
3 BEDROOM, 1 1 2 BATH,
3 TRAILER AXLES, wheels merit, Linears. Call
.
Z
CAN'T GET those small lola
Valentine. Call 901-642-4439.
474-27h$.
near town. Nice deep lot in also a 18 foot canoe and 2 around the house or mobile LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
and tires, migimum weight.
SALES
41.
rusud
snow
tires.
For
more
in
yard junk. Call 753-3145.
area Of nice homes but zoned
5200 1bs per axle. Trailer 27. MOB. HOME SALES
home done? Carpentry,
8-3 for the turture. Ideal for formation call 753-5335.
plumbing, NEED YOUR yard raked?
painting,
• tongue with lack stand One
.FOR SALE BY OWNER. CRAFT AND HOUSEHOLD__
rental income. Priced-- at- - 197-2-St.-150+SOtferA Hasnew aluminum
---.-.-tiorisr--niectel-Searts drat-or-es
siding, patios, The MSU tiorticultdre Club
5 party.
i20,500.
THE
NELSON tires and
battery, good small concrete iobs, call 436•
with
hp motor Call 753- Mobile home, 197$ model. SALE Fri and Sat .
is raking leaves beginning_
Plaster_rnacrame,
crochet
never
used,
14
X
70, all
SHROAT CO. REALTORS, mechanical condition. Call 2562 after 5 pm.
,'•5913 after 4pm
Nov 4. For more infcirrhation
electric, 2 baths and 3 and many other hand mande
753-1707
492-8102.
16.04)ME FURNISHINGS
need stumps call Jeff Grubbs, 753-8636 or
DO YOU
bedrooms_ Must be seen to be gift items. Cherry Corner
1975 YAMAHA 250 CC trail removed from your yard or Cindy Cook 767.3355.
LOVE
ANTIQUE
SEAT. appreciated. Call Bob Futrell Rd. on 121 S.
bike, new tires, seat and land cleared of stumps? We
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
1
Ainley Auction &
Makes a.bed Call 753 3293.
at 7S3.7041 days or 753 2394 GI
TIC GARAGE SALE,
sprockets. Excellent con
can remove stumps up to 24" George Landolt at 753-8170 or
nights.
1304 Olive Blv Sat. Nov.-4.
Realty Sales
dition. Phone 437-4666
below the ground, leaving
John Boyer at 753-8536.
FOR SAL.E.
31c 60 2 &R, Grandmother clock. old
COVIIISIST 11,111LIT
only sawdust and chips. Call PIANO TUNING and repair.
48. AUTO,SERVICE
clock, case and -watches
extra !Ike. Call 49 2774
fr"W oedemas* Realtor.
Used Furniture -Shaw
for
estimate,
Steve
free
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
CAR BATTiE RIES, 36 month
Radial arm saw and stand,
is
l
o vk
s see
az
FOR .SALE OR RENT
75.3.9490 or Bob Kemp,._435- _
__ thod Appbasoas'
sic Center, 75_3:_3_6(12_dr_
gy_grantee, $5 Amp, $26.99.
'13
-*obi*-Herne Oft
e.toret
5ter"- C-9-144
:
4$41:
7149 atter 6 pm.
chairs,
on
WillintHargware, Paris, TN.
desks,
Used Ti's
Shores.
All chests,
Panarama
PARKING
DRIVEWAYS
&
stool,
Window
PROFESSIONAL
49. USED CARS
electric,
completely
fur- refrigerator, organ
areas white rocked and
Hodge & Son, Inc.
cabinet,
ex
nished, washer and dryer. upright piano, wall
1970 BONNIVILLE, 4-door, graded. Free estimates. Call cleaning, 20 years
10
washing
speed
bicycle,
private
Stores
and
perience.
205 So. 5th
Call 436 5553 af ter 6 pm
hard top, power steering, Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
machine, stereo* speakers,
homes. Call 901 782 5981.
brakes and air. Call 753 7810 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE BY OWNER - 2 doors,
books,
games,
excellent
ROOFING,
2
pm.
before
BR, mobile home, located SE working
Singer sewing
FENCE SALES at Sears references.
i-OP
SALE
ANTIQUE of Murray.
66
Call
753-1486
e 5
1978 United gesture Syndicate Inc It
Includes
90
X
230
REVERIA,
1975
(3UICK
machine
and
stand,
desk
753-2310
for
now.
Call
Sears
Round Oak table, partially ft. lot, central heat and air.,
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
buckskin
interior,
brown,
lamp,
light
fixtures,
storage
estimates
for
your
free
stripped Call 753.6931
ask for Shelley.
fireplace, Raved driveway, 2 cabinet, mirrows, picture
fuly equipped, $3450 Can be needs.
WHITE 18 foot refrigerator car garage, tool shed, patio frames, lots
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
seen at Darnell Marine
of nice ladies
SEARS,
GUTTERING
BY
with ice maker. Call 7.513152. and much more. Must be
or
bats insulation. TVA
Sales.
clothes- mans winter coals,
Sears - -continuous gutters material approved: FT0*
seen to be appreciated. shoes, hand bags, many
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
1974
BUICK
REGAL installed
per
your
REAL
ESTATE
ELECTROLUX Sales and $14,900. Call 753 0716. Shown other items
COUPE, one owner, Ken- specifications. Call Sears estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
753-8080
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
i
l
Service in-Paducah call 1 by appointment only.
tucky car, law miles. Call 753-2310 forfree estimates.
GARAGE SALE, Sat. Nov.
Ca144502 9244541,
.443-6469 in Murray call Tony TRAILER FOR SALE: 1973, 4th.r9-1, 1208 Main St. behind
436-2427.
43. REM.ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
Pr,fe.skonal Services
Montgomery 7534760.
12 X-70, 2 bedroom, 2 bath Tidwell Paint Store_ Couch,
1972
CADILLAC SEDAN fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
With The hriendly:rouch"
E X ECUT-IVE
HOME
leveling, back filling. Call
ANXIOUS
OWNER+ 1M 19. FARM EQUIP.
trailer, $2000 and take over refrigerator,
spring
and
Loaded
with
DEVILLE.
5
pm. Call 1-247 8966 collect.
REALISTIC PRICE. There
753 7370.
MEDIATE
POSSESSION
mattresses, miscellaneous.
equipment, steel belted
SLASHED!
PRICE
FARMER SPECIAL, stock payments. Call 753.6189.
are a lot of people who say
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
OPPORTUNITY! Here's a 5
radial tires, a real good car,
THREE BOY TEAM will
prods by Shox Stock, model 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME 2 Cali 753.8333.
they would like to have an
Commercial Building,
and gas installation, will do
- bedroom brick on quiet tree
$1350. Call 1-354-6217.
rake your lawn in a flash
E 24, $9 99. model P40-30, bedroom, all electric, new
attractive
three
bedroom
two
plumbing, heating and sewer
lined street_ Separate living
2520
Sq.
Ft.
like
new
Call 753-0936 after 5 pm.
511.99, Sabre 6 model, $16 99 carpet throughout, washer,
bath home. They would
1978 CAPRICE CLASSIC, cleaning. Call 753.7203.
GARAGE SALE, Sat. 701 S. space for parents, in-laws or
office
condition,
40
x
20
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN dryer, rejrigerator, air
especially like to have one
light metalic blue, loaded LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
BASEMENT? We
WET
16th. 8-2. Toys, clothes and guests.. add
fireplace, with a
large living room
with extras, 16,00 miles. Call prompt, efficient service,
make wet basements dry,
area, 1'2 baths, 40 x 43
FARMER SPECIAL, fence conditioner', $4900. Call 753
household goods.
basement, wooded lot and
3143.
dining
guaranroom
completely
work
combination,
753-5330.
controls, by Shox Stock,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
shop or storage area.
.4.0s.L.c...a.ww_20ffi_______cOnvenirince _to_ university
ire Morgan
le,ge6t in Irttchen-wtttra-tor
teed. Call or
electric or battery op 1
mo e
IM- LE E'S
1966
Cht-RY'S
and shopping. Priced just
PET
CAR
Nov.
4th.
13"
black
insulated,
central
and
white
Well
of cabinets, a nice den with
Consruction Co., Route 2,
aerated. $26.95, 39.99 and home, excellent condition.
PER IAL, 2 door, all power, CLEANING, vibra.back,
home
iv, AM-FM radio stereo reduced...This
fireplace and a wooden deck.
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
4999. Wallin Hardware, Call 436,2647 after 5 pm.
gas heat, central air
good condition. $250 or best steam
available for early oc- It
cleaning,
dry
console, boys coats and
would
even
be
nice
42001.
Phone day or night 1to have
Paris, TN.
offer. Call 759-1894.
10 X 48 2 BR, $2000 or best clothes size 8.12, girls clothes cupancy. LORETTA JOBS
condition. 2 acres of
Reasonable
references.
central
gas
heat
442
and
7026.
air,
but
40" FRIGIDAIRE STOVE, offer. Call 753 2570 after 4 size 12 14, Jr. size 3-9. Size 12
REALTORS,753-1492.
Call
1965
DODGE
STATION
estimates.
free
rates,
land. Priced Now At
a house with all of these
WILL BABYSIT DURING
$35 Call 753.5551.
pm,
wagon Excellent condition, 753-5827.
girls vinyl long coat, lots of
features would be too ex
$51,000. Boyd Majors
the day. For few children
power steering, automatic,
1969 MODEL 656 Inter- 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
tops and sweaters, custom
GET RICH FROM IN- pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
Call
4
759-4615.
105
North
Estate,
Real
air, recently overhauled. 759made draperies, quilting
natonal diesel tractor. High 2 BR MOBILE HOME, 6
Give a personal gift,
FLATION. Once in a lifetime th,is new listing today Priced
4878 anytime.
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
clearance and wide front end miles from Murray,$125 plus frame, oak chair, plastic
12th Street.
at
$48,900.
Phone
K
OP
investment
opportunity
for Christmas The
my home week days. Age 2-5
with 4 bottom 14" plows, 11, 2 deposit. 436-2149.
tables, cast iron laundry
1967
SPORT
FALCON
where inflation is your friend PERUD REALTY,753-1222.
ft wheel disc. All in good
years old. Call 753-7547.
stove, old andirons, garden
next few weeks are
not your foe. Shopping center
you COUPE,- 289, V.8, 4-speed.
-MOBILE
When
HOMES
RENT?
and
PAY
WHY
tools, fawn mower, 6 ft. for sale
condition. Will sell all for
See it at 1508 chsetnut or Call
WILL DO BABYSITTING in
with owner financing
mobile Some spaces for rent artificial
can
own
this
3
bedroom
brick
a
beautiful
time
for
$6500. Call 753-2913.
Christmas tree, available and
753-7356 ask for Jim.
. my home. Cherry Corner and
at Riveria Courts. Call 753
excellent tax
home at an affordable price.
sled, glass ware, old and new
outdoor portraits
East Elementary area. 75320. SPORTS EQUIP.
shelter. For details call or
3280.,
neigh- 1974 MUSTANG II Mach I
Good
home
in
quiet
books.
Boys
Schwinn contact Nelson
8623.
Excellent
condition, one
BROWNING 12 Guage. 2000 NICE 10 X 47, 2 BR, shaded
Mode of your home
Shroat co
borhood with lovely landStingray bike, girls Schwinn
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
YARD. WORK
DONE.
automatic, 30" full, 26" open front lawn. Stella comscaped yard. Backyard is owner, lots of extras. Call
Hollywood
bike,
or at some of the
Firecat Uncle
Jan before 8 am or after 5
Available Tuesday and
Jeff's
with vent ribs. Call 753-6085 munity. No pets. $80 $25
Shopping
fenced and home is neat as a
chopper bike. Free items, Center.
pm,753-3069.
Thursday afternoon. Contact
759-1707.
after Spm.
beautiful ,places
-pin throughout. All the work
deposit. Call 7594059.
lots
more
miscellaneous
Sigma Chi A.O. pledge class.
is already done for you, so 1969 MUSTANG 302, V-8,
BOYD-MAJOR
22. MUSICAL
around Murray Calf
TWO BR TRAILER at Shady items.
753-7395,753-4717
or 767-2141.
don't let this opportunity
automatic, rough, $475.
BALDWIN PIANOS and Oaks. 489-2333.
REAL ESTATE
now for on appass. Phone KOPPERUD
Phone-753-8963
56. FREE COLUMN
- organs, used pianos. Lonardo TWO BEDROOM Expando 3 PARTY YARD SALE. Fri.
753-8080
REALTY,753-1222.
pointment We have
1978 MERCURY COUGAR,
BLACK MALE KITTEN. Six
Piano Co., across from Post mobile -hoattor-rentor--sa4e. and Sat. 9-5. 3 mites on E. 94,
44. LOTS FOR SALE
very low
miles, extr_as,
months
old,
very
af
Office, Paris, TN.
a large selection of
can be rented with option to turn right whites Camper
"Professional Services
-golore,loaded.
Like
new
car
fectionate.
Call 753-3994.
LOT FOR SALE Zoned for '
-PIANO SMALL white used purchase. Central heat and Sales, first gravel road to
With TbeFriendty Tombframes
.
for
$6500.
Will
sell
or
trade.
duplex. (fall 753.8067 after -5
BEAUTIFUL
PUPPIES.
- spinet- targin. Used spinet Air, unfurnished. DONALD right, follow signs.
-- Call 753.5273.
Mother is Bet* type dog. 436Orn.
Watribt.- Repu5sesser.t
YtteKER REALTOR,753- YARD SALE, betWeen Stella
BOYD-MAJORS REA1970
5395
PONTIAC
after
GRAND
5:00.
Spinet piano. Used grand 43.42,
SEVEN COMMERICAL lots,
& K irksey on hwy 299. watch
pianos
Practice
pianos 10 X 40, ALL ELECTRIC for signs Thur.,and Fri. Nov:.
L
50? Maple
located at the entrance of PRIX, good condition, white
ESTATE
ONE
MACEBOSTON
with black vinyl roof. Black
Trade-in your piano for a 'furnished,
Photographic Studio
Pine
Bluff
Shores,
all
joining,
753 4342
TERRIER. Three- years old
mobile
home. 2nd and 3rd from 7-4.
Specialists in Real
interior, needs motor and
__Baldwin_ __F_asy _payments- fleposit.--Caff-751-2748-after
all.
Starting
at
-buy-one
or
Leaving
area,
-must
-give
YARD sAtE-7--Frtday---EstateV-Real-Egtate
some body work. Power and
Lonatifii Piano pm.
51,500. DONALD R TUCKER
away. 753-6002 after 5 pen,
Saturday, 9-4. Many items,
Call
air,
sell
for
best
offer.
-Company. Across Post
Auctions. Do Business
REALTOR, 502 Maple, 753including couch, $5.. aargins!
21. HEATING 8. COOLING
tonight and
Pack
753-3855'.
Office, Paris, Tennessee"
4342.
Where Business Is
BEN FRANKLIN STOVE. 712 Elm
ready
for
the
weekend
1974 PI NTOrautomatic,$950.
23. EXTERMINATING
WOODED
11
/
2
ACRES,
has
Being
YARD
Loch
Done
SALE,
1627
.
.
Used '2 season, $150. Call
. Iftwe
in this completely furwell, septic tank, trailer pole - 1970 Chevrolet wagon, power
NOW IS ONE OF THE best 759 1718.
Lomond Dr. All kinds of
ainq got it -.Well find
and white rock drive. First and air, no rust, $325. Call
nished lake front con. times to spray under and
bicycles. Friday 12:30 to 5.
489 2595
it. Boyd Majors Real
FREE
$3000 takes it. Call 759-4088.
around your home, bugs, HEATERS Electric, Mat- All day Saturday.
dominium,- yours for
thews 4000 w., 1 stack,$34.99.
1974 98 REGENCY, 4,door,
, spiders, all kinds of insects
45. FARMS FOR SALE
Estate, 105 North 12th
YARD SALE, 2 miles on hwv
only $14,950.
Wallin
Paris,
MILE
Hardware.
TN.
20
new radial tires, 64,000 miles,
,Xid pests are tooking for a
EXCELLENT ROW CROP
Street.
Automatic
wood 440 from New Concord. Nov.
place to
white
with
red
hibernate-under KING
interior,
show
DELIVERY
FARM.
139
$900
per
acres,
4, all weekend. Many items
room condition inside and
your home. It's warm, they heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Joe Kennon 436-3618
acre. 107 in crop. Located on
for sale.
outside,$2650. Call 436-5680. .
753-0984
_ are out of the bad weather. Hardware, Paris, TN.
Bud
kali
west
753
side
Calloway.
4868
of
YARD SALE . 603 Main, Sat.,
This makes a perfect home 32. APTS. FOR RENT
SHUT YOUR EYES, and Address inquire to P 0.
Box
%glory
Bet,.
Smith
753
3353
9
2
and
71
-2
hp
pm, boat
for all kinds of insects,,Do not FURNISHED APARTMENT
imagine your family in this 54, Farmington, Ky.
42040.
Morel Brandon 753.1513
delay. Call today. Prtkention FOR Rent. Large kitchen, motor, ski, couch, desk, tire.
home tor the holidays
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
bar bells, riding toys, play
is far cheaper than repairs. living
Don
Tucker 753-1930
Beautiful 3 bedroom 112 bath 46, HOMES FOR SALE
r¢Orr,
bedroom pen, clothes and much more
obile home id-ens, end patios, or U-BUILII, pre-cut completely reedy
Kelly's Termite and Pest combination, $100
on a professionally land- 2 BEDROOM, carpeted ll'ro
Plus
,Control. 100.S. 13th St. 753, utilities. Located at 304 N. 43. REAL ESTATE
o assemble up to 24 o 60. Buy the best for less.
KOPPERUD REALTY has scapted lo-t, 3 car garage, acres at Almo Heights, under
3914.
- all this $25,000. Call 753-7458. ,
•
4th., upstairs. Call 753-0367.
five
full-time
sales -central heat and air
and more Must be seen to FOR SALE BY OWNER. ,
24:MISCELLANEOUS
professionals to assist you in
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
DONALD
R Leaving town must' sell. 3 .
appreclate.
Real Estate matters. If you
FREEZER BEEF Choice -4 BR HOUSE Partially
TUCKER REALTOR 753 BR, 2 Bath, den, living room;
have atliUestion relight-ding
grain fed-aged beef. Front furnibtrect in quite area of
4342.
kitchen with dining area,
any phase of real estate
quarter 5.79 cents a pound, city. Call 753.7575.
laundry and garage. Storage
activity„give us a call at 753
whole or side 5.89 cents a
llth Street
LEASE
RENT
OR
36.
building with wilds_ shop
1222,
or
stop
by
our
conpound. Hind quarter 5.99
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Mime 002)753-7314
veniently located office at 711
-tees CaifIng, Teakw0/30
cents , a pound hanging GET SETTLED IN before
lialtwelty 42871
INVITATION TO BID
tiles,
fireplace,
birch
in,
We
at
KUYPtt
nie-ght. Food stamps ac- winter hits with mit nice lul
ioYestRAIORS.61cabinets,
REALTY want to be YOUR
dishwasher,
cepted. We also do custom for trailer near Whites
The Calloway County Board of Education invites
REAL ESTATE
disposal, _3)00ei0n.ca59.I
Real Estate People.
garbage
slaughtering. Paris Meat Camper Sales on 94 East- 3
1973T0Ri N
STAT O
bids on property coverage insurance, including
uor_
refrigerator, bar, AM' FM
Murray, all
Processing, 642 8201. One miles from
753-8080
good
traPoplar-Senior
intercom, centwal heat and
trat_terl near__
_public liability on office building,for the_period Dec.
of_P_aris_ on _old
.---air,-pattir7600 sti77t. t56,000Murray road,
by. Only $28 per month. Call
Professional Services
1975VW
_
9, 1978, to Dec.9,1981.
DASHER! ex
Ca44----743-6043--tor--ap-With The Pnendfy ouch •
-m
FURNITURE STRIPPING 7M 7405 eitrg-613
ceptional-conditton, with air,
pointment.
Bid forms and specifications may be picked up at
& Refinishing. For sale, lots
$3000.
Call
753-7792.
ECONOMICAL LIVIIMMEDIATE POSSESSION
of , furniture, glass and
the Calloway County Board of Education Office
REALTOR51975 VEGA, $1200 or best
bedroom
brick
Mini
•
Nice
two
NG
CLOSE
TO
colectables. Open Sun.'and
Building at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray. --- veneer, newly decorated, full Offer. Call 436-2191.
evenings. Joyces Antiques. 4
UNIVERSITY. 4 or 5
Warehouse
basement and.. complete 50. USED TRUCKS
miles S of Farmington, Ky.
All bids must be in the Calloway County Board of
bedroom,
3
down
dr
1
Storage Space
upstairs, with two baths. 1973
BRONC HO, 4-wheel
on Rt 564. Call 345-2366.
Education
office on or before 12:00 noon, Dec. 5,'
basement drive, $2900 and a 1974 Pinto
Could
have
or 2 up, V42 bathe.
For Rent
STORAGE BICYCLE,
apartment and rental rooms wagon, 51450. Both extra
1978.
plawers, - tillers, mopeds,
living room dr kitchen.
75.347158
upstairs. Choice tot 75 X 365, clean and good condition.
COMMERCIAL
small motorcycle, $3.00 The Board reserves the right to reject any and all
Could be used for
South 12th at Sy CS rnOre
desireable location, within Call 753-9773.
for
sale.
PROPERTY
Month
Large
mowers. ,
walking distance of th4e 1978 DODGE PICKUP, call 1
bids
and to waive any irregularities in bidding.
apartments,
'2
Street.
12th
South
75111351
on
Located
TELEPHONE
motorcycles, $5.00 month. 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
- University. Price, upper 30's. 3i45-2405
Ideal location for restaurant,
, Boats, campers, S20. up. 10A PINTO --APPALOOSA
basement,
double
or any retail business. -This is la ACRES HWY 121 south, 7 MUST SELL! 2 bedroom 1972
22 Sheds, 10 cents sq. ft -up. GILDING, 14 hands tall, very
FORD
RANCHO,
garage
unattached.
-a 137' X 183' lot, prime miles from Murray. 3 acres frame house with full automatic, 351 motor, $1250.
753-7400,
gentle, $300. Call 753-0224
Immediate Occupanclocation. Phone Pasture, 13 aCres wooded
basement. All .appliances _ -Call 753-1530.
business
--atter-5:30
or
' weekends.
26.3V-R A DM
753 6265
and draperies stay with
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
y. Mid' flys. Boyd
COLOR TV'S! Want a new M.PETS-SUPPLIES.
house. Good location at 602 FACTORY MADE FIBER
for more information.
1222
Majors Real Estate,
25" color tv at a bargain? We A K C
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call glass trudk topperlits long
REGISTERED
wide
bed.slidinfw
'front
105 North 12th Street.
have 3 with damaged Doberman pups. Champion
after 4:30pm,753-9924.
-window-sliding side windows
cabinets- -works perfect and blood line, $100: Call 753-1380
0. E. STEELE HOME at with screens-two way roof
'Waldrop
Realty
ly warranted. Clayton's after 430.
Dover Tenn. on hwy 49, 2 vent, interiar 11gM, MO firm.
'<formerly J & B Music). 753- SUDSBURY PARK-in -Business,
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!miles from lake, 21 2 acres Phone,436-2336 after 6 pm.
We
7575.
Better if they fit! See if this
groom all breeds of small
with income from water
Since
1956'
Sycernbre
III;
home doesn't fit your needs!
S/SSON'S ZENITH Nowlipen and medium dogs. Located in
system 5-bedrooms, 2 baths, 1969 GMC AIR, automatic, 1/2
car
3
753-5446
753-0101.733-7531
bedroom,
2
bath
Friday nights till 9. Drive town for your convenience.
12 years old ,Call 1.232 7053 ton. Call 7534160.
brick ample -sired rooms,
51. CAMPERS
.and save at Sisson's Zenith By appointment only. Call
Open house Nov 4 arid 5
fenced in back yard, ap•
for the 1978 close out slle 19 759 4140,9 5, Monday Friday.
24 FT. CONCORD TRAVEL
pliances including washer, CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
miles west of Murray on hwy Now scheduling for holiday
Trailer, fully self contained,
Awe
dryer and freezer. Be fair to more money each month on
94. Phone 1.382 2174
grooming.
sleeps 8, air conditioned. Call
yourself, see this home rent than his total monthly
753-5374 days or 437-4794
SHOP
before someone else buys it. payment would be if he
nights.
Street
20')%4'ai
130-itgri4-4his.3,,tiedroom mobile ,
LORETTA
JOBS
TRAVEL TRAILER, 29 FT.
REALTORS, 753 1492.
-701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
home.. New
car
1977 Pontiac Grand
NEW
NOUNS
Wed.
OFFICE
Day
Closed All
Prix L.1, full power and air.
Hbliday Rambler Complete
pet...underpinned and best of
with
air
conditioner,
sway
all...on private Jot in town
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
1977 Oldsmobile 98
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
bar, road
leveler and
Regency, 4 door sedan full
near shopping centers and
con
PRICE SHAVE 51.25
receiver. - Excellent
PRICI MIAR CUT $1.50
power and air.
schools. Call today and let us
FOS MOIPITAIL &NOM CALLS MOPS 753-1111
dition,
45500.
Call 435-4265
tell you more. LORETTE
after 7 pm.
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492
• 1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass,4 door sedan, power
and
1974 TARUS-23 FOOT Travel
or Amos McCarty at 733-2249
air.
Trailer, sleeps six, level
rider hitch with sway con1976 Pontiac Trans Am,
trol, Coleman Mark III air
power and air.
cond itioner._ _L3_ foot roll out
1975 Oldsmobile
awnning,
spare wheel and
Cutlass Supreme Coupe, pnwer
bumper rack, rear bumper,
and alr.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
leaveling lacks, excellent
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
condition. $4000 firm. Call
1974 Oldsmobile
Cutlass S Coupe, power and air.
753-7852
after 5:30.
elf ADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
;0? Moplo
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1974 Pontio_c_Lernans
Sport Coupe, power- and
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
r. 1 I 4 77
. .
15 FT. IMPERIAL BASS
alr.
BOAT with motor and
trailer. Call 753-5374 days or
111M11•1111111111111111111111111P1974 Mercury Montego,
437-4794 nights.
4 door sedan
Let's go to the point'
53. SERVICES OFFERED.
1972 Chevrolet Impala
That is this excellent
Approshosit•ly 115 acres
Coupe,2 door.
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
lake front lot located
located on Jorior Nil Rd. 1
Term
Long
Care
Coordinator
Regional
refrigeration
work. Also •
1973 Oldsmobile 98
on a point in Croppie
Luxury Sedan, full power and
mile wed of Earitter 1t1 Hwy,
small
electrical lobs. Call
Several positions to be filled in expanding P.S.1.0.
-air
753:0762
atter
5
pm.
Hollow.
Yours
for
Cie, Nets 6 if
!midi fence
;
in the area of long term Care Review. Full and part
BYARS BROTHERS & Sonwit% trades( posts, year
$10,600.
1969 Firebird
General home reAbdeling,
time positions available. No weekends or holiday
convertible, Classic Model,
rowed water. Good rattle
framing, aluminum siding,
la. Kenner 136 56/6
work. Competitive-salary, Superior benefits paid
farm on eprorielinoly 100
1968 Firebird,
--gutters, and roofing Call 1
Convertible, Classic Model.
Bed Moll 753 4168
acres rewcrep.
life, health and disability insurance and pension.
395 4967 or 1 362 4815.
WESTERN CEDAR
-:WINO NEW
'Amy Beth Smith 753 3153
Requirementsf
- B
HYDRAULICS. See3
priced
New
Modest'
3
troirifIrmArm
BR
in
Ono ef flee better hewn
Westwood,
753-1513
tic, calls or in shop repairs
College level degree or diploma from an accredited
De Purl, $3.1930
of hydraulic parts, lack
farms in Calloway Comity is
I I :, baths, carpet, heat
bedroom home, brick &
School of Nursing. Three years experience
rebuilding, prices starting at
this 7$ acres of Settees lend.
frame, wall heat, 1 bath,
pump. Has family room.
"QUALITY
Hwyeol646 off Of East.
PLUS"
belt
desirable. Day travel required.
Bedroom, liosh sad half
carpet,
attractively
describes
this
Call 536-2788.
Convenience
new
3
at
a
Intenviewing now for several regional positions to
Weir- haw. Cell for eabedroom, 2 bath home
CARPET CLEANING, at
0114 Per011/4 C•411110e
decorated'
..Priced in 30modest price.
be
peintemart, 753-3243.
located in Hazel. Fireplace
available January,1979.
reasonable- rates. Prompt
S.
with
heatalatar,
built in
and efficient service. Custom
Contact Mrs. Robbins 1-800-522-5051 (Toll Free)for
Wayne
Wilson
753-5086
appliances,
custom
built
*setisf•ed ustorners Are Ow
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
appliCation
cdtbinftS
=
,
.
13:4Zer'
Tgrn Herndon 753-0974
kisin Comer,'"
. CHIMNEY CLEANING,rain
AE1113WAY FLU
.
IC**
--raeretstittelkt,- minat-ropitei. TiTer/rf1ral.713131Mtew tit-She quality-features of
References furnished. Call
Gin/ Sprin 7S3-25117
4010 Dupont Circle,Spite 310
this home The prictit right?
Alex McLeod 753-157a
140iMost Maio • 753-531$
Louise
hat 753-2409
the Chimney experts. Magic
T.C. Collie 753-5122
Louisville,Kentucky 40207
30's. Phone KOPPERUD
,•
753 3763
12th Street
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759
• Prerftice one 753-5725
REALTY,793
.
=nal0Tel:witt7 Pietrorerhe /tenon Ittrtiployer untrn •
4278.
•
Is. ARTICLES FOR SALE

igagdilmma

"OUR LITTLE SON MEMORI2ED
ANOTHER IT COMMERCIAL'TODAY.I

in[u;
Boro-mmar"

41•••...

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Carter

153-8298 -

EmpOIND
Murray
Bitsun Inc.

CUSTOM-BUIL PORTABLE BUILDINGS

•

Purdent-&-Tharman
Insurance I Real Estate

I NWAGO,

QUALIflY

a

5274458 '7539625

, BARKLEY LAKE

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

I

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
Lil

Two level, 5 bedtoom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility _room, 4_
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot.' Two
detached
gaiage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

+.0

PHONE
502-685-4961

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

WALLIS DRUG

REGISTERED NURSES

-

a-

101 PURDOM

•

lose
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MULTIPLE liSTRIG SERVICE

.4

•F

UCK Hauling and
7
14
UR yard raked?
..
-.
U -I
leaves begAflflifl
more info:WWI-a-non
rubbs, 753-8636 or
767 3355
RE WOOD? Call
dolt at 753-8170 or
at 753 8536.
NINO and repair.
• ckson at Chuck's
er, 753-3682 or 753
•m.
IONAL --Window
20 yaars ex
.tores and private
1901 782 5981.
excellent
G,
753-1486
Call
.
am and 3:30 pm.
Iley.
ERGY. Blown in
insulation. TVA
approved: Free
Cadiz Dry Wall
s Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
4-5541.
02ER -Spreading,
• ck filling. Call
BOY TEAM will
lawn in a flash
• after 5 • m.
• SEMENT? We
basements dry,
ptetely guaran

REALTOR

First tell the family you're moving. Then tell a REALTOR' .
You've tot a-lot to do between now and Roving day. So spare"yourSelf

CALL A REALTOR® !

, n Co., Route 2,
A, Paducah, Ky
ne day or night 1-

Blackford Novae on 121 North
Good commercial property, large lot. Has 3separate apartments and
2 more almost completed.

BYSIT DURING
For few children.
15.
YSIT A CHILD,in
eek days. Age 2-5
.117 .747
BABYSITTING in
Cherry Corner and
entary area. 753
DONE.
WORK
Tuesday and
afternoon. Contact
A.O. pledge class.
.3-4717 or 767-2341.
OLUMN
• LE K KTEN. Six
atvery
old,
Call 753-3994.
PUPPIES.
UL
enii type dog. 436:00.
BOSTON
ALE. Three years old.
• ea, -must -give • 002 after 5 phs,

work and vriStry you don't need and let a REALTOR - handle two Of the
most important items on the agenda—selling your present horn? here and
finding a new one there.
REALTORS' are the real estate professionals who belong to the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* . This is a national
organization with more than half a million members in more than 1,750
local boards in all 50 state's, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Canada and Jamaica.
- To and one, look for this familiar emblem. It's a registered membership mark that only members of the National Association are
-----authorized to ust.
For professional real estate advice and service, see a REALTOR- .There's one nearby no matter where you are or where you plan to be.

2 Bedroom Nouse
near Coldwater on Hwy 1836 1 acre lot new septic system, good well
$21,000
4 Bedroom Brick House
on College Farm Road,$37,000

Just Reduced $3000.00
A beautiful brick,three bedroom,11
/
2 bath home,
carport for three Cars. Central heat and air,
located close to central shopping aria. Setting on
a professionally landscapedlot.

DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR
753-4342

large Coinnieuial Building
and lot at the corner of F,ast Main St. and Industrial Road. Building
65 ic 100, and lot is 232 x 110 Formerly Miller Popcorn Co.675,000. is
Commercial Lot
on 121 North 105 a 312

CLASSIC BEAUTY

in Meadow Green Acres $2,850_

Choice newly listed 4 bedroom home. in Can.terbuty Estates. Master bedroom has adjoining
private dressing room, and walk-in closet, den is
- bright
cheery, and lots of extra quality
features throughout. Let us tell you more about
this outstanding home:

in Scenic Acres,$3,650.
2!olieview tots
in Take way Shores,$4,000.
63 /fere:
near New G?nrcrd,:$18.500
Near liochonon, Tenn
house. outbuildings on 14 acres, $31,800

DONALD R.
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
e, offices, cottages,
ut completely reedy

Step up to Miller for'experienced Real
Estate and Appraisal service.

2 Bedroom Mobile Homo
on large lot in Roberts Estates close to East School. New $1,000
storage building, a steal at $8,500.

35 Acre farm $35,000.00 oft
black top road with development
possibilities.

eREALTy„,

CLAUDE L. '

KOPPERUD

UCKER
REALTOR

.10(
lhal Nall 753-1868
I Ion Tucker 753-1930
\1:irN Beth Smith 753-33S
Uait'l Brandon 753-1513

Grocery business, and large
building at 800 So. 4th St. Owner
would like to retire. Good opportunity for some one.

Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
'0‘

John Lofts 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249

Janice Austin 753-8671_
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker •

Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
4arry Patterson 753-5553 Bill Kopperut1 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900

MILLER
REAL ESTATE
24 Hour Phones 753-5064-753-8298
Home Phone - Claude L. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter,Salesman-753-8298

5th & Main - Murray,Ky.

EN LISTING

UILDINGS
UCATION
•
ucation invites
nce, including
the period Dec.
picked up at
ucation Office
Murray. -- unty Board of
noon, Dec. 5, "
ect any and all
bidding.

k, two full
room, 2
ichen with
F detached
ent above.
•st. Price
te

NUM
BOARD
OF
REALTORS

FASCINATING is the word to describe this

unique home designed exclusively for the
wooded 3 acres it rests upon. Totally private,
with cypress beam supports; this home features
a 9' front door with stained glass front and back.
Has central heat and air along with a neat parlor
wood stove. If you love privacy, back to nature,
and distinctive design in a home,this is for you.

WANT INCOME PROPERTY
Close to downtown-2nd floor-'living rm.;kitchendiningT2 bedroom and bath. Carpeted. 1st floor
not completed-could make apt. or sleeping
rooms - Only $23,000. Don't Wait Call Today.

8000-MAJOR -REAL ESTATE
753 8080_

'The Professional Office
with the
Friendft Touch"
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
Audra Moody 753-9036
753-8277
B.B. Hook 753-2387
Shropshire
Warren
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Homer Miller 75_3-7514--

South 12th at Sycamore

105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

Telephone 753-1651
P.O. Box 381

Edna Knight 753-4910
Ronnie Pea 753-7261
Patsy Fain 753-6373
753-5128
Armbruster
Marge
Requarth 753-2477
Anna
Re Roberts 436-5650

. 42301

laMEGUNERESERWEERR

1

JN

Good producing bottom land farm with
a total of 48 acres. Approximately 36
are tendable. If your looking for
production land in the Coldwater torri--''munity this is it. 'There's not much land
offered at $700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so hurry up and give
us a call!!

Country Living 3 Bedroom home, living room, family room with
new fireplace, kitchen with breakfast bay,large
patio, a garage as fine as most homes all on 5
acres 138.500.

7724

D NEW__
priced 3
ome, brick &
heat, 1 bath,
attractively
.Priced in 30-,

759-1101
,
'HELPING PEOPLEIS OUR BUSINEM'

ker 753- 24041
753-5725

_
.ENENI_VS
LottAnn Philp°, 753-6843
Marie Hicks 759-1056
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Sam Harris 753-8061
Dave McGinnis 753-8538
Arnmer

We offer a
harvest of lovely
homes to choose
from.

ATTENTION HUSBANDS!
Treat your .wife to a meticulously maintained
home, allowing time for the whole family to enjoy your new surroundings . . . Great room with
sliding glass doors leading to patio, 3 bedrooms
with large closets, 2 full baths, a modern equip-,
ped kitchen that has kept its country charm ...
Don't miss this beautifully built home, if yott
need lots of extras,storage and close-in location!
Do see it!

Village Center, US041-11.Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
„, 7534-1492
PS 1200 Sycamore

We have listings on lovely homes in every
price range. Call us today.

GUY SPANN REALTY
105 SycarnOiie
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

Cipay Spann 70-25117

1105:3-7724'
Louise Baker 753-24119

• - T.C. Collie 753-5122

Ron falent 753-9894
Cynthia Gamble 7504396
AtItifiertkori/Sfr:45;tt- incta IfftRihileY731-3561

s7e'7ol1TtIør—,
srpiido Jones 753 11271
Judy Johnston 137 4446
Loretto Jetts t51
,
140711

0-S

'
ii tta---;
:t4
'
753.324t
Glenda Smith 713.14/4
14.1411 Spam 43-074
Rust Sperioci 153-i734

-

•
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Funerals

Thomas A. Barnett
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
The funeral for Thomas A.
Barnett, 65. is being held
___todayat__2 p.m at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. .Tarnes T.
Garland, nephew of the
deceased, officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
Serving
active
as
pallbearers are Toy Lee
--13aniiiitt, Jim hetes, Nelson
garland, Ben far1ii Jr.
Jimmy Garland, and Jake
Barnett, nephews, Serving as
an honorary group are about
35 members of the Kentucky
State Police.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Barnett died Wednesday about 1:30 p.m. in an
automobile accident on Highway 94 East, about three.
tenths mile east of Murray.
His wife. Mrs. Robbie Outland
Barnett, died July 17, 1977.
The deceased was a retired
custodian of the Murray
Postoffice. was a member of
the Center Ridge Baptist
Church, and an Army veteran
of World War II. BornFeb. 9,
1913, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late James
Thomas Barnett and Fannie
Martin Barnett.
Survivors include one son,
Kentucky State Trooper J. C.
Barnett and his wife, Janice,
and two grandchildren, Jamie
and Carla Barnett, all of
Murray Route Three; four
sisters, Mrs. Lucille Garland,
Murray, Mrs. Ina Miller,
Murray Route Six, Mrs. Nettie
Reed and Mrs. Hontas
Garland, Paducah; one
brother. Bailey Barnett,
Murray Route Eight.

Grace Church Will
Hear Rev. Burpoe
Speak At Services

Rev. Williamson To
Speak Sunday For
Sinking Spring

Theatre..• i Continued From ;age One%
Saturday, Nov. 17 and la.
Performances will begin at 8 p.m in
the Carman Pavilion a(suss from
Calloway County High School Tickets
are $2.50 for general admission, $2 for
students, and $1.50 for children under 12
and senior citizens.
The production staff is headed by the
director, Richard Valentine; musical
director, Suzanne Johnson; production
managers, Patty Phillips and Linda
Begley; stage manager, Paul
Petrasek; and assistant, Karen
Hainsworth; scene desigri:- Linda
Shepard with assistant Ron Talent;
costume, Susan Barrett; wardrobe,

The Sulking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the •Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Nov.5.
Gene Jones, deacon of the
week, will amidst in the morning sifeTiCii. This Sunday
will be Building Fund Day for
the church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Miss Judy
Hughes- as orgariLst, will sing
"Stand Still And See His
Glory" andTe The
Heart Of God."
The Youth Choir will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for practice and
will sing in the evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. June McAlister
and Mrs. Linda Cooper.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6

.Toys...
THE SINGING ALVEYS from Paducah will be one of the featured singing groups at
the annual homecoming to be held Sunday, Nov.S, at the Calvary. Temple, 631 South,
Murray. Sunday School will be at 10 aritsvitti morning warship at 11 a.m. with the
pastor, the Rev.). Kirland Harris as the speaker. A potluck dinner will be served in the
church dining room, And the afternoon singing will start at 2 p.m. The church and the
pastor invite the public to attend the serVices on Sunday and also the regular worship
services on Sundar and Wednesday.

Paducah Convention Center
Receives Final Financial Ap
PApUCAH, Ky. (AP — A Thursday that the Depart$26.5 million downtown im- ment of Housing and Urban
provement project, which Development has approved a
includes a convention center, $2.9 million grant. The HUD
has received final financial grant will pay for acquisition
approval.
of the complex site and
Mayor William Murphy and demolition of buildings on it.
Gov. Julian Carr011 announced
"It was like the winning

basket in a ball game,"
Murphy said.
Carroll said the federal
allocation frees $4 million the
state had earmarked for the
complex, which will have a
convention hall that will seat
3,500.
The complex will have
50,000 square feet of floor
space and
will allow

Paducah Couple Charged
With Own Child's Murder siminueltssanemousseparcaotenvreoantion
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
Paducah couple was charged
with murder Thursday in
connection' with the death
during the night of a 35-monthold child, Michael Wellington.
McCracken County Coroner
John 'Barker said the baby
apparently died from child
abuse. Barker said the child
had bruises and burns on his
body and was also suffering
from malnutrition.
Authorities said the parents,
Allen Wellington and Paulette
Loughan, appeared today
before District Court Judge

The Rev. R. J. , Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church; will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 5.
The church is located at 617
South Ninth Street, Murray.
"One Way Flight" will be
The Liberty Cumberland
Calloway County Sheriff's
the selection by, the church Presbyterian
Chufch, located
Department has charged a 13'choir at the morning service off Highway 94
East, will hold year-old ,County juvenile with
_with_the Rev_ Ronald Haregular worship service
- s on _ burglary in connection with
dison as music director, Sunday, Nov.5,at
11 a.m.
three break-ins at the former
Dwane Jones as organist, and
"The Devil Goes To Court" 1,6 B Grocery
on KY 121.
Anita Underhill as pianist.
will be the subject of the
A sheriff's department
Sunday School will be at 9:45 sermon by the
church pastor, spokesman
said
today
a.m. with Steve Smotherinan the Rey. T. H. Sanders
who
as ske_i_intendent. Bus driver. _will _anoz,._ _Aired—the -song- authorities
ifiVeae-Thursday eight. He's
_for November is Dwane Jones-- service -with-Mtner Wells-as ThargicT With taking assorted
753-6119, but for bus irn pianist.
food and other items from
formation call Don Hale 753Sunday School will be at 10 store
currently owned by
3063.
a.m.
James
Futtrell.
The
Nursery workers for Sunday
spokesman said the youth is
will be Mr. and Mrs. Don
LAKE DATA
expected to appear before
Tefft. Freda Jones, Terry Kentucky Lake 7 a.m.
354.8.
Downey,and Bonnie Hale.
Below dam 301.9, down 0.2.
The deacons will meet Barkle • Lake 7 a m
. . 354.8.
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in the I3elow darn
302.9, down 0.9.
assembly room of the church.
Sunset 4:59. Sunrise 6:23.

Liberty Chinch To
Hear Pastor Speak

A frn 4
eirv
'
fr °.', 1 '*

f4,

At The

Poplar Springs
Baptist Church
Located East of Murray 5 miles
On Pottertown Road Hwy 280

Ron Daniels on the murder
charge. The judge set bond at
$25,000 each.
A preliminary hearing is
scheduled Nov. 28.
County Attorney Sam
Carlick said the cOliple is
charged with causing the
child's death by "striking,
beating, burning, starving and
mutilating."
Three other children in that
family — ages 2 months, 17
months and 3"2 years — were
takento the hospital for
checkups.

Murphy said.
Also included in the complex
will be a $5 million, 200-room
hotel financed by private
investor," As another part of the
project, private property
owners have promised to
spend $3.3 million on improvements.

Pleasant Grove To
Hear Rev. Franklin
Speak On Sunday

chased and children from being hurt if
parents don't use some common sense," Conn said.
A second part of Operation Toybox
will deal with tips on buying toys.
"A parent should fit a toy to his child
just as he fits clothes," Conn said.
"They should fit the child's age, interests and ability."
He used as an example, -a box of
plastic pick-up sticks. 'These may be
all right for a 10-year-old, but if his
three-year-old brother gets ahold of
them, they become dangerously sharp
instruments that could be stuck in the
eye or through the hand," he said.
Conn said price alone should not
izitivte a toy buyerT—Consurners
should be aware of the quality,
durability and design of a toy," he said,
"how well is it made and how well will it
hold up."
He said parents should look for things

Mrs. Margaret Porter will
review a portion of the book,
Rich Christians In An Age Of
Hanger, by Mier at the
county wide Bread for the
World monthly meeting On
Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7:30 p.m.
in the church library of the
First Christian Church.
The group will also review
some further
pertinent
passages of Scripture dealing
with world hunger and
Christian
lifestyle,
a
spokesman for the group said.
A discussion of the TV
documentaries on Hunger to
be shown on Kentucky
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The Lambuth College Choir
will present a concert Sunday,
Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Lambuth College of Jackson,
Tenn., is a four year college of
liberal arts and sciences of the
Memphis Annual Conference
of the United Methodist
Churck
The choir, directed by Dr.
Jo L. Fleming, chairman. of
the college department of
music, will present a sacred
concert including anthems of
praise, concert settings of

Martin's Chapel To
Hear Pastor Speak

The Rev. Daniel Tucker,
pastor of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church will
'Sunday School will begin at
speak at the services at 9:30
the North Pleasant Grove
a.m. on Sunday, Nov. 5.
Cumberland Presbyterian
"Stewardship" will be his
Church at 10 a.m. on Nov. 5,
topic for the month.
under the direction of Jimmy
Ralph Robertson will direct
Cochran,superintendent.
the church-,shoir with
The morning worship will
juvenile authorities later.
Cunningham as pianist.
Department begin at 11 a.m. with the
Sheriff's
A duet composed of
personnel also arrested Mark message by the church pastor,
Margaret
Tucker and Hilda
Miller, 18, charging him with the Rev. Dewayne Franklin to
Whitnell will sing "The Love
in connection with theft of be on the subject, "The
of God."
some checks made out to Redeemed Sinner in Heaven."
The Sunday School Hour will
The congregation will join in
Combined Insurance. The
follow
the worship service at
department spokesman said singing hymns and Mr. and10:30 a.m.
Miller -is-eller-gest with--tektrig--Mes-Sobbs--Jetton will brine
imrited to
-ever-.41,200- worth- of-eheeks---sPeciat-Music--fusf before-the -- — Mx
worship with us, said Rev.
from a parked auto. He is pastor's message.
Tucker.
The evening service of the
expected to appear before
On Saturday, Nov. 4,
Calloway County - Judge Sid church will be at 6 p.m. with
starting
at 5 p.m. the United
Easley later this month, the the pastor's evening subject to
Methodist Women will sponsor
be "Loving the Brethren."
spokesman said.
a ham hocks and bean supper
The church family invites
at the church. Everyone is
the townspeople to visit all the
invited, a UMW spokesman
services and meet the pastor
said.
,,1-ho just recently moved into
theriew church manse located
at 1718 Keenland Drive. The
Educational Television will be home was recently purchased
held by the group.
by the church session upon the
The documentaries will be recommendation of the
presented as follows:
committee to seek out a
Program 1-Sunday, Nov
proper home. for the church
12, at 7 p.m. on "The Fight for pastor. Members of the
Food" Part I.
committee were Martha
Program 2-Monday, Nov. Crawford, Ed wTn Cain,
13, at 7 p.m. on "The Fight for Thomas Jones, and G. Keys
Food" Part H.
Wells.
Program 3-Tuesday, Nov.
14, at 8 p.m. on "Distant
Thunder," a classic film
Pried of stock of local interest at
ow, EDT, today, furnished to the
depicting the Indian Famine
Laker k Times by RIM of Michigan,
of 1945.
Corp., of Mur ray, are as follows:
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familiar hymns and spirituals.
Appearing with the choir
will be Kaleidoscope, directed
by Frank C. Coulter, assistant
professor of music. This
contemporary student singing
group will offer popular
numbers from their diverse
repertoire.
Organ accompanists for the
choir are Paul Hearn, and
Deward Rahm. Accompanists

for Kaleidoscope will be Mark
Brooks, drums; Mark Collins,
_electric bass guitar; and
Rhonda McMillan, pianist.
"The concert is open to the
public and everyone is invited
to join the congregation for a
delightful musical event.
Special invited guests are the
high school seniors and their
parents,"
a
church
spokesman said.
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The Greek Corner
and

Sugar & Spice
Boutique
-- You are invited—to—visit -a11-21Y
bumness in-thcAkierand Center

directly adjacent to
MS"U campus on Chestnut. If interested in renting buildings
17x50 or 17x80 call 753-3018 after
5 p.m.
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.Hilltop Church To
Hold Homecoming

The Hilltop Baptist Church,
located by Old Salem
Cemetery, southeast of
Murray, will hold its
:-bomaroming on Sunday, Nos; T.

.116

1

that can be easily torn off, noting that
children have choked to death on the
loose button eyes of seemingly harmless stuffed toys.
Conn said more than half of the toys
_ purchased in Kentucky are bought
wing the three months before
Clu-istmas. "That's why we are making
p concentrated effort now to monitor
toy sales and alert parents and giftgivers to possible toy hazards," he said.
Edsel Moore, manager of the Consumer Product Safety Branch of the
Bureau of Health Services, said particular attention will be directed during
the inspection to toys with painted
surfaces.
Inspectors will take samples of
painted toys with a suspected high-lead
content to Frankfort for analysis.
The inspectors also will be looking
closely at electrical toys.
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Lambuth Choir Will Sing At First Church

Sheriff's Office Charges
Juvenile With Burglary
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Bread For The World Meet Will
Be Tuesday At Christian Church. -

_High
Attendance
Day Service
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'High Attendance'
Day Planned Sunday
At Poplar Spring
The Rev. Ronnie Adams„
pastor of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, will be the
speaker at both services on
Sunday, Nov. 5,at the church.
Sunday School will begin at
10 a.m. with John Warren as
director. A goal of 200 is expected on this "High Attendance Day."
The morning worship
service will be at 11 a.m. Paul
Henderson will direct the
music with Janet Byerly as
pianist and Hazel Brandon as
organist. The Church Choir
will bring special music.
Church Training will be at
5:30 .p.m. with Steve McClure
as director. The Youth Choir
practice will also be at 5:30
p.m. The Sunday evening
worship will be at 6:30.
The nursery i,s open for all
services on Sunday as well as
the Wednesday worship at
6:30 p.m. and Bible Study at 7
p.m.
Bus workers for the church
are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hale,
according to the church pastor
who invites the public to attend all services of the church.

Cecile Brock; make-up, Barbara
Silcox; properties, Patsy Massey with
Carol Julian, assistant; publicity, John
Pasco Jr.; box office, Mickey Phillips;
photographer, David Bury; Poster &
Cover Design, Charlotte Foreman;
concessions, Nelda Smith and Mary Pat
Spiliotis; and lights, Carl Strode and
Ned O'Brien.
"We have a fine group of people, and _
we feel that this will be a professional
performance which will be fun for the
whole family," said Ms. Phillips.
Anyone wishing more information may
call 759-1752.

Regular worship services.
will be held in the morning
with a basket dinner at noon.
Special gospel singing will
start at 2 p.m. featuring the
Wonders Quartet from Ten-
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1979 Model 2300 CC .Engine, Radio, steel styled
wheels, bright trim rings. Tinted glass, cigarette
lighter, rear window defroster, white sidewall steel
belted tires, dual racing mirror.

This Bobcat On Display Now At...
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